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Preface
As the new media industry emerges from its infancy to the toddler stage,
we are seeing the need to formalize some of the operations and
procedures related to the business of new media content production. We
are moving into relatively uncharted territory where the business models
remain a challenge and the traditional fee-for-service approach is not
sufficient for content owner-producers.
At the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund we have analyzed several
hundred new media funding applications displaying a wide range of
approaches to conquering the demands of managing production,
marketing the project and generating revenues. We have seen some
wonderful dreams and some wishful thinking! There have been some
exciting innovations, some complex manoeuvring, some desperate
gambles, and some rewarding successes. And, there have been many
lessons learned by all of us. This book is a result of the experiences of
the last few years and the generosity of its various authors who are
sharing their hot tips and invaluable advice.
To progress from concept to reality is a formidable venture. A great idea
is only the beginning, the foundation of all your efforts. But, no one will
ever know how great your idea is unless you combine your creative
production skills with business know-how. The paperwork may seem
endless. You may feel threatened by budgeting. You may find financing
a daunting task. Marketing and sales strategies may seem elusive. But,
each of these stages is critical to the ultimate success of your project, and
you cannot afford to overlook any of them.
The Bell Fund provides financing to encourage the production of
associated new media and television applications. In 1999, the Bell Fund
published its first training manual: Create a Winning Proposal – The
Handbook for New Media Producers. It offers guidance for preparing
and packaging new media proposals. New Media, New Business: The
Producer’s Guide now goes deeper behind-the-scenes providing a stepby-step business resource for the new media content producer – what you
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need to do before you can make a successful proposal. Our sincere
thanks go to the industry experts, turned authors, who have contributed
their expertise to this book. Their efforts in this “business improvement”
exercise are very much appreciated. They have gone beyond the call of
duty to share their insights and hard-learned lessons.
The Board of Directors of the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund
strongly supports the professional development of the new media content
industry and have taken a leadership role in responding to the emerging
needs of the industry. The Bell Fund has joined with other key
supporters of the industry whose participation has made this book
possible – Telefilm Canada, Liberty Village New Media Centre and the
Ontario Media Development Corporation.
Together we all hope to help build a vital new media business in Canada.
We are pleased to provide some of the tools, and we hope that you will
take them – and run!

Andra Sheffer
Executive Director
Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund

Telefilm Canada is committed to investing in new media technologies
and fostering the growth of a vibrant, creative, and competitive industry.
Producers in this field play a vital role in achieving this goal and
Telefilm Canada is pleased to support training initiatives such as New
Media, New Business: The Producer’s Guide.
New Media, New Business: The Producer’s Guide addresses the needs
and concerns of new media producers in this country. With content and
technology changing and growing daily, producers need to be armed with
leading edge information and strategies.
This Guide is the brainchild of the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund,
Liberty Village New Media Centre, the Ontario Media Development
Corporation and Telefilm Canada. Together, we hope that the methods
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presented within will become the standard business practices of this
maturing industry.
Telefilm Canada is a federal cultural agency dedicated to the
development and promotion of the Canadian film, television and new
media industries. The Corporation acts as one of the government’s
principal instruments for providing strategic leverage to the Canadian
private sector.
Telefilm Canada

Liberty Village New Media Centre supports this initiative as part of our
commitment to encourage best practices and knowledge sharing that
benefit all aspects of the new media industry. We are pleased to be part
of this important collaboration between the Bell Broadcast and New
Media Fund, the Ontario Media Development Corporation and Telefilm
Canada.
Kathrine Brown
Executive Director
Liberty Village New Media Centre

Through our Partnerships in Training program, the Ontario Media
Development Corporation is proud to partner with the Bell Broadcast and
New Media Fund to make this guide a reality. With a focus on
enhancing business skills and market access for content producers in new
media, film, television, sound recording and book and magazine
publishing, the OMDC salutes the creation of such a valuable resource
for new media producers.

Sherri Hills
Co-Director, Skills Development & Marketing Initiatives
Ontario Media Development Corporation
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“So what does a producer
do anyway?”
by Patrick Crowe

Defining the Role of the Producer in New Media
There has been considerable debate in recent years concerning the role
of the producer in original content new media production. In many new
media companies where the bulk of revenues are generated by
professional service work, more often than not, the clients had typically
functioned as producers. However, as it became possible to finance and
produce original content interactive properties, the existing project team
structures were frequently not able to keep pace. There was a lack of
continuity across the life cycle of projects with aspects of producing
often fragmented ineffectively across different individuals, departments
and organizations. Clearly, the so-called new media needed to borrow a
key model from the old.
The constantly evolving role of the producer in new media approximates
that of the un-hyphenated producer in film and television (i.e. not
accounting for the various permutations of line, associate, executive and
field producers that have evolved over the years). However, as is the
case in traditional media, the responsibilities of the new media producer
extend across all phases of the project life cycle from Development (in
the traditional sense of the word) to Production and Maintenance.
On one side, the producer’s business-oriented tasks include negotiations,
contracts, budgeting, financing, cost reporting and communication with
external partners, investors and funding bodies. Their creative
challenge is to maintain a consistent project vision. This imperative
encompasses work with the technical and design teams, writers, artists,
editors, composers and other content producers. Both sides of the role
1
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also involve a large category called “other”. Different individuals will
take on aspects or all of these roles according to their abilities, the needs
of their colleagues and organization.
One key distinction between the new media and its predecessors is that
it is often impossible to identify a single director in the auteurist sense in
new media production. The absence of a consistent directorial presence
places new emphasis across the project team, requiring that many
producers play an active role in the creative process. Furthermore, while
aspects of directing occur in the design, and the technical phases, the
overall story arc and content normally fall into the domain of the
producer making a combination of business and creative skills a great
advantage in this role.
One recurring area of confusion revolves around the distinction between
the role of the producer and that of the project manager. In a small
team, the producer’s job description will expand to include not just
project management but content management, usability, testing, quality
assurance and other tasks as well, according to the unique needs of the
project. In a larger organization where there is a greater degree of
specialization or where the timeline requires that a larger team be
mobilized, it is desirable to separate project management in particular
from the producer’s responsibilities.
Assigning a project manager to focus exclusively on budget tracking,
timelines, team requirements and morale permits the producer to
concentrate on the broader editorial, business and strategic objectives
that are key to a successful project. While the hybrid nature of new
media encourages an open, non-hierarchical team structure, the
producer needs to be considered as the internal client. It is their unique
function to absorb and communicate the opinions and requirements of
all the stakeholders, to evaluate the results, and to challenge the team,
even overriding objections if they conflict with the goals of the project.
One of the most difficult aspects of the producer’s job is maintaining an
objective perspective on the project. The producer needs to know a little
about a lot of things across several different disciplines. They need to
understand how granular technological issues will affect the overall
artistic and editorial impact of the project as well as its business
requirements, financing and sources of revenue.
2
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Of particular relevance in technology-based interactive media is the
frustrating reality that the rules change monthly, weekly and sometimes
even daily. Therefore, achieving that precarious balance of
understanding the potential of technology without being limited by
knowledge of the restrictions is critical. The producer should be wary of
becoming entangled in technical minutiae since this can prevent them
from fulfilling their principal task—combating the sense that the work
is “good enough” in order to encourage exploration and high standards
of achievement. With this goal in mind, the model new media producer
will constantly challenge the technical, design and content teams
towards innovation, creating solutions to seemingly insolvable dilemmas
and evolving in the process, the production model for the new, new
media.
PATRICK CROWE is a new media Producer. He produced many of
ExtendMedia’s best-known convergent media productions. In February 2000,
Patrick produced the first Canadian interactive TV series broadcast, Drop The
Beat, an award-winning interactive media project for which he received the
Canadian New Media Award for Producer of the Year.
Patrick also recently produced interactive strategies for the new CBC dramatic
series Our Hero, for Dish It Out—an interactive cooking series broadcast on
Life Network featuring TV, web and iTV versions and the Jacob Two-Two
children’s movie companion website. Previously Patrick coordinated the
launch of online publishing for @Home Network in Canada and produced two
documentary series—Splice and dewLINE Comics for MicroSoft Network
(MSN).
As a documentary filmmaker, Patrick’s directing credits include an
autobiographical musical documentary The pINCO Triangle and the Gemininominated dramatic documentary The Enduring Enigma of Susanna Moodie.
Patrick also served as Associate Producer on several documentaries for CBC
on the Internet and social issues.
Patrick is a frequent speaker and panelist on interactive media and most
recently completed a screenplay co-written with author Carol Shields.
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Concept Development
by Kathrine Brown and Ed Marks
Imagine that you and your partner are asked to go on a non-stop, crosscountry road trip to deliver a car. You must complete the trip in 72
hours. You’re given $1000 which you can put towards gas and other
necessities and you can pocket anything you don’t spend. Your feeling is
that you can complete the trip on time, for less than $500 in gas. There’s
no need to waste time planning - it’s a seemingly straight forward trip.
In fact, you don’t even buy a map because you figure you’ll just pocket
the extra few bucks.
So you get in your car and start driving fast. You soon realize you chose
the wrong highway, which will take you hundreds of miles out of your
way. You then get an unexpected flat tire only to discover you have no
spare in the trunk. And at some point, it finally occurs to you that you
left your partner standing in the driveway back home, suitcases in hand.
You’re 24 hours into your trip. You’ve already burned through the
$1000 and you’re digging into your pockets for change. It’s unlikely
you’ll be able to complete the trip on time now, if at all, and its even
more unlikely that your partner will be speaking to you anytime soon.
It’s easy to see the error of one’s ways when put in these terms but it’s
surprising how often the decision is made to begin a project without
thinking things through first. Developing a well thought out concept for
a project is the most important phase in the new media production
process. Unfortunately, this critical beginning is often glossed over or
skipped entirely in the haste to move forward on a project. A warning
for the new media producer – ignore this step at your peril. A rushed or
poorly researched concept will inevitably come back to haunt you in the
form of cost overruns, delays and ultimately, strained relationships with
your project stakeholders. It’s important to learn the difference between
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speed and progress, and this begins with developing a method and tools
for moving through this early phase of a project.
Concept development, also known as the requirements phase, is your
opportunity as a producer to relate the needs of the client to the tangible
outcome of the production team. Make no mistake, every project has a
“client” - be it external, internal or yourself as producer - where business
objectives must be identified and project constraints must be considered.
It is this “client” you must keep in mind when developing your concept
and when making key decisions along the way. Sounds relatively
simple, but it’s not. Capturing conceptual information in a concise and
consistent manner and making the right decisions for the right reasons
are challenging tasks. Let’s start with taking a look at that initial spark...

The Creative Concept
Project ideas are sometimes obvious – other times, finding inspiration is
a lot tougher. You can help the process by putting together a small
creative team and holding a short brainstorming session with whatever
client information or reference materials you have at your disposal. The
operative word here is creative. Creativity comes in many forms.
Designers are often assumed to be the creative part of a new media team
but programmers are every bit as creative in their role and in their
suggestions. To encourage the best ideas, you’ll want to have both right
brain and left brain thinkers in these sessions. This inclusive approach
to concept development also means the team can feel a sense of
ownership in the resulting ideas.
It is important, at this stage of the game, not to reject anything outright
no matter how outrageous an idea may seem. In many cases, elements of
one idea can be merged with those of another and a stronger concept
will emerge. At the end of the session, however, there should be no more
than three ideas for further development.
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The Funnel Theory
The first question to pose is, which project idea should you invest your
time and money into? The funnel theory suggests that for every ten or so
ideas, only a few have enough merit to try to capture on paper. Of those
few, only one will likely proceed to more detailed exploration. The
funnel is perpetual – for every ten or so ideas that make it to the detailed
exploration stage, only a few may move to the planning stage and
perhaps one actually gets produced, and so on down the line.
Think about what it takes to get a new television series on the air. At
each decision point, you need to evaluate the investment you have made
to date, as well as the further investment you’re about to make (which
will be exponentially higher with each stage, particularly when it comes
to marketing). You may think you know which is the right idea to
pursue but is this decision based on sound business rationale that holds
together throughout this process of elimination? Or have you been
swayed by the cool factor or your emotional attachment to the idea?
The Overview Statement
An Overview Statement is a screening tool that can help you answer this
question, with limited upfront investment. You’ll want to develop a brief
(one-page), text-based (no need for costly visuals at this point) document
for each of the three ideas from your brainstorming session. In simple
terms, you’re trying to capture and quickly convey each project idea,
stating what is to be done, why it is to be done and what business value
it will provide. Business value is not purely monetary. Let’s say a
potential project has a break-even budget but presents an opportunity for
an important strategic alliance. If the business objectives you have
identified include building a long-term relationship with a major
company, then the project offers high business value.
The main purpose of generating Overview Statements is to be able to
weigh and compare your ideas with respect to their business value only
and decide which one should move forward. There is no right or wrong
way to develop this tool, provided it answers this key question.
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The Concept (or Scope) Statement
Once you determine that you have chosen a project idea with a good
business case, you’ll want to develop a more detail-oriented tool for
further exploration and formulation of your project. This will be your
Concept Statement and it must incorporate your Overview Statement. In
turn, the Concept Statement will feed into the Project Plan.
The amount of detail for your Concept Statement will vary – smaller
projects can be detailed in a few pages while complex projects may
require more – but the objective is still to generate a high-level
document with minimum investment, since not every concept gets
produced. Again, this should be text-based. Just because you are able to
create visuals on screen doesn’t mean you should yet. In fact, if you
develop a discipline for describing your project with words first, your
ability to pitch your projects will improve as well. Visuals should only
be offered up at this point as a means to support your written and verbal
messages, not replace them.
The main purpose of generating Concept Statements is to compare your
projects with respect to their project viability and decide which one has
the best chance of success if it moves forward. Let’s say you have two
projects with similar business value but one of them has a very tight
timeline while the other will be relying on unproven technology. These
project constraints must be weighed against your team’s ability to
respond to the potential risks. Do you have a highly productive team and
extra resources on hand to handle an aggressive delivery date? Or is
your team’s strength in its ability to deal with the technical unknowns?
Your answers will help steer you toward the right project.
Chapter three, Project Management for New Media under the
subheading, “Scoping A Project”, provides more information and a
structure for developing a Concept Statement.
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The Project Plan
Where does all the project detail come from? The final tool you’ll need
to develop is a comprehensive questionnaire that covers everything from
the background and goals of your company and the project, to your
target audience, content and functionality, and to a competitive analysis
of other projects.
Here are just some of the specifics you’ll want to address:
•

•

•

•
•

Company Background – contact names, departments involved with
the project, competitors, products and services, branding and
marketing concerns, budget, decision makers;
Project Background – project purpose, objectives (long and short
term), marketing and/or promotional plans, current website/CDROM, etc., past experience with similar projects, market research,
languages needed, sites (or products) of interest to your company;
Success Benchmarks – sales projections, customer feedback, costs,
timeline, awards won. It’s important to identify how success will be
judged;
Target Audience – who is the project targeted to, users, community,
goals for users, personality and tone, nationality, culture; and
Functionality (these examples are for a web project) – who will
maintain the website, provide content, graphics, photos, videos.
How often will it be updated, who is responsible for “voice”, what
database functionality is needed, specific colours or branding
images, what options are needed (e.g. contacts, newsletters),
security, hosting, legacy system integration, navigation, etc.

A short format of the questionnaire can be used in conjunction with the
Overview Statement for screening purposes. The long format is used
with the Concept Statement to fully explore your project. These
questionnaires should be tailored for your particular projects and market
niche and continually modified with experience. For example, based on
successful projects, ask yourself which questions provided the most
information about technical specifications and ensure these questions
become part of your standard set. Also consider which critical questions
came up later and ensure you incorporate these into your initial
questionnaire. The answers to your questions will become the basis for
your Progress Plan.
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So, the next time someone asks you about going on a road trip, what’s
the first thing you’re going to do? That’s right - check out the car, toss a
map in the glove compartment and strap your partner in the front seat.
Now drive fast.
Suggested reading:
Wysocki, Robert and Beck, Robert and Crane, David. Effective Project
Management. John Wiley & Son, Inc., 2000. Provides a detailed
description on the development and use of Overview Statements.
Siegel, David. Secrets of Successful Web Sites. Textbook Binding,
1997. Includes an example of a Project Profiler for website
development. You can use this general outline as a starting point for
developing your own.
Kathrine Brown has 20 years experience in a wide range of visual
communication fields in Canada, the U.S. and Australia. As a pioneering new
media producer and executive producer, she developed critically acclaimed
children's titles. As an innovative instructor and administrator, she developed
some of the first courses in new media project management and headed the
successful Multimedia Studies program for the University of British Columbia.
As a consultant within the Ontario Film (Media) Development Corporation, she
spearheaded business-focused programs and services designed to stimulate
economic growth in the new media sector. She now brings her unique blend of
skills and experience to her role as Executive Director of the not-for-profit
Liberty Village New Media Centre, a resource, networking and professional
development centre for Ontario's new media industry.
Ed Marks is the President and founder of Digital Rain Incorporated, a
pioneering company that since 1995 has grown to be recognized as one of the
top "new media" facilities in Canada. Ed has more that 16 years experience in
the creative development and production of large-scale projects in the
education, healthcare, marketing and entertainment fields. Ed believes in
fostering the kind of production environment that allows for a focus on
commitment and excellence in all aspects of DRI's business and projects.
Digital Rain's Vision Statement reflects those strengths, "Our Passion, Our
People, Your Success." Digital Rain has won many international awards for
video, CD-ROM and website production. With a strong production and design
background, DRI provides valuable "user centric" approaches to sophisticated
and complex programming from on-line database management to secure
financial transactions. DRI currently focuses on CD-ROM hybrids and internet
applications with an emphasis on e-business, e-learning and digital product
support.
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Project Management for
New Media
by Cherie Ferrari

New media content projects are generally understaffed, underfunded and
underplanned. The aggressiveness of the internet means that projects in
new media must be completed quickly and often launched with a kiss
and a prayer. For every successful new media project that has achieved
business success, and that has a community of dedicated users, there are
many projects that have failed, both as a business, and as something
useful and usable.
Producers of new media content projects must often wear two hats: one
hat as Producer and another hat as Project Manager. The Producer hat
carries high level responsibilities of vision, strategy and business
success. The Project Manager hat carries the responsibility of ensuring
the scope of the project is controlled.
New media project managers must manage the project team and the
client (if you are producing someone else’s content) or the investors and
stakeholders (if you are producing your own content).

What is Project Management?
Project Management is a formal management practice that defines
project phases and provides tools for project completion.
The project manager is responsible for managing the scope of the project
and all the people involved. The scope includes time, cost and quality as
agreed and defined by the project team and the producer or client. The
people who can affect the project include the stakeholders, sponsors and
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the project team. Stakeholders are people who can positively or
negatively affect the project. Sponsors are people or organizations who
may be paying or providing services, equipment or content.
TIME

STAKEHOLDERS

SPONSORS

SCOPE

COST

QUALITY

PROJECT TEAM

The project manager is responsible for producing all project
documentation including the scope statement and the project plan.
The producer, with the team members, is responsible for producing the
product documentation including marketing and business plans,
specifications (storyboard, interface, functional, technical), prototypes,
test plans, manuals and any other related documentation.

Project Phases
Projects are divided into phases to organize the work. The Project
Management Institute defines five generic phases which may be
renamed for new media:
•
•
•
•
•

beginning the project or “initiation"
planning the project
doing the work of the project or “execution”
maintaining the project or “controlling” it and
closing the project or “phase-out”.
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Figure 3.1
Standard
Phases

Typical New Media
Project Phases

(www.pmi.org)

Initiation

Audience analysis/
Focus group

Typical Software
Development
Project Phases
Feasibility

% of Time
spent
on each
phase
5

Needs Analysis
Content Analysis
Planning

Project Definition/
Specification

Specification

Usability Interface
Design

Planning and
Design

55 - 60

Functional and
Technical Design
Graphic Design
Execution

Programming

Coding

Integration

Programming

Controlling

Testing

Test and Fix

5

Phase - out

Post mortem and
handover

Maintenance

5
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Tools
Project tools include templates and methodologies that are used in each
phase of a project and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cost or controlling the budget given for the project;
time or managing the schedule;
scope or ensuring that only the necessary work gets done for a
project;
quality or ensuring that the product or service meets specified grade
or quality;
risk identification and planning;
contracting resources and other project items;
communicating project status; and
managing the people assigned to the project.

Project Initiation
Beginning or initiating a project involves identifying and getting
approval or agreements to begin the project.
Stakeholders are individuals or organizations who are involved in or
may be affected by project activities. For example, owners of content are
stakeholders concerned with how the content is used in a new media
project. Investors are stakeholders on how royalties and profits are
disbursed or reinvested by a producer for new media projects. The
project team should brainstorm the list of stakeholders and their stake in
the project.
Often new media producers proceed with the work before they have
obtained the necessary financing or valid approval to proceed. It is
imperative to have an understanding of the needs of the investors or
clients that is documented and reviewed before beginning work.
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Figure 3.2
Project
Stakeholders

Project
Champions

Project
Participants

Community
Participants

Parasitic
Participants

Stakeholders
Include

Stakeholders’
Criteria

Stakeholders’
Impact

Entrepreneurs
Developers
Investors
Visionaries
Clients/Customers
Politicians
Community Leaders

Good return on
investment.
Services and products
available at minimum
expenditure.
End result as envisioned.
Rewarding experience.
Enhanced reputation.
Complete project on
time and within budget.

Very high

Project Manager
Project team
Engineers
Constructors
Vendors
Suppliers
Regulatory Agencies at
all Levels
Legal, etc.
Community
Members
Special Interest
Groups
Religious Leaders
Political Groups
Social and Ethnic
Groups
Environmentalists

Opportunists
Activists
Causes
Information Media:
Radio, TV,
Newspapers
Magazines, etc.

Meet all objectives
Satisfy other
stakeholders’ goals and
desires.

Very high.
Project participants
call can make
or break the
project.

Benefit the Community.

High.

Minimize impact on
community.

May require extra
efforts and
resources to
satisfy demands,
concerns,
objectives.

Satisfy special interests.
Stop, delay, change the
project.
Profit from project.
Opportunity for selffulfillment.
Opportunity to promote
own views, ideas,
philosophy.
Opportunity for profit
or gain.
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Low to high
impact
could be
significant if
other
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Planning
Once a project has begun, there are three important steps that go into the
planning of the project:
1.
2.
3.

Scoping the project.
Defining the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) which is the work
to be done.
Writing the contents of the project plan.

Scoping a Project
The Scope Statement is a document of three to four pages and it should
be completed very quickly. The advantage of this document is that it
gives the project manager and the producer or client a focus to agree on
what should be done without focusing on the time it will take and the
cost. Once the scope statement is written, the Work Breakdown
Structure and the Project Plan can be completed.
The table of contents for a Scope Statement includes ten fields:
1.

Project Information includes information such as the project name,
Producer, Project Manager, Project Sponsor, Project Contributors,
End Users and other participants.

2.

Project Title and Description

3.

Project Purpose

4.

Project Background

5.

Deliverables

6.

Project Contents is a simple list of what is and is not included in
the project. For example, translation and hosting are two things that
may not be included in the project.

7.

Support Requirements are things the project team needs such as
documentation, content, digitized files, access to experts, etc.
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8.

Stakeholders should be listed with an indication of their possible
positive or negative effect on the project. For example, a
government agency may dictate a policy that prevents online
publishing of content so they are stakeholders who could have a
negative impact on the project whereas the project sponsor has a
positive impact on the project because they are the people providing
the money, resources or content.

9.

Measurable Success Indicators are one-sentence statements that
quantify how the successes of the project will be measured. A
sample measure of success could be “To complete the project in six
months and achieve $100,000 of profit after six months of being
online and operating expenses are subtracted.”

10. Project Constraints are things that the producer and/or client and
the project team can list that may have a negative impact on the
project. For example, the required date is too aggressive; a new
technology may be unstable; the budget is too small; and the chief
programmer is inexperienced.
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
When the Scope Statement is complete, then it is time to prepare a list
or organization chart of the work to be done. The WBS is a deliverableoriented grouping of project elements that organizes and defines the
total scope of the project.
Creating the WBS involves identifying all the work that needs to be
done without trying to plan the order in which the work is to be
completed, how long each task will take or which tasks are dependent
on one another. The sequence, duration and dependencies of a task are
activities of creating the schedule. A sample Work Breakdown
Structure for a website project may look like the following organization
chart:
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Testing

1. Project
orientation
2. Write test plan
3. Set-up test
environment
4. Do testing
5. Fix and retest
6. Provide support

Project Mgt.

1. Obtain approval
2. Write scope
3. Write project
plan
4. Set-up facilities
5. Select team
6. Manage project

1. Needs analysis
2. Define usability
& interface
3. Define functions
4. Define graphics
5. Define content
6. Define change
control process
7. Define content
asset mgt.
process

Website Design

Website Project

1. Define tech skills
2. Define
applications &
tools
3. Define operating
environment
4. Define hardware
5. Design database
6. Test & select
e-commerce tool
7. Test & select
content mgt. tool
8. Define hosting
environment

Technology

Figure 3.3 Website Development Project – Work Breakdown Structure

Project Management for New Media
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Each box in the WBS specifies an amount of work that can easily be
achieved by a project member or team of members and results in a
specific deliverable. For example, the deliverables for “Define graphics"
is a document that details the look and feel of the website, the graphic
images used, the style guide and information about the graphic
components of the website.
A necessary task in creating the WBS is to get input from the people
who will actually do the work or are familiar with the work to be done
and to establish a relationship with the client that fosters
communication.

Contents of the Project Plan
When you, or the client, and the team have approved the Scope
Statement and the Work Breakdown Structure, then you can produce the
Project Plan. The first few pages of the project plan are the information
you have produced in the scoping phase (Scope Statement and WBS)
and the table of contents for the project plan would include the following
sections:

Table of Contents for a Project Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Scope of the Project
Work Breakdown Structure
Budget
Project Organization Chart
Quality Plan
Communications Plan
Risk Factors
Project Schedule
Sample of graphic elements, interface design or storyboard (if
desired)

The Budget includes the cost of people, services and equipment needed
to complete the project. All project budgets must be tracked and
reported.
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Project Organization includes the people required for the project and is
complex as there are many skills required to produce a new media
project. New media development is labour intensive requiring the skills
of creative and technical people. Project managers are responsible for
ensuring the effective use of the people involved in the project. This
includes those who are doing the work, those who are providing
information, and those who are paying. Creating a responsibility or
accountability matrix and including it in the project plan is good way to
ensure everyone on the project understands his or her roles and
responsibilities.

Requirements
Design
Development
Implementation
Testing

S
S
S
S
S

A
A
A
A
A

A
P
R
I
P

P
A
P
P
I

I
P
A
A
P

Testing

Programming

Graphic Art

Researcher

Project
Manager

Sponsor

Figure 3.4 Responsibility/Accountability Matrix
Phase \ Person

I
P
A

P= Participant
A= Accountable
R= Review required
I= Input required S= Sign-off required
The Quality Plan includes focus group tests, usability tests and alpha
and beta tests. The best way to ensure that a project is usable and
according to the stakeholder expectations is by involving the target users
during the testing phases.
The Communications Plan is the most important element in a project. A
project manager must be a master of communication. Communications
planning ensures the timely and appropriate generation, collection,
dissemination, storage, and ultimate distribution of project information.
A communications plan included in the project plan must document the
information needs and communications method used to provide project
information to the project team and stakeholders.
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Risk Factors must be documented in the project plan. It is good to try to
quantify and determine which risks have a positive or negative impact
on the project. The project manager must work with the team to develop
strategies to respond to risk opportunities and threats and define
methods for managing and tracking the effect of changes on the project.
The Project Schedule is a plan which can be created using Microsoft
Project. As a policy, assign half days or days as a minimum timeframe
to each task. Trying to micro-manage time on a project is often more
time consuming than imagined.
Graphic examples can be included in the Project Plan. In new media
projects it is also wise to include some of the graphic elements of the
project. These may include a sample of the look and feel, a detail of the
interface and/or navigation and/or a storyboard or screenshots of similar
projects.
The completed Project Plan should become a controlled document with
any changes noted. The Project Plan should be filed centrally so that all
project team members can have access to it.

Executing and Controlling the Project
Simply, these two phases of the project are concerned with executing the
approved project plan. These are the phases that spend the project
budget and get the work done. Administration and tracking of the
budget, as well as receiving and reporting status on work completed, is
the responsibility of the project manager.
A change control process should be in place to manage the changes that
will naturally occur during the project execution. Changes may be
cosmetic or functional. All changes must be costed, assessed for risk
impact and scheduled.
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Phase-Out and Closing a Project
There are two specific responsibilities when closing a project:
• final sign off and acceptance of the product by the producer or
client, sponsor or customer; and
• formal closure of the project (post mortem) and administrative
closure (archiving project documentation and contracts).

Some of the activities that are required to properly close projects are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

archiving all project documentation;
ensuring contracts are completed;
performing a post project review by the project team and the
client/producer;
providing support for integration and maintenance of the product;
detailing a process for maintaining and supporting the project; and
identifying new business or additional functionality.

Project Management Considerations for All New Media
Projects
All new media projects whether simple or complex, require:
•
•
•
•
•
•

an understanding of the expectations of the user;
an understanding of how the new media component of the business
or project integrates with the overall business process;
a well defined interface which is easily navigated and expandable;
an editor or quality assurance person to ensure overall continuity of
the content and functionality;
impeccable content management; and
a process for maintaining and updating the content (if required).

For more information on the formal practice of Project Management
refer to the Project Management Body of Knowledge available online at
www.pmi.org.
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Suggested reading:
Project Management Institute, A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge, 1996.
Alber, Anto., Multimedia, a Management Perspective, 1996.
England, Elaine. Managing Multimedia, Addison Wesley, 1997.
Hayde. Secrets of Successful Web Sites: Project Management on the
World Wide Web, 1997.
Schuyler, Nina. The Business of Multimedia. Allworth Press, 1995.
Souter, Gerry. Managing Multimedia Projects. Focal Press, 1997.
Strauss, Roy. Managing Multimedia Projects. Focal Press, 1997.
Multimedia Producer’s Bible. IDG Books, 1997.
CHERIE FERRARI is a New Media strategist, consultant and project
manager. Her experience includes work in education, multimedia, software
development, finance, manufacturing, consumer electronics and government.
Projects include:
•
•
•
•
•

Business and Operations strategy for e-learning
New Media strategist and project manager for the Charles Bronfman
Heritage Project
Multimedia Project Management instructor at Centennial College's Bell
Centre for Creative Communications
Development and delivery of seminar for Project Management for New
Media
Seminar development for the Privy Council Office for using the Internet to
implement Common Look and Feel standards and Citizen Centered
Government.

Cherie is bilingual and enjoys speaking and mentoring people who are
responsible for ensuring new media projects are completed according to the
expectations of the client and user.
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Presenting The Concept
by Steven J.P. Comeau
At its heart, a presentation or a proposal is a device used to
communicate your ideas and emotions to another person. A good
presentation is one that leaves your audience with a clear vision of what
the final product will be like. They should be able to picture the project
just as you do, and they should share your confidence and enthusiasm
for it.
Packaging the creative and content aspects of your project and
presenting them is no small task. Getting the ideas in your imagination
documented in a way that quickly and effectively communicates them is
a difficult process. This can be even more challenging given the limited
time and varied perspectives of the people who will constitute your
audience and make decisions based on your presentation. Consider the
words of this famous multimedia pioneer, P.T. Barnum: “No one ever
went out of business underestimating the intelligence of the general
public.”
Sad but true. You are going to be much more familiar with your project
than your audience. Therefore you must not make assumptions about
what the reader knows, or that they immediately understand what you
are presenting. You should always try to be as clear, concise and as
focused as possible when trying to describe your ideas in words or in
visuals. You have the unenviable task of leaving little to the
imagination about how things look or work, while at the same time,
inspiring the reader’s imagination about the greatness of your concept.
By using some of the suggested techniques mentioned here you can
hopefully avoid misunderstandings about what you are, increase the
emotional impact of your ideas and generally make your creative stand
out from what is undoubtedly a tall stack of competing ideas.
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Break It Down to The Basics
(This concept is not specific to documenting creative ideas but is good
for any presentation or proposal.)
If anyone was to read only the first paragraph of the first page of your
presentation, they should be able to walk away knowing what the project
is and why it is great, etched in their minds. The rest of your
presentation should evolve from there. It is often suggested that the first
or second line very literally state what is being proposed. For example,
“Road Kill Quarterly dot com is a darkly humourous and episodic, webbased publication exploring the flattened flora and fauna of the
highways and by-ways of the world” or, “Ebola TV is a 13 episode x 60
minutes docu-soap that pits eight trendy lofters against the most lethal
viruses known to man.” From there you can go into further detail and
provide support for your concept.
Summarizing your concept in one sentence can be quite valuable in
forcing you to focus, clarify and define the project. It can also help you
to refine your verbal pitch. After this, you can elaborate for days.
When elaborating, people often respond well to the following ways of
describing your new idea:
•

Compare your idea to other well known projects which are similar
to yours: “My site is going to be like an E-bay for royalty free music
loops.”

•

Indicate how it differs from existing well known ideas: “Unlike
Napster, this service is a legal way for musicians to get their songs
heard.”

•

Use analogies: “My show will do for children’s television what the
Sex Pistols did for Rock & Roll.”
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Walk Them Through It
The written walk-through is an essential aspect of trying to convey a
complicated or highly innovative idea that goes beyond one’s traditional
understanding. A walk-through coupled with some visual aids such as
screen shots, sketches and/or a flow chart to add greater clarity can
really help you convey a complicated plot or process.
When doing a walk-through, start at the very beginning. Describe the
opening titles, the load screen and the intro movie. From there, detail
the way a user or viewer is expected to experience your concept.
Describe the characters as they will be. Describe how the interface looks
and works. Explain what the choices are for the users and what happens
when you choose them. Elaborate on your design choices. Describe
what their effect is in making the project easier to understand or use and
how they make the project more useful or entertaining. This involves
functional documentation of the project - connecting the dots in a linear
way so that someone can understand the experience of the concept. This
is also your chance for pure salesmanship. It’s a great opportunity to
inspire the audience’s imagination. Here is an example of a walkthrough that describes the first parts of an online game called Funding
Deadline:
“Upon entering the URL from your browser, a new browser window
opens and fills the entire screen. An animated logo of the company
appears and then explodes with a thunderous boom. Out of the
explosion come various funding source logos that rain down and
smother a sad-looking producer racing for a courier drop-box. We get a
sense of desperation from him. This all plays as the main screen and the
game elements are loading. After they are finished loading, the
animation fades out and the main screen fades in. At the top of the
screen is the title and the logo of the production company. Clicking the
production company logo opens up a new browser window with the
company’s website. On the page is an illustration of a producer racing
toward a Fed-Ex box with the clock ticking in the background. On the
left side of the screen are the following links: “Behind the Scenes”,
“Instructions on Gameplay” and “Links to Other Games” all made to
look like fields in an obscure funding application. If the user selects
“Instructions on Gameplay” the screen clears and a type animation
appears introducing the section…”
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As you can see from this example, you can go into too much detail
which can detract from giving a strong overall impression about what
the project is actually about.

Let’s Get Technical
Well not that technical. It’s often a good idea to include basic technical
specifications if some computer or set-top hardware is going to be used
in the project. This gives an indication of what the potential audience
is. It also shows how much you are going to push the envelope
technically. For example, “an interactive program that will run on Mac
or PC with a 66 MHz processor will be accessible to more people than a
program that will only work on a super fast PC”. You don’t need to get
very technical, just the basics. Try to include, Operating
System/Systems, processor and speed, available RAM, available hard
drive space, needed software or compatible browsers, needed peripherals
(CD ROM, printer, game-pad), etc.

Show Me, Don’t Tell Me
Using art and visuals is very effective in accomplishing your goal of
communicating clearly and making an impression. Visuals can be
purely informative as with flow charts, or can be used to impart the
aesthetic and “look and feel” of the final product.

Visual Presentation
A cool colour cover on an unusual paper will make a proposal stand out
in a pile and give the reader a sense of anticipation to see what’s inside.
Often it is good to cook up a preliminary logo, colour set and type style
that points creatively to what you want your project to look like and
actually use them to package your presentation. Colour printing is
cheap these days and really makes your presentation stand out.
On the moving images front, flash and DV video are inexpensive
animation and video formats that can be used to quickly capture the
essence of what you want your final product to be like for inclusion in a
prototype or demo of your project.
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Flow Charts
Creating a flow chart maps out the choices and elements in an
interactive experience. By going through the process of creating one,
inconsistencies or poor logic in your design will become apparent and
your ideas will be more structured in your own mind. By following up a
flow chart with a detailed description of each element, an even clearer
picture can be painted. This written description differs from the walkthrough because it documents structure and information (navigation
choices, art assets, etc.). The walk-through has a more descriptive and
perceptual function. Use a hierarchy that mirrors your flow chart as it
will be easier to follow.
For example let’s take our online game “Funding Deadline”. This is the
flowchart for the site:
Figure 4.1
Load Movie

main page

Behind The Scenes

About the Creators

Links to Other
Games

How the Game was
Made

Instructons on
Gameplay

The Game

This can be described in writing as:
Load Movie starts off with an exploding animated version of the
production company’s logo which turns into falling funding source
logos that smother a sad-looking producer in a continuous loop until the
main content of the site is loaded.
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Main Page includes an illustration, production company logo and three
navigation choices. Clicking on the production company logo launches
a new browser and loads the production company’s site. The three
choices are: “Behind the Scenes”, “Links to Other Games” and "Instructions
on Gameplay."
Behind the Scenes loads by fading out the preceding screen and having
a type animation of a clock counting down wipe the new graphics
onscreen. There is another illustration and two navigation choices:
“About the Creators” and “How the Game was Made”.
About the Creators is a brief description about the designers of the
game and their history as failed independent producers.
How the Game was Made is a brief description of art therapy and the
technical know-how that went into the game.
Links to Other Games uses a transition similar to the previous screen
to display a series of links to other similar games is displayed.
Instructions on Gameplay uses the timer animation again, to display a
description of the gameplay. Centred at the bottom of the screen is a
button to start the actual game.
The Game - a maze of papers appears and …anyway, you get the idea.

Storyboards
This is an old standard that still is one of the best ways to quickly show
how you are going to tell a story with images. Again, going through the
process of storyboarding can help you to better clarify and work through
the weak points of your story. Try to keep the number of frames on each
sheet to a minimum so that the images they contain can really be seen.
Also put timings by the frames in your storyboard to give a better idea of
the pace at which events happen. Be sure to include a written
description with each frame to further describe what is happening.
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Screen Shots
Screen shots are especially useful for describing interactive interfaces.
Go through the motion of designing screens for your project and include
them with your walk-though. You don’t have to do this for every
screen, just the main ones, or those that have a very complicated layout
or set of functions. Posting them online so that the readers can access
them on a web browser may also be a valuable way to help someone get
a sense of what the final product will be like.

Character Photos/Sketches
Often people will tear out pages of a magazine to show their hair-stylist
what kind of haircut they want if they just can’t figure out how to put it
in words. Getting a vision from one mind to another is a difficult
process. Instead of trying to describe the imposing visage of a character
in a story, why not show a photo or a sketch to make it clear. Corel and
other companies have libraries of cheap stock photos available online
that can be bought individually and instantly downloaded. This is an
inexpensive way of beefing up the visual impact of your ideas.

Prototype
Creating a prototype or demo of your project is a very effective way of
showing what your project will be like. The idea here is not to produce
a finished painting, just a sketch. If your project is interactive in nature,
put some of this online and include the URL in your presentation or
proposal. Then your audience can access it at their leisure and really get
a good sense of what the final project will be like. Creating a prototype
can also aid you in discovering technical issues with your ideas that
need to be addressed in other areas of your presentation like your
schedule or budget. A demo of a non-interactive content project like a
film or a television show can convey aspects of your characters or setting
that may be hard to do in words. Demos and prototypes are also great in
illustrating to your audience that you have the technical competency to
produce what you are proposing. The proof is in the pudding so to
speak.
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The Sound of Music
Music and sound are of course an important part of any content idea.
Music has a powerful emotional effect when trying to set the tone or
“look and feel”. Adding music to a demo or prototype will increase its
effectiveness. If sound is the primary content of your presentation or
proposal, be sure to include examples as they will get the idea across
better than any written description.

Trailer Trash
Like a demo or a prototype, a little 2 or 3 minute video trailer or promo
clip can sell both interactive and general content ideas. The advantage
of showing interactive content on a video tape is that it won’t crash or be
incompatible with your audience’s computer. With a content idea for
television or film, a trailer can show the idea in a quick visual manner
and communicate a vision or aesthetic that can leave the audience
wanting more.

Walk a Mile in Their Shoes
When you have completed your presentation or proposal, read it as if
you are someone who has just received it for the first time (like a witless
bean counter administering a byzantine policy at some obscure federal
office). Ask yourself these questions because these are the sorts of
thoughts that run through the minds of the people who are your
audience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Does its visual appearance catch my eye?
Do I find myself skimming the pages when I read without anything to catch
and hold my attention?
Do I understand what’s being pitched after reading the first page or two?
Do I care?
Do I know what using/watching the end result would be like?
Do I get the feeling that all bases have been covered or do I feel like I have
more questions the more I see or read?
If I did have a question, where in the presentation or proposal would I look
for the answer? Can I find specific information quickly and easily?
When I’m finished, what elements of the presentation do I remember the
most?

Presenting The Concept

Answering these questions should help point out potential weaknesses in
your overall presentation.

Finally, the Fat Lady Sings
Hopefully, these suggestions will help you make one of those
presentations or proposals that creates a buzz and convinces others to
give you tons of cash instead of one of those proposals that ends up
getting filed in the back of a Pro-shred truck. Best O’ luck…

Steven J.P. Comeau is a producer, director, composer, entrepreneur and all
around new media guy. Steven is the President and co-founder of
Collideascope Digital Productions Inc., a Halifax-based new media company
specializing in the inevitable fusion of creativity and technology in the world of
TV/Internet convergence.
Steven has produced many traditional and new media projects including
"Ollie's Under the Bed Adventures" a convergence property airing on
Teletoon, “Heart of Laughter” a documentary for CTV (which he also directed)
and Collideavision, a client server software package that is a “guerrilla TV
station in a box”. He and his partner Michael-Andreas Kuttner earned the
1998 Business Development Bank of Canada’s “Young Entrepreneur of the
Year Award" and in 1999, he received his first Gemini nomination as Executive
Producer of Sean Scott’s award-winning animation Tongue Twister.
Steven was also listed in Macleans Magazine “Top 100” young people to watch
for in the year 2000 and in June 2000 he was awarded the first Canadian New
Media award for “Industry Advocate of the Year”.
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Budgeting
B y Charles Zamaria

Budgeting: Myth or Reality?
A budget is simply numbers and values placed on a spreadsheet that
provides a general idea of the cost of your production…Myth.
A budget is very easy to prepare - just quickly assess the value of
production processes, labour, and material costs, and throw some
earnings in for your efforts…Myth.
A budget is simply numbers and dollar signs on a form or template – a
waste of time since estimates never equate to actual costs…Myth.
If your application for funding is due tomorrow, don’t worry, you can
wing it - complete the budget overnight - just roughly estimate the costs
and provide a lump sum for each line item…Myth.
A budget designed according to the statements above will secure you
funding for your new media project – right? WRONG! Nothing could
be further from the truth. If you can’t be bothered spending quality
time and effort thoroughly evaluating your production needs, accurately
researching and negotiating the various costs, and preparing detailed
analysis and explanation of your production expenses, you might as well
go no further. Chances of realizing your project without an accurate
and complete budget are quite slim.
The Oxford Dictionary defines a budget as: “the amount of money
needed or available…an estimate or plan of expenditure in relation to
Income." A budget is certainly a terrific device that helps you
summarize the expenses of your production. It is a helpful tool for
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informing those who review it, of the cost of your project. Dependent
upon how well prepared you are and how much you really know what
you want to do, it provides a detailed breakdown of the costs necessary
to complete your production.
Don’t fool yourself. It is a challenge to complete. You really have to
know very accurately how much everything costs. In the new media
industry rates and fees change frequently. There can be hundreds of
categories and line items to determine. Sometimes it can take a great
deal of time researching and negotiating costs. Many times, you spend
hours in its preparation without any guarantee that the fruits of your
labour will succeed. The budget, however, is an indispensable device
that funders use to assess the viability of your production and the level of
their financial commitment. More than anything, when completed
well, it offers a clear indication of what you intend to do and how you
intend to do it – in short, it is a good measure of your business plan. It
represents one of the most important documents that you will prepare.
When completed carefully and thoroughly, you immeasurably improve
your chances of garnering funding from other sources.
After you have determined what it is you want to produce - the creative
stuff - figuring out how much it will cost is the next step in realizing
your project. The next step, financing, cannot take place until you have
developed a coherent and detailed business plan vis-à-vis your budget.
Treat it with care and respect, and it will return the favour. Nothing is
more important at demonstrating your business acumen and reliability
as a producer than preparing a thorough and accurate estimate of costs.
Funding agencies regard the budget very seriously and factor it highly in
the evaluation process. If you want to be successful and see your project
to fruition, spend the time and care necessary for its preparation !
Budgeting for “Fee-for-service” versus “Owning your
project”
Before beginning to gather all the information and cost estimates
necessary to complete the multitude of line items in a budget, you must
determine what type of project you want to produce. Fee-for-service
refers to production activity where you are paid to produce a project for
another party. Normally, you would have no ownership in the actual
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production. Instead, you are sub-contracted to perform specific
functions for its completion. You enter into a service agreement
whereby you are contracted to provide specific services for someone
else’s project.
For this type of production activity, costs are generally assessed much
higher than the actual labour cost. This is the norm for the new media
service industry. Its practices parallel those used in the television
commercial production industry. For example, the hourly rate you
charge is made up of a variety of expenses that are factored into the
total, including: the actual labour cost, equipment amortization
expenses, overhead, administration recovery, non-billable labour
downtime recovery, and a margin for profit. Hourly chargebacks may
range from $75-250 per billable hour for labour expenses that might
actually only cost between $25-75. Using this contracting
arrangement, you recover many of the costs of doing business as well as
a profit margin through the rate assessed.
When you produce a project of your own, the manner in which you
estimate costs is quite different. Owning your project usually implies
that you are paying for the costs directly and may have other partners
involved to help finance your project. Both you and the funders have a
vested interest in ensuring costs are as low as possible in order to
complete your project cost effectively and reap profit through its
distribution. Most of the new media funding agencies have limited
financial resources and want to see their funding spread to as many
partners as possible and used as efficiently as possible. They see
themselves as your partners not clients.
Therefore, most funding agencies insist that only the actual labour and
facility costs are assessed in the budget. There are other line items
within a budget for recovery of equipment amortization, rental
expenses, overhead, and administration costs. These costs, however,
must be actual expenses not inflated with additional mark-up or profit.
These costs have to be broken down separately and not aggregated into
one hourly rate. The only expenses that you are NOT allowed to
recover are non-billable labour downtime and a profit margin. The
actual amount of recovery for fee-for-service equivalent work is between
65-75 percent of the inflated hourly rate.
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Remember once again, these funding agencies are your partners not
your clients and they have a vested interest in the economy of your
budget. You are not producing your project for them, but with them as
partners. So if you intend to make a profit, make sure you design your
project to be profitable in distribution after it is completed. For most
new media funding agencies and for the purposes of the following
discussion, it is assumed that you will fall within the Owning your
project model when preparing your budget. Therefore, estimate your
budget line items at what they actually cost.
Budget Templates
Refer to Budget Template in Appendix 1.
To assist in the budgeting process budget templates or formats have been
developed. A budget template is like a road map – simply a series of
categories and directions organized in a logical fashion to assist you in
navigating through the processes of production and accurately
determining the costs. Many of the new media funding agencies in
Canada use a common template developed after much research and
industry consultation by the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund (The
BellFund/Telefilm template). This template offers many categories and
line items for you to budget the cost of your production. Use it! The
agencies for their part require a budget format that assists in the fair and
equitable analysis of new media production cost estimates. The more
thoroughly and accurately you complete the existing budget template,
the easier it is for the agencies to review and analyse your proposal –
therefore, the more likely it is for you to have a successful application.
Extensive consultations have been conducted to review the project
budgeting needs of producers, as well as the requirements of various
other funding partners. As a result we have developed a budget
template and costing guidelines that reflects as close as possible the
operational production model for various kinds of new media projects in
the industry. At the same time this template provides us with cost
estimate categories that makes it easier to assess project applications
thoroughly and fairly.
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Please note that there exist three separate budgeting templates
commonly used in the industry: one for production financing, one for
development activities, and one for marketing. Some funding agencies
use all three budget templates for specific funds they offer. Others only
use the production budget template. Consult with the funding agency
you are applying to in order to determine which template to use. For the
purposes of the following discussion, we will discuss the production
budget template.
The template is composed of four main sections:
Section A – represents what is known as Above-the-line costs or fixed costs
which will not change throughout the course of production. Categories include:
Producer Fees, Rights Acquisition costs and Proposal Preparation expenses.
Section B – consists of all Production Team Labour expense categories.
This section is broken down into several categories, distinguishing between new
media production processes, audio and video labour expenses required for the
new media component, administration labour costs and talent expenses for
performers needed in your production.

Section C – includes Equipment and Materials required for both the new
media production, ancillary audio and video production, and post-production
processes that will become part of the new media project. This section should
not include any expenses for the television broadcast component of your
proposal.
Section D – is made up of several Other categories providing line items to
complete the budgeting of your new media project. These include a category
for: Distribution and Site Maintenance, the cost of distributing and
maintaining your website on a server device, or to complete the mastering and
packaging of a DVD/CD-ROM component; Marketing, Promotion, Publicity,
which provides sub-categories for advertisement and your promotional campaign
for the specific new media project (as opposed to your corporate promotional
needs); and General and Administration Expenses, includes line items for
administration – everything from costs for project insurance, legal and audit
fees, interim financing and loans, and direct office expenses related to
the project production.
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In the case of both Section B – Production Team Labour, and Section
C – Equipment and Materials, the budget template includes four
columns to breakdown the time spent across four production phases:
Design, Production, Testing and Deployment.
In addition, there is also a category for assessing Overhead, (a
percentage of sections B+C, not to exceed ten percent, based on the size
of the new media company), and Contingency (not to exceed ten
percent of sections B+C).
You must also provide a detailed breakdown whether your expenses are
deferrals, internal costs (employees), related party transactions, or
external costs (sub-contractors and out-sourcing of equipment). If these
specific forms are not provided with your template, be sure to include
them in your submission.
Categories and Line Items – Budget Details, Caps and
Guidelines
The more time you spend on the details, the better your budget will be.
What follows is a brief overview of what is expected in some of the
budget categories and specific line items. This is by no means
exhaustive. Hopefully, this will guide you through some of the details
expected and possible pratfalls. Ensure you provide back-up in the
form of quotes or notes for any estimates that you specify as an
ALLOW and for any costs that are unusually high or not industry
standard. Rule of thumb is – if it seems unexplained – explain it!
Prepare budget notes explaining where necessary, the details, at the end
of the budget section.
As well, where applicable, some of the current generally accepted
limitations, caps, and guidelines for specific budget line items are
indicated below. Note that these guidelines are revised from time to
time. It is best to contact the office or website of the funding agency
you are applying to, to find out the most current budgeting guidelines,
prior to completing your project budget.
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Section A: Above-the-Line
Producer Fees
There are several categories in the Producer section of the budget. The
producer fee may also be allocated to the corporation producing the new
media project or to the owner of the copyright of the project. This is
acceptable, as long as the fee has been reasonably calculated given the
schedule of the production, and reflected as line item(s) as a quantity of
time x per unit rate.
CAP: The overall cost of ALL producer fees cannot exceed 10% of
sections B+C in the budget.
Rights Acquisition
Provide cost estimates in this section for the optioning or purchase of
any Story, Image, Audio or Music rights, for materials used in your
production. You should include in your budget submission copies of
contracts to verify such rights purchases. Any cost related to the
transfer, material (tape, film, etc.) or equipment required to obtain this
material, should be budgeted in Section C – Category 12 of the budget
template.
CONDITION: Rights contracts and associated budgeted costs can be
estimated for third parties only. It is unacceptable to pay your
broadcast partner or yourself for rights to footage or audio from the
television production.
Project and Proposal Preparation
Funding agencies allow modest budgeting of the costs you have incurred
to bring your “comprehensive” proposal forward. These include
reasonable expense recovery for budget and schedule preparation,
research and writing the proposal and supporting documentation,
consultants required to contribute to the development of your proposal,
market research or focus groups that will defend the marketability of
your submission. This category should not be used for project
development activities.
CONDITION: All Project and Proposal preparation budget line items
presented must have been spent-to-date and paid only to third parties.
The Producer must provide evidence that all expenses put forward in
this category have already been spent.
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Section B: Production Team Labour Expenses
Some general points to consider when preparing this section of your
budget:
•

Respect the budget divisions provided in the template. Try to apply
all your labour costs to the categories as they exist.

•

Budget labour costs based on overall production need across the
various phases of production: Design, Production, Testing and
Deployment. For example, if one programmer is required to
program several specific parts of a website through various phases,
the budget line item should breakdown these tasks and express the
total amount of time x on unit cost for all programming performed
by this person. If more than one programmer is used, include
additional line items.

•

Budget only the actual labour costs – the direct cost you will pay
personnel – not including any mark-up or overhead assessment.
There are categories for these expenses later in the template.

•

Be realistic and accurate with both the amount-of-time and rate
projections. Do not inflate or pad. There is a contingency
category for this purpose.

•

All line items should include the quantity of time required,
expressed in either hours, days or weeks, the rate for each unit, and
the total of the sub-category. Be as consistent as possible with the
unit used throughout all labour categories.

•

Add as many additional lines to a sub-category as needed. For
example, you may have several different types of programmers all
listed as separate line items within the Programming Labour subcategory.

•

Provide details. Include any additional labour breakdown, back-up
or notes that are necessary to support your budget estimates.
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•

Be very careful to accurately determine your production schedule,
which will be reflected in the amount of time your personnel are
required for. Include it with your budget submission.

•

List names of all personnel in the budget line items.

•

Be sure to keep meticulous track of labour, including residency
statements for labour-based tax credit claims.

The several discrete categories that labour is grouped in include the
following (category codes refer to the budget template in Appendix I):
04.0 Senior Production Personnel consists of several sub-categories
for management and senior personnel required in the production.
Use only those who are required. Be sure not to over-manage
your team, which will be construed as padding when your budget
is analysed. State whether they are employees or freelance
contractors.
05.0 Design Labour provides sub-categories for budgeting various
graphic, computer animation artists and designers that you will
use to produce your production.
06.0 Programming Labour includes all programming labour – from
system integrators to HTML programmers. Ensure you provide
details for all programming labour required adding additional
lines to the budget if needed, or providing an addendum
expanding on how your programmers will be used. Accurate
scheduling and time allocation is essential.
07.0 Audio/Video Production and Post-Production Labour. This
section of the budget contains all categories for any planned video
or audio production that will be integrated into the new media
project. Do not include the cost for any part of the television
broadcast production in your proposal. Please delineate all
applicable labour costs accurately.
08.0 Talent required for the new media production specifically and not
the television component, should be estimated here in the
applicable category. Provide performer contracts as back-up with
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your budget submission. Note: presently, new media activities
are not covered by the UDA or ACTRA collective agreements.
09.0 Administration Labour. Budget only personnel in this section
for the exact time required for your specific new media
production. Pro-rate if used for other projects or for your
corporate office needs. Be careful not to “pad” this section.
Remember to budget for the project only and not to offset your
corporate expenses.
10.0 Other Miscellaneous Labour. This section consists of several
sub-categories that could fit into several of the aforementioned
categories, and for that reason, have been grouped separately.
Consultant(s), Researcher(s), Writer(s), Content and
Interface Specialist(s) represent budget line items for those
performing a consultative capacity. Additonal Testing Labour
includes any additional compatibility and usability testing
required for website projects, not already costed in the
Deployment phase in other labour categories. Provide details
specifying amount of time used. Webmaster personnel are
estimated in this category. Any additional Versioning and
Translation labour costs are also costed here.
Section C: Equipment and Materials
This section of the budget contains two sub-sections: one for costing all
New Media Equipment and Materials used in the production and
another containing several categories for budgeting any Video and
Audio Production or Post-production Equipment and Materials that
will be required for the new media project. Once again, do not budget
for any other costs of projects in this section, such as an affiliated
television production.
Computer Workstations should contain all platforms required by
design staff and programmers for the creation or your new media
production. Provide details of the required usage that directly relates to
the labour time estimated. All budget estimates should be based either
on the rental fee or pro-rated market value for the equipment. Provide
quotes or comparable rate cards where applicable. If you own the
equipment, you may charge a reasonable rental fee pro-rated for the
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period of time that the equipment is required. Funding agencies do not
pay for full acquisition of equipment.
There are several additional categories such as: Digitization and
Scanning Equipment (labour costs already estimated), Additional
Equipment and Data Storage Equipment and Staging Server
expenses (server expenses applicable to staging and deployment). Only
complete estimates for these categories if you require specific equipment
for your project. Provide specific details and back-up for your cost
estimates.
Computer Software may be budgeted if it is a new purchase and
required for your production. Pro-rate the cost for use on your project.
All Audio/Video Production Equipment and Material categories are
to be used if there is any video shooting, audio recording or postproduction required for your new media production. This section
includes all rentals, materials and supplies for any audio/video
production, but does not include labour that should be budgeted in the
Production Team section of the template. All budgeted estimates
should reflect standard market values.
Section D: Other
Distribution
Budget in this section expenses related to the online Server Expenses
and Server Maintenance for your website, or the Mastering and
Packaging of your DVD/CD-ROM component. Provide a detailed
quote for all expenditures in this section, indicating specifically all
equipment and labour to be used and the length of time involved.
Estimate the expense for applicable labour in the Production Team
section of the template.
CAP: For the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund, the overall
acceptable limit for server expense and website maintenance is one year
and the maximum cost allowable is $50,000.
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Marketing, Promotion, Publicity
The several categories that make up this section are used for promoting
and marketing your new media project, and not to promote your
corporate profile. Some funding agencies allow you to apply for
marketing and promotion activities separately.
Provide details about your marketing strategy as well as the costs
associated with promoting your new media project. It is important that
you do not underestimate the need to mount a substantial promotional
campaign for your project. All reasonable costs that are consistent with
the nature of your production and considered effective for marketing
your project, will be considered. Keep in mind however that the total
acceptable amount in this budget section will be determined based on
the overall size of your production (allowable expenses are normally no
greater than 10% of B+C sections of your budget).
General and Administration
General and Administration includes various categories that represent
the cost of Administration, direct Office Expenses and miscellaneous
other expenses for your project.
You can save on direct Insurance expenses by having the funding
agency included as an additional insured on your existing corporation
policy (if that is the location where the production will occur). If you
cannot do this, you will have to obtain a quote for a Comprehensive
Entertainment Package for new media production from an insurance
broker. With respect to Errors & Omissions insurance, the industry is
still assessing the risk factor involved with new media production. If
you have any type of chat line or limited controlled public access forum,
E&O insurance may be difficult to obtain. In addition, you must post a
disclaimer on your website.
Legal Fees, Audit and Bank Service Fees are categories in the budget
in which estimating an allowance is acceptable. Budget only the
reasonable cost of these general expenses directly related to the new
media production. An audit will be required if part of your financing is
made up of tax credits. While some funders may require a full audit,
others will allow you to provide financial statements for your new media
project at the end of production, prepared by a third party accountant.
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Interim Financing represents interest payments needed to provide you
with cash flow while you await agreed upon payment from any of your
financiers. Whenever you present a budget estimate for this category,
you must include a detailed cash flow for all revenue and expenses of
your new media project, and submit this with the budget to defend your
interim financing requirements. (An example of a New Media Cash
Flow Statement is found in Appendix 2.)
There exist several categories for you to budget applicable Office
Expenses: Rental, Miscellaneous Equipment and Facilities,
Telephone, Delivery, Photocopy, Supplies and Materials, that are
directly related to your new media production. It is sufficient in most of
these categories to budget Allowances. However, ensure your estimate
is reasonable and covers the expense for the new media project only.
Travel and Living Expenses is for special situations that require
travelling to distent locations for the production or promotion of your
new media project. A breakdown of your itinerary and detailed costs
must be presented. To be acceptable, the travel and living cost must
have a direct relationship with the project – this category will be
scrutinized carefully.
Completion Bond is for a type of specialized insurance that ensures the
new media production will be completed on time and on budget.
Common in the film and television industry, the bonders are currently
developing operational models to offer such protection for new media
projects – protection that accrues to the benefit of funders and investors.
If you are unable to obtain a formal completion bond or if it is too
expensive relative to the overall scope of your budget, you may be
contractually obligated to offer something in lieu of completion bonding,
such as escrowing or holding back paying out your producer fees and/or
overhead until the production is completed.
Additional Budget Sections
Section E. Corporate Overhead represents the category that allows the
production company an opportunity to reasonably recover some of its
infrastructure and overhead costs, for its involvement in the production.
This category should also cover the overhead/mark-up that new media
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companies have conventionally assessed in their corporate rate-card
charges. It may not include profit margin within the rate card cost or
consideration for non-billable downtime of its employees.
Overhead will be negotiated on a company-by-company basis, dependent
upon, among other things, the size of the company, the capital assets
owned by the company, its annual gross revenue, and the amount
budgeted in sections B+C of the budget. Prepare your corporate
overhead allowance keeping in mind the size of your company, and that
ten percent of B+C is considered the maximum overhead recovery
allowable. Be realistic and reasonable in your assessment.
CAP: Corporation Overhead should be determined based on the size
of the new media production company and generally should not
exceed 10% of sections B+C of the budget.
Section F. Contingency is an allowance in the budget that allows for a buffer
against the unforeseen exigencies of production. This is where a
“safety” envelope of funds is permitted. Dependent on the kind of new
media production, a reasonable amount may be assessed in this category,
not exceeding 10% of sections B+C of the budget.
CAP: Contingency should be determined based on the level of risk
and “unknown” elements involved in the new media production.
The amount budgeted should not exceed 10% of sections B+C of the
budget.
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Budgeting for Development and Marketing
Presently, some funding agencies will accept applications for financing
specific development activities which take place during the planning
phase (e.g. Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund, Telefilm Canada) and
for marketing activities (e.g. Telefilm Canada), apart from the main
project production execution stages. Budgeting for these phases is
much simpler than estimating production costs, and the templates are
quite straight forward. Everything that has been discussed in this
chapter pertaining to how to budget for production, applies for these
phases.
Be specific about what you plan to do in the development phase and
include the associated costs in your development budget. Acceptable
expenses may include research, feasibility assessment, technical design
and labour, script development and writing, storyboarding, application
design and interface design documents, testing, budgeting, scheduling,
prototype development, consultants and legal fees.
Briefly, here are a few tips to consider if you are preparing a
development budget:
•

Keep your development budget as minimal as possible. There is
not a lot of development funding to go around.

•

Don’t inflate your costs. It will only cause you to receive a
negative evaluation.

•

All estimated expenses should reflect what is needed to move your
project forward to the next stage.

•

Generally, only labour related costs and not material or equipment
costs are permitted by funding agencies (with the exception of
prototype development – be sure to check the guidelines).

•

Provide as much detail and back-up as possible.
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The “Top-Ten-Tip” List for Successful Budgeting
Prior to commencing the arduous task of preparing the detail line items
in our budget template, it may be worthwhile to reflect of some of these
suggestions:
1.

Only use categories and line items that apply to your new media
production.

The budget template is designed to accommodate many different kinds
of new media production, utilizing various personnel and equipment.
Therefore, you will find many budget line items do not necessarily apply
to your project. Fit your cost estimates only into the categories that you
need. Do not complete or attempt to construct the cost for line items
just because they are listed in the template. Print only those categories
or line items which you have used to estimate expenses. Those cost
estimates that are required to complete your new media project will
become self-evident in the analysis of your budget. As well, certain
productions may require more or less equipment and personnel, for
varying degrees of time. Be as thorough as possible, but also as
realistic and accurate as possible.
2.

Provide details and additional notes, where appropriate.

Breakdown your cost estimates in as much detail as possible, providing
time required and unit prices for the particular service or equipment
rental. Provide specifics for all the cost estimates. Do not make the
assumption that entering a flat amount you feel is sufficient to cover the
cost estimate of a particular process in your production, is going to be
acceptable to those evaluating your budget. It will not, and your project
could be passed over as a result. The more you have broken down the
costs of your production and provided evidence and back-up for these
estimates, the more successful you will be. Provide additional material
and notes that you deem necessary to express how you have estimated
the costs of your production. You must breakdown all costs in detail
and reasonably defend these budget estimates in your submission.
Make sure you also provide the names of personnel to be used in the
production in the appropriate budget line items.
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3.

Budget project-related costs only, not your corporation and
overhead costs.

Funding for new media production for the most part, is allocated on a
project-by-project basis. Therefore, it is extremely important that you
accurately estimate costs for only the project at hand and not attempt to
complete your budget submission with an eye on recouping all of your
corporate overhead expenses, either with labour and equipment line item
mark-up, or in various other categories in our budget template. The
agencies recognize the need for a company to recover overhead costs in
order to grow and succeed. There is a sub-category for you to assess a
reasonable level of Overhead expense in your budget for each project
submission. As well, there is a Producer category that allows your
corporation, through appropriate representation, to earn a reasonable
stipend in relation to the project. You may also submit cost estimates
for your employees and equipment used in the production, provided you
are assessing an actual pro-rated cost for services or usage specifically
for the project proposed. As well, ensure you have stripped any markup included in the budget line item estimate. Remember agencies fund
the project – the content – and not directly your corporation. Your
budget submission will be carefully analysed and vetted with this in
mind.
4.

Delineate between labour and equipment costs.

The budget template is designed to have you break-out all direct labour
costs from equipment rental and material expenses. This represents a
change in the costing practices employed by some new media companies
who are accustomed to assessing an overall hourly rate for certain
processes, which includes billable and non-billable labour time,
equipment costs, materials and supplies, overhead and profit. New
media funding agencies consider applicants partners or co-producers
and do not permit corporate recovery for non-billable downtime or
profit. You will find that in most cases, breaking down the costs in the
divisions provided on our template, on an actual costing basis across the
various line items in the budget, will provide you with close if not all
your hourly rate-card value, less non-billable mark-up and profit. If you
own the equipment or the labour cost is a full-time employee, be sure to
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assess only the pro-rata market value rental rate and the actual
employee earnings and benefits for the actual time spent on the project.
5.

Provide quotes and additional line item breakdown in categories,
where applicable.

When estimating the cost of services or equipment provided by third
parties or subcontractors, provide detailed quotes for these expenses and
include these with your budget submission. The costs should be
reflected in the applicable budget line items. A single quote may be
broken down in several line items in your budget. In addition, do not
let the space on the budget template for a particular category or line item
restrict the amount of information you provide. The more details you
provide, the easier it is to assess the cost of your production and
therefore the more successful you will be. Provide as many additional
budget lines in a category that you require. For example, specify
ALL the various programmers you will need in as much detail as
possible. Provide attached addendum and breakdowns of line items
when required.
6.

Avoid using “Allowances” and “Flats” in your budget
submission.

It is common practice, when the materiality of determining an expense
reasonably exceeds the value of the expense itself, to assess Allow or
Flat in specific categories as opposed to breaking down in detail the
actual cost estimate. This is acceptable for budget line items such as
Office-Delivery expenses, and, in certain situations, modest and
reasonable estimates for Additional Supplies and Materials.
However, do not use ALLOW or FLAT when budgeting for substantial
labour and equipment expenses. Thoroughly research and provide
estimates for the actual cost along with a comprehensive schedule, and
apply detailed information (unit, quantity and rate) to the line item,
across the specified phases: Design, Production, Testing and
Deployment
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7.

Use similar units for estimating costs across all budget line
items.

There could exist more than one hundred separate line items in your
budget. It is much easier to construct your budget and therefore your
master business plan, and consequently much easier to vet and
analyse your submission if you use similar time and quantity units
throughout all budget categories. These should correspond to a detailed
production schedule or chart you have created outlining the duration and
the day-to-day schedule of the various production processes you have
budgeted. For example, if you use number-of-hours as the unit to
breakdown the cost of certain labour expenses, use this unit for all
labour and for equipment rental as well. You might determine that a
daily or weekly unit rate is more applicable. Obviously, there are
notable exceptions where it may not be appropriate to estimate costs
using a similar unit (for example, office rent, producer’s fee, writers,
researchers). Try to be as consistent as possible throughout your
budget, and ensure that whatever unit you decide to use, CLEARLY
corresponds to the schedule you have provided as an addendum to the
budget.
8.

Use only actual/direct costs in your estimates. Do not pad or
inflate budgeted costs.

In our review of budget submissions and our continuing consultation
with the industry, we have become well informed as to the range or
actual costs for various labour and equipment categories, and also the
time it reasonably takes to accomplish certain tasks and processes.
Common and standard budgeting practices used by new media
companies have become clear. There are certainly acceptable ranges to
costs, dependent upon the skill of the labour and the quality of the
equipment used. For example, one would not budget an HTML and an
artificial intelligence programmer at the same rate of pay. In addition,
some HTML programmers are better than others and would be paid
more for their expertise. These variations in a budget submission are
acceptable, as long as they are adequately defended with reasonable
back-up provided. However, budgeting excessive time to complete
tasks, the use of labour rates that are evidently well over reasonable
standards and are not the actual cost with mark-up removed, equipment
cost estimates that are not pro-rated for the project and based on
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acceptable market value standards, and inflating producer’s fee,
overhead expenses and other costs that flow back to the production
company, WILL NOT be accepted. Furthermore, project submissions
that include a budget that is deemed to include excessive and gratuitous
padding and inflation, and which do not follow the budget guidelines,
could seriously compromise your chances of receiving funding.

9. Understand and respect caps and guidelines when completing
your budget.
There is nothing worse than vetting a budget from a producer who
evidently has not bothered to review the relevant budget caps or
guidelines. Know the budgeting limitations and expectations, and apply
them when estimating costs in your budget. They have been created to
make the budgeting process as fair and equitable as possible in
evaluating all submissions, and to ensure that limited resources are best
used for content production, not corporate assistance. The budget
guidelines and caps are published in various media and updated versions
can be obtained from our website or office at any time. Please be aware
that a cap does not mean you can apply the maximum amount in a
particular category. Your budget line items must at all times be
reasonable and defendable for your particular project, and for the size of
your company. Details and back-up materials are essential.
10. Complete the budget template and all related budget forms
thoroughly.
As discussed, line item breakdown of cost estimates for your project
must be provided in as much detail as possible, with as much back-up
via quotes, as possible. Furthermore, the entire budget submission must
be entirely executed and signed off, including but not limited to; the
budget top sheet, indicating key personnel, schedule, etc., the budget
summary page, summarizing category and section totals, the
declaration of related party transactions, clearly detailing all budget
line items that will flow directly to the production company for
employees or equipment owned by the company, and the budget details.
Ensure that whenever in doubt, you provide detailed attachments, notes,
quotes and breakdowns explaining how you have budgeted the various
categories.
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Summary
As the emerging new media industry develops and attracts new sources of
financing from various private and public agencies, the need for completing
comprehensive and detailed budget breakdowns delineating the actual costs for
new media project production has become paramount. The new media budget
template has been developed and will continually be revised in an attempt to
provide new media producers with a logical and straight-forward method to
estimate their project expenses, while at the same time, providing the funders
with a tool to consistently, fairly and equitably analyse competitive applications.

CHARLES ZAMARIA is the Financial Director for three funding agencies:
Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund, the Independent Production Fund and the
Cogeco Program Development Fund. Since 1991, Professor Zamaria has also
been a full-time tenured faculty member in the School of Radio and Television
Arts at Ryerson University. He is the creator and founding Director of
Ryerson’s Media Production Workshop Series.
He has worked for CTV, YTV, Telefilm Canada and Cambium Productions in
various management capacities, and was an Editor with the CBC for several
years. As well, he has a long list of credits as Producer, Line Producer,
Production Manager, Accountant, Sound Recordist, and Editor on dozens of
award-winning independent film and television productions.
He is the author of numerous publications, studies and reports and speaks at
many conferences and workshops. He is an active member of: IMAT, DGC,
CFTPA, ACCT, CIFC, UFVA, BEAC. Presently, he is a Ph.D. candidate in the
Communication and Culture program at York University.
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by Andra Sheffer

To succeed as an independent producer in the digital content business,
you must know how to overcome the challenge of financing a standalone, new media project - without using your own money!
Traditional business models do not apply. As new media content
productions have not yet established a track record of generating
significant revenues, it is difficult to attract private investors and banks
that have expectations of returns on their investments. "Intellectual
properties" are high-risk investments. Typically, new media producers
have developed viable businesses by relying on a standard fee-for-service
business approach. They are "hired" and paid by others to produce a
product. However, acting as service providers or suppliers, producers
may not take the financial risks, but they also do not therefore have
ownership or control over their productions.
If you intend to retain ultimate ownership of a new media content
project which you are creating and producing, not only will you expect
the benefits attributed to ownership, but you will also have the
responsibility of raising the capital required to finance the project.

The Model
As an entrepreneur, you may wish to risk your own time and resources
to produce, own and control the new media content you develop.
However, there is an alternate financing model which the new media
industry has adapted from the business models used by the film and
television industry. In order to finance their productions, these
industries have recognized that it is generally impossible to raise 100%
of the costs of a production from a single financing source (and certainly
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not from the producer!). It is essential to attract multiple funding
sources, with each financing partner contributing a certain percentage
towards the total costs of the production.
Each partner will have its own eligibility criteria for funding and its own
objectives. Given that most of these investors are not expecting a
financial return on their investment, they will each likely have other
motivations for supporting your new media content. They may be
operating with cultural mandates, or under government-regulated
funding programs, or, they may want to reach your particular audience.
To entice them to your project, you will have to be able to offer them
what they need to attain their own objectives. Each will require that
you provide all the specific documentation that they expect, that you
undertake regular reporting to them, that you conform to their
individual specifications, that they are not forgotten in your
promotion…and that they get invitations to your events! If you are
lucky, the conflicting requirements of each funder will not eliminate one
of them, and you will be able to juggle the various demands of many
different partners.
Before you can undertake your financing strategy, there are two basic
tools which you will require:
1.

A production budget. This will include all of the direct costs of
production, labour, equipment and materials, as well as producer
fees and overhead. Although individual expense items within your
budget may vary throughout production, the budget total should
remain the same once your investors have committed to it.
Expenditures exceeding the budget total will be considered "overbudget" items and will likely be financed only by you! Your budget
total is the amount of money which you must now set out to raise.
Remember, the higher the budget, the more money you will have to
raise...so, be careful about over-estimating your true costs.

2.

A financial structure/scenario. This begins as a list of all of the
potential funding sources which are relevant to your project and
your best guess as to how much you can reasonably expect each one
of them to contribute towards your project. You must be familiar
with any caps or maximum percentages of participation. The
financial structure will be flexible until all of your financing is
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confirmed. It begins with a wish-list including your ideal mixture
of financing partners. As some sources commit to the project and
others decline support, you must revise the financial structure by
adding, changing and deleting your original projections and their
levels of contribution until you have a final financial structure to
which all of the partners are committed and which meets the
budgetary requirements of the project.
It is essential that your final financial structure match your final budget
total. Generally, your financial partners will expect all financing to be
confirmed before you begin production. They must be assured that you
have raised sufficient funds to complete the project as planned. Only
then will they be prepared to sign the paperwork and issue the first
cheques.

Types of Financing
Money generally comes with strings attached. Each financial source
will contribute funds to your project in different ways, at different times,
and with different expectations. There are several basic types of
financing:
1.

Equity (similar to conditionally recoupable advances): The
financier is making a true investment in your project. Equity
financiers expect to recover their investment from the revenues
generated by the project, and expect to take their proportionate
share of the profits, if there are any. A formal recoupment schedule
must be negotiated with all equity participants. Their investment
will only be repaid if the project is successful in recouping its costs
by creating a revenue stream. This revenue must be "new money".
That is, it is not the money which you have used to finance the costs
of production. Equity investors may or may not expect to own a
share of the copyright in the project although most equity
participants generally expect that the producer will retain all control
and ownership rights to the production.

2.

Loans (or advances): The financier will expect you to guarantee
repayment of the funds advanced, usually with interest, whether or
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not the project is commercially successful, based on a negotiated
payment schedule. The producer must provide collateral and
corporate guarantees to assure the loaner of repayment. Equity
partners must also agree to recoup their investments only after any
loans are repaid.
3.

Grants: This is the best kind of money as there is no expectation of
repayment. Generally granting bodies have their own motivations
for supporting new media projects and will expect credit and
recognition for their financial contributions.

4.

Interim financing (or bridge financing): This is usually provided
by banks who loan funds to help with your cash flow. Interim
financing will allow you to pay for production expenses as they are
incurred, rather than waiting for revenues which have been
committed by your financing partners but will not be made available
to you until some later date. Most financing is not received "upfront" in one payment. A commitment to make a large equity
investment for example, may be paid in several installments, each
one triggered by satisfactory completion of designated production
milestones, often with final payments due on completion and
delivery of the project. But, as you need the money during
production to pay the bills, the bank will advance interim financing.
Repayment to the bank is guaranteed directly by your investors with
whom you have signed contracts. The investor will assign and
direct its payments when due, to the bank rather than to the
producer. The interest and administrative costs associated with
borrowing interim financing will be included as an expense in your
budget.

5.

Advertising and corporate sponsorships: There is no expectation
of revenue-sharing in the project, but of course your sponsor or
advertiser will require visibility and will expect to reach their target
consumers through the distribution of your new media product.

6.

Tax credits: Provincial governments (and potentially the federal
government) have created tax credit programs designed to
encourage new media production in Canada, usually based on
labour expenditure calculations. Tax credit programs in effect
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subsidize the costs of the labour required to produce the new media
project. It is the production company itself that is eligible for tax
credit "refunds". They are only available after the completion of
the project and the filing of appropriate documentation and tax
returns, and are therefore often only received two or more years
after production. Tax credits are generally treated as if they are
equity investments made by the producer. Applications for tax
credits require meticulous documentation including detailed records
of labour expenditures and formal declarations of residency from
everyone involved in the project.
7.

Deferrals: This is a common form of financing to be used only
when all other sources of funding have been maximized! There is
often a financing shortfall, or a gap in your financing plan, which is
the difference between your production budget and the funds you
have succeeded in attracting to your project. Producers, talent or
other members of the production team may postpone receiving their
budgeted fees, or a portion of them when insufficient cash has been
raised to finance all production costs. They would generally expect
to be paid these deferred fees from the revenues generated
eventually by the production - if there are in fact sufficient revenues.
Deferrals are treated like "at-risk" investments and will therefore be
recouped along with equity investors. In the short-term deferrals
ensure that the project gets made. In the long-term it is not a
recommended business model!

8.

Services and facilities: Equipment suppliers and service
companies may provide their facilities and services at a reduced
rate, or free, in return for recognition, publicity, and/or a share in
the revenues to come. This will offset direct budgeted costs of
production.

9.

Licence fees: ISP's may pay a fee for the rights to carry your
website exclusively on their service. The conditions and term of
their "distribution" rights will be negotiated. As they are in fact
"renting" your project for a specific time, there is no expectation of
repayment of licence fees, but they will likely demand exclusive
access to your material. Portals and other websites may be
interested in licensing your content or a portion of it. If your
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project is associated with a television program, the television
broadcaster may be induced to license your material for their
website, but in exchange may require exclusive rights for a specified
term.
10. Self-generated revenues: The new media project itself may
generate revenues such as subscription fees or e-commerce sales.
CD-ROM's or DVD's may generate revenue through distribution
and sales. However, unless funds are received before production
begins from a distribution advance, for example, long-term revenue
projections which you may forecast cannot be used to finance the
production. Rather, they are considered revenues to the production
and will be used to pay back investors or deferrals, or will be profits
for the producer. If a signed agreement exists for a future payment
to be made after completion of the production, this could attract
potential investors as there is a revenue guarantee which will be
disbursed to them according to the negotiated recoupment schedule.

Stages of Financing
Funding is often provided at two separate stages: development and
production. Only after successful development can production
financing generally be raised.
Development Financing (or Planning Phase Financing)
This is the high-risk stage of developing a concept to the point at which
an informed decision can be made about the realistic viability of the
production, or whether in fact it should be cancelled. Development
includes an analysis of needs, project specifications, planning and
design - up to the point where execution of the project can begin. Like
any R&D financing, funding of new media content development is
expensive as well as risky. As a result, development funding is often
the hardest money to find. Traditionally, it is the producer who
undertakes most, if not all, of the development risks and associated
costs. The development phase may include expenses such as creative
and technical labour, research, legal costs, and producer and corporate
overhead. A specific budget should be designed including all
development costs expected, and an accompanying financial structure
should be prepared for this stage of financing if you are planning to seek
development support.
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There are several funding sources available for new media development
funding such as the Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund’s
Development Program and Telefilm Canada’s New Media Fund
Development Program, which may provide development grants or
recoupable loans or advances which are repayable if, and only if, the
project proceeds successfully into production. These programs are both
designed to subsidize the producer’s development costs by loaning funds
to the production company. Loan repayment is generally made on the
day which is considered to be the first day of actual production. Costs of
development may be included as an expense item in the production
budget, which allows the producer to raise sufficient production
financing to repay the development loans. If the project does not
advance to production, there is no expectation of repayment of this type
of development loan. Such loans are also generally interest-free. If the
rights to your project are sold or transferred to another party, the other
party must also assume all of the responsibilities of the development
loan.
Once development is successfully completed, the new media producer
will have more than just a great idea to sell. The producer ideally now
has concrete plans, examples of the planned project, a possible prototype
to demonstrate, a detailed production budget, and creative and technical
materials which can be evaluated by others.
Production Financing
Having completed development, the producer is equipped to pitch the
project to the range of potential funders who have been identified. The
pitch will include detailed explanations of the design and content of the
project, the technology to be used, a prototype if available, a business
plan, a marketing plan, the budget and proposed financial structure, the
track record of the creative personnel involved and samples of previous
work, letters of support - whatever you have that will aid in your
fundraising campaign.
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Designing the Financial Structure
The essential tools for your fundraising strategy are a complete and
comprehensive budget, and a projected list of partners whom you intend
to approach to finance your project. It is unlikely that you would
succeed in attracting funders without these documents. Funders will
want to know who the other players are who are willing to risk their
money. They need to know the relative proportion of the financing they
are expected to contribute. Whether the project is budgeted at $50,000
or $1 million, a financial structure is always required.
The most common financial structures for new media content in the last
few years have typically included three partners: the Bell Broadcast and
New Media Fund, or Telefilm’s New Media Fund for 50% of the budget,
the provincial tax credit where available, and the producer’s deferrals
and/or equity investment. Generally, this is a heavy burden for the
production company. The variations on this financial structure model
have included the occasional sponsor, provincial government equity
investments, and other smaller private funds.
However, if you are diligent you should succeed in ensuring that you are
eligible for other potential funding sources. An ideal financial structure
should minimize the producer’s investment and ensure that all producer
fees are not deferred. It may involve 6-10 partners. As described
earlier, you will prepare your initial wish-list of potential funders in a
table form, which can be readily revised as commitments are made or
denied.
For example, let us assume that you have a proposal for the production
of an internet-based website which has been budgeted at $500,000. The
financial structure may be designed as follows in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1
Funding Source
Bell Broadcast and New
Media Fund
Telefilm Canada New
Media Fund
Provincial Agency
Provincial Tax Credit
Producer
Producer
Corporate Sponsor
TOTAL

Amount
($)
250,000

%

Type

50

grant

150,000

30

advance

20,000
40,000
10,000
20,000
10,000
500,000

4
8
2
4
2
100

equity
tax
equity
deferrals
grant

As you apply to each of these potential funders, some will approve
funding while others will decline. You will continually adjust your
expectations and add and delete funders until your confirmed financing
matches your budget. Of course, be prepared to increase the producer's
share, or when all else fails, cut the budget!

Recoupment
Equity investors who expect to recover their investments from the
revenue streams to be generated by the project, will require additional
documentation from you including a business plan which establishes the
commercial viability of the proposed project. This is composed of your
marketing and distribution strategy, an analysis of your projected
revenue streams and markets, your estimated revenue projections and
"proof of market", time-lines, deductions to be made from revenues to
repay distribution advances, distribution expenses and commissions, and
a recoupment schedule showing investors who are entitled to share in
revenues how they will share in the proceeds.
Again, the new media industry refers to the film and television model of
recoupment where there are various charts and standards for
establishing each investor’s position in the recoupment hierarchy. Most
equity investors are considered equal, which means they will recoup
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“pro rata, pari passu”. They will share the revenues as they are
received, based on their proportionate investments in the project.
Sometimes variations on recoupment will allow certain investors such as
private investors, to recoup all or part of their investments before other
investors begin to recoup. Sometimes, deferred fees are allowed to
recoup from the first revenues, before any equity investors are entitled to
recoup their investments. These recoupment schedules are generally
negotiated on a case-by-case basis with the funding partners involved –
and each investor will attempt to position themselves to maximize their
recoupment potential. The producer must negotiate these recoupment
schedules and ensure that all investors have agreed to the final design.
A simple recoupment schedule has a relatively standard format. Using
the above financing example, there are 3 equity investors who are
eligible to recoup, as well as the producer who has deferred fees and has
made a cash investment, as well as investing the provincial tax credit
(which has been interim financed):
Figure 6.2
Production
revenue

Telefilm

Provincial
agency

Producer

Deferrals

1st tier

20,000

-

-

-

20,000

2nd tier

180,000

150,000

20,000

10,000

-

3rd tier

40,000

-

-

40,000

-

Total

240,000

150,000

20,000

50,000

20,000

In this example, the investors have all agreed to allow the producer to
recover 100% of their deferred fees when the first revenues are received.
All equity investors then recoup in second position. In this case they
are all recouping their full investments. Sometimes one or another
investor may get a preferred recoupment position and be entitled to
recoup more quickly than the others. The producer is recouping in
third position (in this model) the tax credits they are receiving for this
project as they are considered equity investments of the producer.
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Profits
Once investors are fully recouped, they will also be entitled to share in
the profits, in perpetuity. A formula to calculate their respective share
must also be negotiated. The film and television model may be applied
here as well (but the “problem” of how to determine profit-sharing has
not been common to date!) Generally, each investor will expect to
recoup their proportion of the total equity. In the above model, the total
equity is $220,000 (deferrals are not equity). Telefilm’s share of profits
would be 150,000/220,000 = 68% of all revenues. Traditionally, the
film and television industry allocates 50% of all profit to the producer
(in efforts to help build a stronger industry). So, Telefilm would expect
34% of all profits...when and if...! The new media industry may develop
alternate means of rewarding its investors.

Sources of Financing
See New Media Content Funders/Support Chart, Figure 6.1 at end of
chapter.
Although there are a limited number of financing sources for new media
content projects, potential new financing partners are appearing each
year as various government bodies and corporations recognize the value
of investing in the future growth of this industry. Examine closely the
regulations and guidelines of each funding prospect you identify to
determine your eligibility. Keep up-to-date with the latest edition of
their regulations as they often change in response to industry needs,
varying mandates or increases or decreases in their available funds.
Watch the timing: most funders have deadlines for applications
throughout the year, but often require two months or more to make
decisions…delays which could cause problems in your planned
production schedule. Read the trade journals, attend workshops, and
search the web to be aware of any new funding sources that are
announced. Contact the potential funders directly to ask any questions
you may have, to clarify interpretations, to hear helpful hints, and
importantly, to let them know that you exist and plan to apply to them
for support. Those personal contacts can often pay off! As the
application paperwork can be daunting, before you fill in the forms be
sure to check the application deadlines, be sure that you are eligible, and
find out if money is still available.
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1.

Private Funds: Various Funds have been established by the
industry to encourage the production of new media content. Each
has its own unique mandate, eligibility criteria and evaluation
procedures. The Bell Broadcast and New Media Fund for
example, originally established by Bell Canada, now receives
approximately $4 million annually in contributions from Bell
ExpressVu. Its mandate is to stimulate producers of broadcast
television and new media programming to partner together to
develop creative and innovative content for the new media
technologies and the traditional broadcast marketplace. Up to 50%
of the costs of the new media project to a maximum of $250,000 is
available in the form of grants for outstanding proposals. The
unique aspect of the Bell Fund is that it requires a broadcast
component as well as an associated new media component delivered
on a digital network. Innovation – in content, technology, business
or marketing – is an essential ingredient of successful applications
to the Bell Fund. Other telecommunications companies have also
created Funds to support new media such as the Telus BC New
Media and Broadcast Fund and SaskTel New Media Fund, as have
cable companies such as Shaw with funding for children's new
media projects, Vidéotron's Fonds du Savoir for educational
projects, and sponsored Funds such as the Canadian Independent
Film and Video Fund which has a new media component. The
private Funds are critical partners in the financing of new media as
they recognize and accept the risks involved in encouraging creative
development.

2.

Federal Government: Telefilm’s Canada New Media Fund is the
federal government's major source of new media funding with a
mandate to increase the availability of Canadian cultural new media
content through development, production and marketing support
programs. Up to 50% of production costs may be funded through
Telefilm’s program in the form of advances conditionally
recoupable from revenues generated by the project. Various other
government departments with a range of mandates provide financial
support for the new media industry. The Business Development
Bank of Canada's Cultural Industries Development Fund provides
loans to support small business development; Industry Canada's
CANARIE program supports the development of new internet
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technologies and infrastructure; the Department of Canadian
Heritage's Canadian Digital Cultural Content Initiative provides
New Media assistance for online cultural content and its Young
Canada Works program helps train new media students, and the
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade's PEMD
program provides market assistance to new media producers. The
National Film Board of Canada funds culturally relevant new media
projects and the Canada Council for the Arts has grants for new
media artists. There are also many other pockets of financing
throughout the government which may be unearthed by the intrepid
investigative producer who is able to relate the content of a
proposed project to government programs. The industry is
lobbying the federal government to establish a federal tax credit
program.
3.

Provincial Government: Several of the provinces have established
tax credit programs to assist new media productions such as
Ontario's Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit (OIDMTC) which
offers a 20% tax credit for qualifying labour expenditures. Tax
credit programs are designed to encourage interactive digital media
production and may include marketing and distribution expenses.
Quebec has various support programs including the Multimedia
Production Tax Credit ranging from 40% to 50% of eligible labour.
In Saskatchewan and Manitoba the tax credit is 35% and in Nova
Scotia it is 15%. Other Ministries have support programs for
information technology and research and most provinces have
provincial Arts Councils which provide support in varying ways to
new media artists and organizations. Some provinces have also
established equity and loan programs. Most of these are
administered by provincial film and television funding agencies.

4.

Private Investment: Commercially viable projects may attract
private investors who are able to defer taxes through tax shelters by
investing in a software or new media product. These are often
known as "angel" investors. They look for the same things in new
ventures that big institutional investors do, and if they see any
down-sides to a project, they won't take the risk. There are various
Venture Capital Funds throughout the country which invest in
commercially viable new media projects.
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5.

Sponsors and Advertisers: Advertising on the internet had been
projected as the key source of content financing. However, advertisers
have generally been disappointed by the "banner" approach to
advertising and creative producers must now design innovative
advertising possibilities in order to attract significant advertising dollars,
such as "interstitial" advertising or pop-up pages, or product placement
in the web content. If your project appeals to a target audience, you may
be able to provide a niche market audience which particular advertisers
are trying to reach. Try to match your target audience with a sponsor or
advertiser with the same objectives.

6.

Producers: One of the most important sources of funding, with either
cash or deferrals, is of course the producer. If your project is a
commercial success, you will reap the benefits. If not, you will
hopefully at least have a new media project to be proud of! Your cash
contribution is considered an equity investment and is recoupable. Your
deferrals, or "sweat equity" is the value of work or services provided that
are used in the production of the project.

7.

Other Sources: The Banff Centre for the Arts can provide services,
facilities and expertise to new media producers to offset many budget
expenses. Some broadcasters are beginning to invest in new media
projects associated with their television programming. Foreign funding
is also a possibility with foreign co-producing partners. For a
comprehensive list of international funding sources, refer to the
MultiMediator Strategy Group's Global Digital Media Industry Support
Initiatives Inventory list prepared for the Ontario Ministry of Energy,
Science and Technology (at www.multimediator.com). ISP's may be a
funding source, as are the "licences" from intranet providers. CD-ROM
producers can look for distribution advances and pre-sale revenues from
their distributors. And, you might even have some success at your bank
- but choose a bank that knows about the new media business.
Investigate "in-kind" opportunities or contra and barter deals with
service providers or sponsors. Various educational institutions such as
universities are finding funds to invest in new media content related
specifically to courses or research being undertaken by them. Or,
maybe you can do a little prototype development while training at the
Canadian Film Centre's Bell h@bitat new media training centre.
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Conclusion
Reliance on subsidies and third party sources of funding is challenging
for all producers. As the commercial viability of many new media
content projects is questionable, the use of funding partners is an
alternate approach to an emerging business model. It allows for
experimentation, innovation and development.
It is essential to keep up-to-date on the latest sources of funding and the
termination of others. Your projects may not be feasible if you cannot
appeal to various potential partners and design your project to fit their
expectations. Negotiation skills and patience are essential talents of
successful new media content producers as you enter into formal
contracts with your funders. The cash will only begin to flow once all
of the paperwork is concluded. Then you can produce!

ANDRA SHEFFER is the Executive Director of the Bell Broadcast and New
Media Fund. She is also the Executive Director of the Independent Production
Fund which invests in dramatic television series, and the COGECO Program
Development Fund for movies-of-the-week and dramatic series. From 1976-89
she was the founding Executive Director of the Academy of Canadian Cinema
and Television. She lectures at Ryerson University on the business of television
and is the co-editor of "MAKING IT: The Business of Film and Television
Production in Canada," and the Editor of "CREATE A WINNING PROPOSAL:
The Handbook for New Media Producers."
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NAME

BC Cultural Industries Project
Assistance
Bell Broadcast and
New Media Fund

514-848-7177 x 370
info@numeriqc.ca
www.numeriqc.ca
Sara Diamond
403-762-6696
sara_diamond@banffcentre.ab.ca
www.banffcentre.ab.ca.mra
www.banffcentre.ab.ca/nmi
604-432-2041
www.bcfilm.bc.ca

CONTACT INFORMATION

Advances up to $10,000 to a
maximum
of
40%
of
development budgets.
50% of costs of new media 604-356-1718
projects.
www.gov.bc.ca/sbtc
Grants up to 50% of project cost Andra Sheffer
to a maximum of $250,000. 416-977-8154
Must be associated with a bellfund@ipf.ca
television program.
Claire Dion
Grants up to 75% of development 514-737-1337
fondsbell@ipf.ca
costs to a maximum of
www.bell.ca/fund
$25,000.

Grants up to 49% for new media
development to a maximum of
$50,000.
Facilities, services, financial
assistance for co-productions and
prototype development.

TYPE OF FUNDING

Canadian New Media Content Funders/Support

BC Film Mutimedia Program

Banff Centre for the Arts

Alliance numeriQC

Figure 6.3
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Canadian Studies Program, Dept.
of Canadian Heritage

Canada's Digital Collections
(CDC)
Industry Canada
Canadian Independent Film and
Video Fund

Canada Council

British Columbia Arts Council
Project Assistance for New
Media Artists Program

Funds up to 50% of the costs of
new media Canadian studies
learning materials.

Educational/information new
media projects. Development
grants up to $10,000, prototypes
up to $20,000, production up to
$60,000.

Development and production
funding for B.C. new media
artists
non-profit
arts
organizations.
Production grants up to $60,000
to new media artists.
Development grants up to
$20,000.
Up to $25,000 assistance to
produce websites about Canada.

819-994-1315
www.pch.gc.ca/csp-pec

Robin Jackson
613-729-1900
cifvf@achilles.net

800-465-7766
collections@ic.gc.ca

800-263-5588 Ext. 5251
www.canadacouncil.ca

Walter Quan
250-356-1728
www.bcartscouncil.gov.bc.ca
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NewTel / Arts Council Cultural
Innovation Fund

Manitoba Film & Video
Production Tax Credit

Liberty Village New Media
Centre

Fonds de l'autoroute de
l'information (Information
Highway Fund)
Ministère de la Culture et des
Communications (Québec)
Fonds du Savoir

Ken Murphy
709-726-2212
kmurphy@newcomm.net
www.nlac.nf.ca

204-947-2040
www.mbfilmsound.mb.ca

Serge Thibaudeau
514-842-5827
sthibau@globetrotter.qc.ca
www.fondsdusavoir.ca
Kathrine Brown
416-516-7196
kbrown@lvnmc.com

Grants up to $500,000 not
exceeding 35% of combined new
media and television budgets.
English and French projects.
Professional development support
and new media database.

35% tax credit rebate on labour
expenditures for Manitoba
corporations.
Grants for new media artists
residing in Newfoundland and
Labrador. Technical assistance
from New Tel from $2,500 to
$25,000.

autoroute@sct.gouv.qc.ca
www.autoroute.gouv.qc.ca

Grants up to $550,000 (50% 75% of eligible costs) for the
creation of French-language Web
sites.
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PromoFACT

Ontario Interactive Digital Media
Tax Credit

Ontario Interactive Digital Media
Small Business Growth Fund

Nova Scotia Film Development
Corporation / MT&T New Media
Program for Interactive
Productions
Development loans up to
$20,000 or 1/3 of budget.
Equity investments up to
$50,000 or 1/3 of production
budget. For Nova Scotia
residents.
Up to $1M invested for
interactive digital media products
and services.
Refundable tax credit of 20% for
eligible Ontario labour and
marketing expenses of interactive
digital media products in
Ontario.
50% of budgets to a maximum of
$3,500 for Web sites and
electronic press kits for Canadian
musicians.
videofact@passport.ca
416-596-8696
www.muchmoremusic.com/promofact

416-326-9628
danzigbr@est.gov.on.ca
www.est.gov.on.ca
Ontario Media Development
Corporation
416-314-6858
lpendergast@ofdc.on.ca

902-424-7177
www.films.ns.ca
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Development loans up to $5,000
for documentary projects with
new media components.
Tax credits of 35% of new media
labour to a maximum of 17.5%
of project costs. 5% bonus for
rural productions.
Equity investments to a
maximum of $75,000 or 25% of
Saskatchewan expenditures and
$25,000 for marketing and
distribution.

Rough Cuts Independent
Documentary Initiative

SaskTel New Media Fund

Saskatchewan Film Employment
Tax Credit

Tax credits of 40% - 50% of
eligible labour.

Quebec Multimedia Production
Tax Credit (Bureau de
développement de la nouvelle
économie BDNE)

Jerry McIntosh
416-205-6643
cbc.ca/programs/sites/roughcuts
Susanne Bell
306-798-3456
saskfilm@accesscom.ca
www.saskfilm.com
306-347-3456
Susanne Bell
306-798-3456
saskfilm@accesscom.ca
www.saskfilm.com

Luc Jacob
514-873-4375
www.invest-quebec.com/neconom
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Telus BC New Media and
Broadcast Fund

Ontario Media Development
Corporation
SDMI – Skills Development and
Marketing Initiative
Telefilm Canada New Media
Fund

SHAW Children's Programming
Initiative - Conway Fund

Recoupable advances up to
$200,000 or 45% of the budget
for BC producers.

Advances (conditionally
recoupable out of project
revenues) of up to 50% of the
budget for development (max.
$75,000), production (max.
$250,000) and marketing (max.
$150,000).

Development loans for new
media projects based on
children's programming. Up to
25% of the development budget.
Market mentorships and funding
to attend market events.

Robert Dubberley
604-432-2041
telusfund@telus.com
www.telus.com/telusfund

Ontario Media Development
Corporation
416-314-6858
shills@ofdc.on.ca
800-567-0890 (Montreal)
800-463-4607 (Toronto)
800-663-7771 (Vancouver)
800-565-1773 (Halifax)
www.telefilm.gc.ca

Gail Yakemchuk
403-240-7840
gail.yakemchuk@corp.shaw.ca
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Corporate Business Plans
by Philip Smith

“I have a great idea to operate a successful new media production
company. I know my projects are marketable. All I need is someone to
believe in me and provide the financing necessary to launch my business
venture.” Sound familiar? If you are in this position, or perhaps you’ve
started a business but require financing to support growth and
expansion, you will have to effectively communicate this message, in an
acceptable business format, to prospective lenders, investors, partners,
etc.
There are two stages to this process. The first step is to prepare a
Business Proposal which is a summary of your goals and expectations (2
or 3 pages) to obtain an expression of interest and feedback on your
plans. We will deal with the second step which is the more formal
approach encompassing the preparation of a Business Plan. Before
we address the preparation of a business plan, it is important to
understand the difference between project planning and business
planning. Business Plans relate to the overall business entity which
includes one or more projects and other revenue generating activities.
The Business Plan is in essence, a story of where you and your business
are today, where you plan to go, how you plan to get there along with
the dollar implications. This business document is not prepared
exclusively for situations involving the raising of capital (financing). In
fact, first and foremost it is prepared for the business
owner/entrepreneur who needs to know the fundamentals of starting and
operating the business.
If your inquiring mind is anticipating a revelation of the formula for
running a successful business through the preparation of a Business
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Plan, sad to say, this is not the case. This business tool is a major step
towards success but it is no substitute for personal commitment, hard
work and a bit of luck along the way.
Through my experience working with entrepreneurs in a consulting
capacity over the past 10 years, I have witnessed a broad range of
approaches, at times dictated by the type of business. Their business
plans have ranged from a two page summary of goals and objectives for
a small, very successful family-owned manufacturing/exporting business
to a high technology situation which included technical plans and
resulted in a plan the size of a telephone book. Working with
entrepreneurs in the arts and entertainment industry as well, I have seen
a range of content; and depending on the entrepreneur’s
writing/communication skills, a two year plan could total 20–30 pages
plus exhibits. Two years is the normal time span to cover in a business
plan.

Preparing the Business Plan
There are three principal approaches that can be considered in the
preparation of your business plan. You could retain the services of a
consultant to do all the work (with plenty of input from you) or you
could have a consultant assist you in preparing the plan, typically
completing the financial projections. A key consideration for these
approaches is the cost that could vary from $500 to thousands of dollars,
dependent on the time required, and the nature and scope of the
business. Secondly, you could purchase Business Plan software, many
of which are ‘menu driven’, and reasonably easy to follow; however,
basic accounting/bookkeeping knowledge is required to handle the
financial projections. The third and preferred approach employs
commonly used business software such as Microsoft Office, (Word and
Excel). You will need a bit of guidance in preparing some of the
projections if you have an uncontrollable fear of numbers.
A key requirement of the business plan is consistency. To the reader,
a sense of credibility is portrayed where the written plan and the
numbers tell one story. As you start the written process, you should
keep track of key assumptions which will impact the numbers. For
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example, if your sales and marketing plan suggests that you will spend
the first ten months of the business simply undertaking proposal writing
and marketing activities, it is unlikely that you will generate significant
amounts of cash inflows from business operations within the first year.
Your financial statement forecasts must reflect this situation.
Specific steps to ensure that the preparation of the plan does not turn
into your memoirs, are as follows:
1.
2.

Develop the goals/objectives for the business.
Establish a timetable capturing key events and dates. Include these
dates in your diary/calendar.
3. Include one or two independent review dates, which will provide
you with the necessary objective observations. Use a mentor or
business associate to fulfill this need. Please be aware that the use
of a family member is fraught with risk, as you may take their
criticisms personally.
4. Decide on the preparation approach (refer to the previous three
options).
5. Allow yourself three to five weeks to complete.
6. Financials should be completed on a best case, worst case and most
desirable basis. (The chosen one is normally the latter!)
7. Use a computer. The use of this valuable business tool will allow
you to make changes and do what-ifs in a productive manner.
8. Find an accountant or qualified bookkeeper to help you with the
financials.
9. Prepare to measure your operating (eg. sales, cash flow).
performance against plan, and hold yourself accountable.
10. Commit to visiting your plan to reinforce and apply your goals and
objectives.

What’s in a Plan?
While a Business Plan is not typically prepared on a “cookie-cutter”
basis, there is an accepted business format to follow, which should
include the following categories:
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Figure 7.1
Table of Contents

Details

Executive Summary

First to appear but last to be prepared. A one or
two page summary of the Business Plan.

The Business
Summary

Explain the nature of the business and include
information about the type of organization and
ownership. Include the business goals and
expected results.

Owner/Management
Summary

Who are the key players, what are their roles,
identify their business experience/strengths. Do
not include your résumé in this section. You can
include it as an attachment however.

Marketing and
Sales Plan

A critical section of the overall plan.
Sales/Revenues is the key source of Business Cash
Flow. In addition, attempts to raise financing are
in large part contingent on demonstrating a
potential for generating sales.
The Marketing Plan should explain how you will
communicate and promote your product(s) and
services to your potential market place. You will
of course want to elaborate on “the market”, under
topics such as target market, competition, your
competitive advantage, products/services, pricing.
The Sales Plan addresses “the how”. How are you
planning to sell that production? Are you relying
on agencies?
Remember whatever you disclose here must
agree to the numbers as to timing and dollars

Operations Plan

Explain how and where the business will operate.
Elaborate on resource needs and applications such
as manpower requirements.
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Operations Plan

(contract vs. employees), equipment needs (lease
vs. purchase), facilities requirements (home base
vs. leased/purchased). Review your
administration and financial control systems
applications.
Discuss any strategic alliances you are
contemplating or have attained.

Financing Proposal

Summarize your cash requirements. Explain the
expected sources and uses of these funds. Discuss
the intent of obtaining debt and/or equity
financing and explain the respective forms of
payments/returns to lenders/investors. This
financing is related to your overall company needs
over the two years and not to your specific
projects.

Risk Assessment

Identify 2 or 3 critical risks, explaining their
impacts (operationally and financially) and discuss
actions to alleviate or eliminate their impacts.
e.g. What would happen if you were in the midst
of a project and were temporarily incapacitated?

Financial
Projections

Include 2 years of projections in a spreadsheet
format of an income statement and a cash flow
statement. If there are historical results of the
company include these for comparative purposes.
While a balance sheet may not be required in most
startup situations you may require one if there is
financial history available.

See Figures 7.1 and
7. 2 at end of
chapter.
Appendices/
Attachments
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Include items such as:
• resumés of key staff
• marketing literature
• key contracts/letters of intent
• reference letters
• list of professionals such as lawyers,
accountants, bankers, etc. who will assist you.
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Project Planning Versus Business Planning
Project Planning versus Business Planning is frequently a source of
confusion to entrepreneurs pursuing an entertainment-based venture.
Projects are part of a business venture. The business is dependent on the
success of projects. There will be occasions where projects overlap the
fiscal period of a business. Accordingly you will show the financial
implications – i.e. spending and financing may happen in your first
fiscal period whereas revenues may be generated in subsequent periods.
To explain these anomalies, a time line chart should be included in the
business plan to assist in the understanding of key events.

Conclusions
The Business Plan must be used as a business tool as opposed to a make
work project. Visit the plan frequently to review your goals. Measure
your financial performance against the plan. Prepare yourself to answer
the tough questions posed by bankers/investors as to major variances
from plan.
Your plan should be prepared on an annual basis, taking into account
changes in the market place and changes you have made to your
business goals and objectives. Since you have developed a format for
your plan, future plan preparations will not be as difficult and time
consuming as the first go around.
Finally, remember the Plan is not cast in stone. You may have to amend
goals and objectives to compensate for a change in business direction or
a change in the market place. Quantify (new cash flow and income
statements) the impacts and determine the good or bad news.
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Suggested Reading for Start-Up Ventures:

Balderson, Wesley D. “Richard D. Irwin.” Canadian Small
Business Management.
Canadian Bankers Association, Getting Started in Small Business.
www.cba.ca
Hood, Kevin. 6 Steps to Self-Employment.
Industry Canada. Your Guide to Government of Canada Services
and Support for Small Business. http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/smeguide.
Major Accounting and Consulting Firms. Business Start-Up
Guides.
Major Canadian Banks-commercial branches. Various Business
Start-Up Publications.
Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism.
Starting a Small Business in Ontario.
http://www.cbsc.org/ontario/starting.
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PHIL SMITH is Program Manager at Centennial College's Centre for
Entrepreneurship and Corporate Development located at their East York
campus. His responsibilities include the management of the Self-employment
Program, which provides training and business counseling to over 100
entrepreneurs starting up new ventures each year, including a program for
Independent Film and Television Producers. In addition, he develops and
delivers business management programs, including strategic management,
business planning, operations management and financial management for
domestic and international business clients.
For the past 10 years he has also provided private client consulting through his
company, Trillium Business Solutions Inc. He advises clients on strategic
planning, operations and financial management. Clients include individuals
acquiring businesses, those exploring expansion/or re-direction and companies
requiring periodic general business advisory services.
His spare time includes volunteer activities for the Scarborough Chamber of
Commerce, the Canadian Association of Chinese Entrepreneurs and the
Canadian Youth Foundation.
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Legal Affairs
by Daniel Bourque
What do you call 400 lawyers at the bottom of the ocean? A good start.
We’ve all heard this joke before and countless others in the same vein.
That being said, the importance of obtaining sound legal advice is not to
be minimized especially since your product involves a number of legal
issues which need to be addressed at the outset.
In this chapter we will: (i) discuss the different business structures you
can adopt to produce your product; (ii) deal with various issues
pertaining to copyright law and other intellectual property rights; (iii)
address the issue of privacy and (iv) discuss the importance of good
legal documentation. We will conclude by giving you a few tips on how
to keep legal expenses down.

Development
Business Structures
There are various legal structures you can adopt to produce your
product. Each has its advantages and disadvantages and is used for
different reasons. The business and financing strategies you have
developed for your product will help you determine which structure is
better suited to your needs.
Sole Proprietorship
The Sole Proprietorship is a very common vehicle used by entrepreneurs
when starting a business, for several reasons. It is cheap and simple as
it is owned and operated by one person and does not require many of the
government registrations required of more complex business structures.
It is possible to register a name for such a business and many people
mistakenly believe that such registration gives the business the status of
a “company”. This is not the case.
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One of the fundamental downfalls of operating as a sole proprietorship
is the fact that all your personal assets (e.g. your car, computer, house)
are susceptible to being lost, in the event you are not able to pay your
business’ expenses as they become due. Your creditors can try and
obtain their money from the value of all your personal assets. If you are
married or have kids this may not be a risk you are willing to take. The
sole proprietorship structure is the most common organizational vehicle.
However, as your company evolves and you require more financing,
investors may require that you have a business structure that is slightly
more sophisticated than a sole proprietorship.
General Partnership
The General Partnership is governed by the law of the Province in
which it is registered. It is a cost effective vehicle to operate and
cheaper to create than a corporation because its registration fees are
lower. The more partners you have the more these costs can be shared.
The general partnership is a contractual relationship created by and/or
among two or more parties. These parties must negotiate and create a
partnership agreement which must be cognizant of the laws regarding
partnerships. For example, although you may not wish your partner to
share any proceeds from the partnership or to receive the firm’s
financial statements, the law requires that each partner in a general
partnership have access to all the information that other partners have.
One should also know that once you contribute money to a general
partnership, it becomes the property of the general partnership. For
example, if you contribute $10,000 and your partner contributes $2,000.
The general partnership will be worth $12,000 and you will each be
worth $6,000 unless your partnership agreement indicates otherwise.
As with the sole proprietorship, any liabilities your general partnership
incurs are potentially your liabilities. If the general partnership fails to
pay a creditor, the creditor can come after the personal assets of both you
and your partners. You are each jointly liable for the actions of one of
the partners. For example, if your partner takes out a $10,000 loan for
the partnership, each of the partners is jointly liable for a percentage of
that $10,000 to the extent that they are a partner to the general
partnership. You are also liable as an individual if your partner no
longer has any assets to pay the creditors.
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Limited Partnership
In order to remedy the shortfalls of the partnership you may consider
forming a limited partnership. A limited partnership has a general
partner, usually a corporation responsible for the operation and
management of the partnership, and has one or more limited partners
usually individual investors. The primary advantage of a limited
partnership is that it has the tax advantages of a general partnership but
the liability of the investors is limited to the amount invested by each of
them in the partnership. Limited Partnerships are a popular vehicle for
financing large projects. However, since they are complex to establish
and administer, they are not the ideal vehicle for smaller projects.
Corporation
The corporation is the most frequently used vehicle as a result of the
protection it affords to its founders. As noted earlier, you can be
personally liable for any debts owed to creditors by your sole
proprietorship or a general partnership. However, ownership of shares
in a corporation limits your liability to the amount you invested in your
shares. Shareholders do not own the company but rather they just own
certain rights in the company (voting and dividend rights) in exchange
for making an investment in the corporation. As a result, shareholders
are generally not liable for debts owed by the corporation. The
establishment of a corporation requires shareholders to create and sign a
shareholders agreement. The shareholders agreement describes what
rights various shareholders have in a corporation. You may for example
give shares to an investor in your company but limit the amount of
influence they have. As a result you may designate those shares as nonvoting shares. As you can designate different rights to different classes
of shares, you have greater flexibility in providing equity to investors in
various rounds of financings. It would be very frustrating to build a
company and have to give away your voting common shares each time
you require financing. The corporation also provides for an array of tax
planning opportunities, including the capital gain exemption when
disposing of shares, to name but one.
There are three possible reasons for incorporating; 1) your accountant
tells you to do so for tax reasons; 2) you want to protect your personal
assets; and 3) you are making a long term commitment to growth and
believe it appropriate to incorporate at the outset.
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Given that your new media project is likely to involve several investors
and that you will likely want to protect your personal assets, the
corporation may be the best suited vehicle for the production of your
project.
There is no legal requirement that you incorporate a company each time
you embark on a new project. However for big budget projects we
suggest a separate incorporation. This will simplify your financial
structuring and most importantly will shield your new projects from the
liabilities and charges that could encumber previous projects.
Copyright
Copyright is for most people a difficult concept to grasp. We will
attempt to clarify this concept and illustrate the many ways it may arise
during the creation of your new media project. We will also give you
pointers to obtain the necessary rights for your new media project so you
may exploit it without concern.
The Concept of Copyright
Copyright is the right to reproduce, publish, perform, or exploit all or a
substantial part of a work and more importantly, the right to prevent
others from appropriating your work in any of these ways. Copyright
protection is afforded by the Copyright Act in Canada which provides
for a variety of remedies against those who have infringed a creator’s
copyright.
Typically copyright exists in Canada for the life of the author of the
particular work plus fifty years. At the end of this period, the work falls
into the public domain and anyone is free to use it without compensation
to its author.
Canada has a copyright registration system but copyright registration is
not required to obtain copyright protection. Such protection is obtained
by the mere act of creation. Copyright registration creates a
presumption that the person registering his or her work is the owner of
such work. Although copyright registration does not confer any rights
per se, we recommend that you register your project. You may do so by
using the various categories established by the Canadian Intellectual
Property Office namely, literary, artistic, musical or dramatic work. It is
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a relatively cheap procedure and may save you a lot of trouble if the
ownership of your project is disputed.
Copyright encompasses a multitude of rights and can therefore be sold
or licensed on a piece by piece basis. For example, if you write a book
you may sell the film rights to one person, keep the publishing rights for
yourself and sell the internet rights based on the book to another person.
All such rights are part of the copyright but may be licensed separately.
Copyright rests with the author of the work. This means that if you are
not the original creator of your project or your project is based on an
existing property such as a film, a television series, a book or a
magazine article, you will need to acquire the necessary rights from the
owner of such property. If you decide to hire writers to create content
for your project or composers to compose original music, you will need
to acquire from each of them the relevant rights as they will hold a
distinct copyright in their respective contribution to your project.
Once your project is completed, it will have its own copyright which will
be owned by you or the corporate entity through which you have chosen
to produce it. Based on this right, you may then sell or license the
commercial exploitation of your project as you see fit. For example, you
may decide to sell it outright to a third party or license it to various
parties such as broadcasters, webcasters, etc.
Please note that if you have been retained by a broadcaster or some other
entity to create a product for their purposes than it is likely they will
want to be the copyright owner of the product. You, on the other hand,
will no doubt want to own the result of your work. In many
circumstances, the Copyright Act does not provide any clear-cut answers
as to who the owner is. Consequently, before you begin spending time
and effort on a product, we strongly recommend that you enter into a
product development agreement, i.e. an agreement that will set out your
obligations and remuneration as the creator and your ownership rights
in the product.
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Literary Property
Options - It is possible to acquire an option to purchase various
rights inherent in copyright. An option allows you to purchase the
right, at low cost, to acquire relevant rights at a future date. An
option will allow you to determine relatively cheaply whether a
product can become viable. Options are traditionally used in the
film industry but may be a good way for you to see whether
investors or financiers can be found for a product based on a
particular property without having to acquire the rights to such
property.

l

l

Rights Acquisitions - If you wish to base your product on an
existing property, you will need to identify who holds the rights in
and to this property. For example, if the property is a book, the
rights holder may be the author or the publisher of such book. If the
work is a magazine article the rights holder could be the author of
the article or the magazine itself.
Once you have identified the rights holder you will want to acquire
the rights necessary to enable you to create your product and to
commercially exploit it to its fullest extent. You should attempt to
obtain enough rights to enable you to exploit your product
throughout the world on the internet for the period of copyright.

Music
As mentioned earlier, if you wish to include music on your product you
will need to acquire the necessary rights from the appropriate rights
holder. The way to obtain the rights will depend on whether you are
acquiring original music or existing music for your product.
l

Original Material - If a sound track is commissioned, you will
need to enter into an agreement with the music composer. This
Agreement will typically deal with ownership of all the musical
works composed under such agreement, the sharing of royalties
generated from the commercial exploitation of the music and other
issues.
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l

Existing Material - On the other hand, if you are acquiring an
existing musical work you will need to acquire from the music
publisher what is typically known as a synchronization licence (or
“synch licence”) so that the musical work may be used in
conjunction with your project. You will also need to obtain a
“master use licence” from the owner of the sound recording which
is to be used in the project.
Often the music publisher and the owner of the sound recording are
different people or entities and you will need to negotiate with both.

Writers and Performers
If you plan on hiring writers and performers with respect to your
product, you must insure that you will be obtaining all rights in and to
their contributions. Consequently you should enter into a formal
agreement with each and every one of them. This agreement should
provide for a payment, credit, clause and a rights clause indicating that
you will be the owner of the work. It should be noted that some actors or
writers may belong to unions such as the Alliance of Cinema, Television
and Radio Artists (ACTRA) or the Writers Guild of Canada (WGC).
The unions have lately taken a pro-active stance with regards to work
done by their members for productions that are meant for the internet or
that are embedded on compact devices such as CD-ROM’s or DVD’s .
Consequently, if you hire union-members we suggest that prior to hiring
them, you inquire with the applicable union to determine whether the
work contemplated falls within the scope of their collective agreements.
If it does then you will need to comply with the provisions of such
agreements.
Releases and Clearance of Pre-Existing Material
In addition to the rights we have just mentioned, you may want to
enhance your product by incorporating pre-existing materials created
and/or owned by others. For example, you may wish to include excerpts
from a television program, a popular novel, photographs of a celebrity or
incorporate some contemporary piece of art work or a film clip from an
old movie. All these examples involve the use of another person’s
property. Depending on the proposed use and type of material,
clearance may be required. Actual clearance of these materials will
require ascertaining who owns and controls the rights, obtaining
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permission from such owners or rights holders and documenting this
authorization by way of licence agreement, release, authorization or
other documentation.
We will not go into an in-depth discussion as to the form of
documentation that is required for each type of material. Suffice it to
say that the documentation whether it is a licence agreement, a release
or an authorization should be a relatively short document so as to
expedite the negotiation with the rights holder. If you intend on using a
considerable amount of pre-existing material, we recommend that you
have a standard form document that can be used in all circumstances.
This will save you considerable time and effort. Make sure the release,
the authorization or the license, as the case may be, is obtained before
you include the pre-existing material in your project. Often producers
will include the pre-existing material in their product thinking they have
enough time to secure their rights at a later date. This can put the
producer in a precarious position if the rights holder is unwilling to
grant the necessary rights or requires a very steep price to do so.
Your release, authorization or license should include the following
elements:
(I have used the incorporation of a photograph as an example to explain
these elements but this applies to any type of work.)
•

Purpose of the agreement - Acquisition of rights to display a
photograph in a product.

•

Nature of the right - Are the rights to such photograph assigned
(i.e. sold) or granted under license (i.e. "leased" for a period of
time)?

•

Scope of the rights - How will the photograph be used on the
product?

•

Territory and term - Where will the photograph be shown? For
how long?
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•

Monetary Consideration - Since the cost of using the photograph
on a product is not, in many cases set in advance by a general rate,
you will need to negotiate it on a case by case basis. You should
take into account the nature of the use, the size of the photograph,
the territory and potential revenue generated by the exploitation of
the photograph.

•

Guarantee of Ownership - The owner of the photograph must
guarantee to you that he owns or controls the rights in and to such
photograph and that he will indemnify you in the event of a
challenge in this regard.

Consequences of Not Clearing Rights
If you incorporate a work into your product without first clearing the
rights with the owner you are infringing the copyright. Owners of rights
that have been infringed may apply for an injunction to prevent you
from continuing to use their work without the appropriate clearances,
and in addition, demand that you turn over to them all the profits you
have made from the unauthorized use of the work. Please note that the
Copyright Act also provides that criminal proceedings may be launched
against a copyright infringement. Moral of the story: Do clear rights!
Errors and Omissions
You should be aware that Errors and Omissions insurance exists for new
media producers, also called producer's liability insurance. The aim of
this insurance is to cover the risk of lawsuits against producers (as well
as other third parties financiers or distributors) as a result of
unauthorized or incorrect content appearing on their product. In order
to obtain errors and omissions coverage, an insurer will require a
producer to complete an application form which includes a highly
detailed questionnaire relating to the nature and content of the product.
The insurer will also ask the producer's lawyer to review the producer's
clearance of all rights pertaining to the product. The premium for such
insurance will depend on the nature and content of the product as well
as the degree of care taken by the producer to clear rights. Under certain
circumstances in lieu of such insurance, funders may require that the
producer post a formal disclaimer on their products, releasing them from
responsibility, claims and damages.
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Other Intellectual Property Rights
We have talked extensively about copyright which is the main
Intellectual Property ("IP") right you need to be concerned about.
However there exists other IP rights such as patents or trademarks.
Although patent protection is not generally sought in connection with
products, trademarks may be of some use.
Trademark
A trademark is a way of distinguishing one person's product or services
from that of another person. Trademarks can be in various forms such
as a name (e.g. "Netscape"), logo (e.g. "Just Do It") or a logo and design
(e.g. the distinctive "Start" logo of Microsoft). The function of a
trademark is to indicate the source or origin of any person's products or
services and to distinguish the products or services of one person from
those of another. Trademarks in essence protect the goodwill and
reputation associated with a product or a service. You may consider
obtaining trademark protection of the name of your product as well as
any related logos or designs to prevent others from using similar names,
logos or designs for their product.
Please note that in order to operate a product you will need to register
the domain name with the proper internet registration authority. In
Canada, domain name registrations for ".ca" sites are governed by the
Canadian Internet Registration Authority ("CIRA").
Privacy
The issue of privacy has become crucial in an age where our personal
information can be disclosed to an unlimited number of parties by the
shear click of a button. In order to protect an individual's right to
privacy and confidentiality, privacy legislation has been enacted by the
governments at both the federal and provincial level. The most
important principle covered by such legislation is that an organization
must obtain an individual's consent when they collect, use or disclose
the individual's personal information. Therefore, for those of you who
intend to develop products in which the end user is asked or required to
submit personal information, we strongly recommend that you obtain
the user's prior consent. This can take the form of a window prompt
appearing before the user is requested to submit his or her information.
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You should also consider having a privacy policy posted on your product
whereby you will explain in detail your intended use of the user's
personal information and the steps taken to ensure its confidentiality.
The Importance of Legal Documentation
Given the importance of contractual materials you, as a producer have a
critical role in preparing the documents that will frame your project and
ultimately bind it together. You have to ensure that the documentation
accurately reflects the arrangements negotiated with the various
participating organizations and individuals. You should try to read,
understand and actively shape all of these materials.
Deal Memos
In light of the complexity of many legal agreements producers often
enter into deal memoranda or letter agreements which briefly set out the
matters that have been negotiated and agreed upon and specify that a
full and formal agreement will be prepared and executed at a later date.
These instruments are helpful in permitting business arrangements to be
made quickly, effectively and directly between parties. It should be
borne in mind however that they are often incomplete and only deal with
issues in a summary way. They can never replace so called “long form
agreements”. They are as binding as any other agreements and for that
reason should never be entered into lightly. Deal memoranda will help
you conclude business in an expeditious manner which is often required
in the new media industry. They should nonetheless be reviewed as
thoroughly as any other agreement and drafted with the same care in
order to avoid unpleasant surprises down the line.

Conclusion
Importance of Legal Advice
We have attempted in this chapter to give you a broad overview of the
various issues you may encounter while producing your new media
project. As you can see law involves a variety of issues, and some are
very complex. We therefore encourage you to seek legal advice at an
early stage in order to lay a solid legal foundation for your project.
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Tips to Drive Down Legal Costs
People often complain that lawyers are too expensive. Here are a few
tips to keep your legal costs down:
1. Don’t ask your lawyer to help you carry on your project. Rather ask
someone else who is more experienced and less expensive;
2. Don’t ask your lawyer to make decisions for you. You, not your
professional advisor, are the boss;
3. Don’t take your lawyer to meetings where it is not necessary;
4. Do ask for advice on the terms and structure of a deal before you
begin negotiations or sign anything;
5. Don’t ask your lawyer to prepare documents you can prepare
yourself;
6. Do ask for your lawyer’s comments on any legal documents drafted
by you that can create a contractual relationship or generate
liabilities;
7. Don’t negotiate with someone else’s lawyer without seeking the
advice of your own lawyer;
8. Do ask your lawyer to keep you fully informed on an ongoing basis
of the approximate cost of professional services and disbursements
you have incurred.
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Marketing and Promotion
Strategies
by Adrienne Lloyd

The old adage “if you build it, they will come” simply doesn’t apply to
the World Wide Web. If you want to let the world know about the hard
work and dedication you’ve put into your new website, you need to learn
how to promote it. This chapter on marketing and promotion strategies
will provide you with some basic guidelines required for promoting an
online property – cheaply, yet aggressively, in order to get the results
you and your clients expect.

Strategy Overview
The term “Grassroots Promotions” describes a series of online
promotional tactics that leverage the internet’s ability to reach defined
communities of interest for little financial outlay. These tactics will help
you create visibility and awareness on the internet beyond paid
advertising or sponsorship, while sharing the common goal of
generating traffic for your website.
Because of the highly customized approach taken to identify and exploit
grassroots promotional opportunities, the process is ongoing and fairly
time consuming. However, these techniques will allow you to reach
deeply into communities of interest with great effectiveness. Much the
same way that traditional public relations can deliver corporate
messages in a more recognizable forum (i.e. third party media outlets),
grassroots promotions reach internet users at a variety of levels in an
often transparent fashion.
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The following is a preliminary list of grassroots promotional tactics,
with a brief description of each activity and the associated benefits.

URL Selection
A Uniform Resource Locator, a.k.a. ‘URL’, is simply an internet
‘address’ – the standard for specifying the location of an object on the
internet. Your web address is the core of your internet identity. It is
your online brand. Your consumers will remember this name and use it
to find out about your products and services.
The chart below outlines the top-level domains, common usage and
criteria for registration:
Figure 9.1
Generic
TopLevel
Domain
.com
.edu

Common Usage

Commercial Companies
Educational Institutions

.gov

Government Agencies

.hm
.mil

Commercial Home Pages
Military Agencies

.net
.org

Network Providers
Not-For-Profit
Organizations
Broadcast Companies

.tv

Registration Criteria

Unrestricted
Restricted – Educational
Institutions
Restricted – Government
Agencies
Unrestricted
Restricted – Military
Agencies
Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Unrestricted

When selecting a URL for your new website, keep it simple, short and
easy to remember. Try to avoid hyphens and acronyms wherever
possible.
With a couple of domain names in mind, visit any one of the online
registrars. For .ca names, the Canadian Internet Registration Authority
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(www.cira.ca) provides a list of CIRA- certified registrars. For other
extensions try Network Solutions, Easy DNS, Register.com, etc. to verify
domain name availability and begin the registration process.

Search Engine Registration
Search engines are navigation hubs, used to assist web travelers in
reaching their requested destination on the internet.
By registering your website with the major search engines, you will
increase the likelihood of capturing new visitors, regardless of which
search engine they use:
Search Engine
AltaVista
America Online
Ask Jeeves
Direct Hit
Dogpile
Excite
FAST Search
Go/Infoseek
Google
GoTo
HotBot
iWon
LookSmart
Lycos
MSN Web Search
NBCi
Netscape
Northern Light
Open Directory
WebCrawler
WebTop
Yahoo

URL
http://www.altavista.com
http://www.aol.com
http://www.askjeeves.com
http://www.directhit.com
http://www.dogpile.com
http://www.excite.com
http://www.alltheweb.com
http://www.go.com or http://www.infoseek.com
http://www.google.com
http://www.goto.com
http://hotbot.lycos.com
http://www.iwon.com
http://www.looksmart.com
http://www.lycos.com
http://www.search.msn.com
http://www.nbci.com
http://www.netscape.com
http://www.northernlight.com
http://dmoz.org
http://www.webcrawler.com
http://www.webtop.com
http://www.yahoo.com
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When websites are indexed with search engines, the initial ranking of
your website may slide. By resubmitting your website URLs on a
quarterly basis, you will increase the likelihood of your site appearing at,
or near the top of search engine results pages, in turn, increasing the
likelihood that users will choose to visit your site over the competition.
Remember to go back and check on all of your web page submissions to
ensure they receive error-free listings.

Meta Tags
There are several Meta tags, but the most important for search engine
indexing are the description and keywords tags. The description tag
returns a description of your web page in place of the generic summary a
search engine would normally create. The keywords tag provides
keywords for the search engine to associate with your page.
If you want to add Meta tags to your new and existing web pages, the
HTML code should look something like this:
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Healthy Lifestyle Centre</TITLE>
<META name="description" content="Everything you need to know
about how to achieve and enjoy a healthy lifestyle.">
<META name="keywords" content="health, healthy, life, lifestyle,
healthy life, healthy lifestyle">
</HEAD>
Make sure your strategic keywords appear in the crucial locations of
your web pages. The page title is most important. Failure to put
strategic keywords in the page title is the main reason why perfectly
relevant web pages may be poorly ranked.
Be sure to include HTML text on your web pages. Search engines will
check to see if your keywords appear in HTML text at, or near, the top
of your web page, assuming any topically relevant pages will make
mention of those words from the get-go. Search engines will also
analyze how often keywords appear in relation to other words on a web
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page. Those pages with higher keyword frequency are often deemed
more relevant than other web pages, so try to select keywords that are
two or more words long. By picking phrases of two or more words,
you’ll have a better shot at high-ranking web pages.
Avoid search engine spamming! By repeating words several times on a
page – in an attempt to rank higher in the listings – search engines may
exclude your web pages from their index.
You may also want to consider building a Site Map page with HTML
text links to every page within your website. Like any other website
page, the Site Map page can be registered and will help the search
engines to further locate ALL of the pages within your website.

Directory Submissions
Directories are website ‘libraries,’ assembled to expose communities of
interest to specific areas of information and topically relevant websites.
Unlike search engines, directories are updated by individual
Webmasters/Site Editors. Listings within these directories typically
require direct contact and negotiation.
Directories are available on most major search engines and a number of
portal sites. Ongoing research, identification and manual submissions
to relevant directories expose communities of interest to information
about a particular website. Target audiences are reached effectively on
an ongoing basis and encouraged to visit your site.
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Using the above sample of a ‘Healthy Lifestyle’ website, relevant
directories may include:
Directory
Achoo
HealthAnswers
HealthAtoZ
HealthCentral
InteliHealth
MedExplorer
Medscape
OnHealth
ThriveOnline
WebMD

URL
http://www.achoo.com
http://www.healthanswers.com
http://www.healthatoz.com
http://www.healthcentral.com
http://www.intelihealth.com
http://www.medexplorer.com
http://www.medscape.com
http://www.onhealth.com
http://www.thriveonline.com
http://www.webmd.com

Site Announcement
Bulk email can be sent to Webmasters and Site Editors of topically
related websites describing your new site and its merits. By spreading
the word about the launch of an exciting, new, online resource,
Webmasters and Site Editors will be intrigued to visit your site and
potentially post a link, generating an invaluable amount of visitor
traffic.
The most effective and consistent message approach can be achieved by
re-wording your existing press release in the form of an email message:
Email Subject Line: Get Interactive With Your Health!
(Insert Website Launch Date) – Helping your visitors make
informed choices about the way they live, (Insert Client/Company
Name) is pleased to announce the launch of the Healthy Lifestyle
Centre, the most extensive heath and wellness resource on the web!
The Healthy Lifestyle Centre at (Insert URL) offers your visitors
online tools to help them lose weight, manage stress and build a
community of supportive friends with over 50 active support groups.
Visitors will learn to be supermarket savvy, create personalized
nutrition profiles and daily meal plans. By joining our virtual
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health club, visitors will receive all of the motivational benefits
membership has to offer – from the convenience of their desktop!
The Healthy Lifestyle Centre also offers your visitors FREE
educational materials, treatment and prevention options, case
studies, polls and live events.
Point your visitors to (Insert URL) where they can enter to WIN
$5,000 worth of FREE groceries, a consultation with a Registered
Dietitian, gift certificates and more!
We look forward to welcoming your visitors. If you have any
questions about (Insert Client/Company Name), or need assistance
in establishing a link, please feel free to contact me directly.
Sincerely, (Insert Your First Name)
(Insert Your Full Name)
(Insert Your Title)
(Insert Your Company Name, Mailing Address, Telephone and Fax
Number)
(Insert Your Email Address)
P.S. If you’d rather not hear from (Insert Client/Company Name),
please let us know.
All of the information we provide is independent, reliable and
trustworthy – please check us out for yourself by visiting (Insert
Client/Company Home Page URL).
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Reciprocal Linking
Reciprocal links often involve an ongoing agreement between two or
more sites to feature or share links amongst each other.
There are various agreement structures; however, all linking
arrangements require significant research, relationship building and
monitoring to ensure ongoing benefit.
Linking with sites that are relevant or complementary to your own site
provides access to qualified, targeted visitors that may click through to
your site.

Newsgroup Posting
Newsgroups provide internet users with an anonymous, open forum for
asking questions, sharing opinions, thoughts and ideas on a particular
subject of interest. Beware – a strong sense of community is attained
through this form of communication and spamming will not be taken
lightly!
When researching relevant newsgroups, you may want visit the Usenet
website at http://www.usenet.com. With over 80,000 available
discussion categories, Usenet is a worldwide public network where
people with common interests can go to communicate online. If there’s
a subject you’re interested in, there will most likely be at least one
newsgroup dedicated to it, and if there’s not, you can always create your
own.
Discussion forums must be carefully researched, identified and
monitored on an ongoing basis for opportunities to contribute relevant
information to the discussion about the merits of your website. Seeding
newsgroups is a very touchy subject, so tread lightly. Be sure your
contributions are always customized and definitely NOT structured in
the form of an advertisement.
A well-placed posting in a trusted environment can encourage highly
qualified users to visit your site, contributing to positive word of mouth
within communities of interest.
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Website Retention
Now that you’ve attracted first-time visitors to your website, how do you
keep them coming back?
One way to encourage site retention or ‘stickiness’ is to keep your
website ‘fresh’ by continually updating your site with engaging content
and imagery.
Attract and retain a targeted audience to your website by adding
community features like discussion boards, chat forums, instant
messaging and email-based discussion lists. By providing an open
forum for people of like interests to communicate, a loyal community
may evolve, encouraging repeat visitors and site retention.
Another tactic you may want to employ is online contesting. Not
everyone can be a grand prizewinner, so whenever possible, provide
incentives and smaller rewards for contest registrants.

Public Relations
Celebrate a job well done by throwing a launch party! Be sure to invite
local media, project partners and participants. Distribute press kits in
advance and, if budget permits, make it a catered affair. If you have the
technical means in place, you may want to do a live Webcast of the
event. With a project spokesperson on hand to do a formal project
demonstration and field reporter questions, you may receive additional
media coverage.
Unfortunately, not everyone will be able to attend your launch party. If
you want to attract further local and national media coverage, you may
want to post a press release on Canada NewsWire at
http://www.newswire.ca.
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‘What’s New’ Submissions
There’s nothing wrong with a little shameless self-promotion! Submit
your website to any of the following ‘What’s New’ websites and reap the
rewards of being listed as a hot, new commodity:

‘What’s New’ Website
100 hot.com

http://www.100hot.com

AltaVista ‘Today’s Cool
Sites’

http://www.altavista.com

Netscape ‘What’s New’

http://www.netscape.com

PopularSites.com

http://www.popularsites.com

Refdesk ‘Reference Site-ofthe-Day’
Top10Links

http://www.refdesk.com

USA Today ‘Hot Sites’

http://www.usatoday.com

Wall Street Journal ‘Web
Watch’
WhatsNu

http://www.wsj.com

ZDNet ‘Yahoo Internet
Life’
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Awards
Good design is good business, so blow your competition away by
showing off your best work! Gain further exposure to your online
properties while rewarding design innovation and excellence by
submitting your website to any of the following prestigious awards
competitions:
Organization
Advertising and Design Club of Canada
Applied Arts Magazine ‘Applied Arts
Award Annual’
Baddeck International New Media Awards
Banff International Television Festival
‘Banff Rockie Awards’
Bandies
Canadian Marketing Association ‘RSVP
Awards’
Clio Awards
Communication Arts ‘Interactive Design
Awards’
Golden MIM Awards
HOW Magazine ‘Interactive Design
Competition’
I.D. Magazine ‘Interactive Media Design
Review’
International Advertising Festival ‘Cannes
Lion’ Awards
International EMMA Awards
International Web Page Awards
London International Advertising Awards
Marketing Magazine ‘Media Innovation
Awards’
MultiMediator ‘Canadian New Media
Awards’
National Post ‘Design Exchange Awards’
New York Festivals, The ‘New Media
Awards’
Omni Intermedia Awards,
One Club, The ‘One Show Interactive’
Webby Awards

URL
http://www.adesigncanada.com
http://www.appliedartsmag.com
http://www.baddeckfest.com
http://banff2001.com
http://www.thebandies.com
http://www.the-cma.org
http://www.clioawards.com
http://www.commarts.com
http://www.mim.qc.ca
http://www.howdesign.com
http://www.idonline.com
http://www.canneslions.com
http://www.emma-foundation.org
http://www.websiteawards.com
http://www.liaawards.com
http://www.marketingmag.ca
http://www.multimediator.com
http://www.designexchange.org
http://www.nyfests.com
http://www.omniawards.com
http://www.oneclub.com
http://www.webbyawards.com
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Markets and Festivals
Local, national and international festivals and markets like E3, Milia,
ECTS, MIM, and the Baddeck International New Media Festival,
provide new media professionals with a unique opportunity to celebrate
industry advancements. They also inspire creativity through showcased
work and awards presentations. Where else will you get a first-hand
look at the competition? It’s also a chance to meet the key industry
players, funding groups and decision makers who can make or break
your upcoming projects. You can develop strategic partnerships and you
may even make key sales of your new media properties; and, an award
should bring attention to both your project and your company.

Budget
In a perfect world, marketers would be handed hundreds of thousands of
dollars to spend on the promotion of a new product or service. We’d
throw splashy launch parties and take part in fanatical media blitzes –
the sky’s the limit! Unfortunately, most of us are used to relying on a
much more sparing budget, so let’s get back to reality…
In my opinion, the must-have budget items for a website launch include
search engine registration, directory listings, site announcements,
‘what’s new’ and award submissions. Aside from the nominal fee for
award submissions, these grassroots promotional techniques will only
cost you the human labour involved in executing the individual tactics.
With an additional budget around the $5,000 mark, I would recommend
a small launch party and the posting of a press release on Canada
NewsWire.
For marketers with deeper pockets, I might recommend the creation of
an interactive CD-ROM, online and offline media buys, supported by a
direct mail campaign, trade magazine, radio and television advertising.
In many instances, by the time you’re ready to launch, all of the
available money has been spent on the design and development of the
project. Don’t panic, funding is available!
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Telefilm’s Canada New Media Fund includes a funding program for
marketing assistance. Telefilm will defray your costs of participating at
international markets and also hosts umbrella stands at major markets
on behalf of producers.
The overall goal of the federal government’s Program for Export Market
Development (PEMD) is to increase prosperity and competitiveness in
the international marketplace. Jointly administered by the Department
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) and Industry
Canada, the program provides assistance on the basis of a company’s
one-year (or in some special instances, two-year) international
marketing plan. Eligible costs include market visits, incoming buyers,
trade fair participation abroad, product testing for certification, legal
fees for marketing agreements incurred abroad, air transportation costs
for off-shore company trainees, product demonstration costs and other
costs necessary to execute the marketing plan. Annual contribution per
application is a minimum of $5,000 and a maximum of $50,000. The
contribution is repayable based on a percentage of incremental export
sales in the target market over a four-year period. Program details can
be found at http://www.infoexport.gc.ca/pemd.
The Ontario Media Development Corporation's (OMDC) Skills
Development and Marketing Initiatives Department (SDMI) provides market
mentorships to producers and also helps defray costs of attending
national and international market events. Learn more about the OMDC
by visiting http://www.omdc.on.ca.
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Conclusion
Notwithstanding the online marketing and promotions tactics outlined
within this chapter, leveraging existing traditional
advertising/marketing/promotional materials is critical. Website URLs
should appear in all relevant offline materials – including, but not
limited to brochures, direct mail, magazine advertisements, coupons,
etc. If your website is an online adjunct to a television program, URLs
should appear in the show’s credits and promotional spots. Although
this takes time to implement, it is a key factor to keep in mind whenever
you produce these consumer-specific materials.
Now that you’ve mastered these grassroots promotional techniques, you
may think it’s time to sit back and watch the web traffic start flowing in.
Think again! The execution of a successful campaign requires constant
maintenance and modification.
If you build it, they will come…but only if you tell them about it!

ADRIENNE LLOYD is Director of Marketing for Infinet Communications
Inc., where she drives internal and external marketing and communication
initiatives. Formerly Director of Marketing for ExtendMedia Inc., she managed
and promoted the corporate brand in the iTV, Web and wireless marketplace,
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interactive product/project demonstrations. As an Online Promotions
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Sales and Distribution:
Revenue Models
by Roma Khanna

In the recent past we have seen a great deal of change in the revenue
models (or lack thereof!) of many new media and internet businesses.
These changes have resulted in a business climate that requires clear
revenue modeling prior to raising financing and producing projects.
While the addition of solid business thinking may come as a refreshing
change for some, it is important for producers to maintain a flexible and
open minded approach to their business models. The reality is that the
economic environment of the internet is still in a state of constant flux
and no one form of revenue modeling has emerged a winner. In other
words, there is no “right answer” when it comes to deriving revenue
from interactive media.
Does this mean we shouldn’t produce new media properties? Absolutely
not. It means that we have to do our best to embrace realistic revenue
models while constantly experimenting and trying new ideas. It is
important for producers to continue the search for new and innovative
revenue models that work.
Over time what constitutes a winning formula for business models
online will likely become clearer. Models will emerge and become more
dependable based on what we will learn from past successes and failures
as we apply a more academic approach to our interactive businesses.
But that’s still in the future. In the meantime, new media producers
must do their best to incorporate proven revenue opportunities into their
projects while never closing the door to new ideas. We have to throw
the proverbial spaghetti against the wall and see what sticks. There are
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no guarantees of success, but hey, there are no guarantees that you won’t
make it big either. If you are not willing to take some sort of chance,
you are probably in the wrong business.
Revenue is obviously important to a long-term business strategy. For
now, the best a new media producer can do is to incorporate solid
business thinking into their project planning. As well, you can look to
the past few years of experience to identify revenue streams that may be
appropriate for your business. While these are by no means the be all
and end all of revenue models, they are a solid place for a new media
producer to start looking for revenue generating opportunities.
This chapter will look at revenue modeling from the point of view of
content producers and try to identify the current possibilities for revenue
generation. Before looking at the revenue streams that best suit your
business, you must answer a few threshold questions that will drive your
thinking process forward: 1) Who is your target audience? and 2) What
kind of a business are you in?

Who Is Your Target Audience?
The identification of your target audience is a question that should be
answered in the business planning phase. For the purposes of revenue
modeling it is important to identify the target and to try and identify the
manner in which this audience can be “monetized” (to use a catch
phrase).
There is a big difference between trying to capture broad segments of
online audiences (such as the 18-24 year old range) and trying to
capture a particular niche. There is a great deal of competition in the
broad market segments and success in these areas usually involves a
great deal of marketing effort. On the niche side, it is possible to build a
community of interest, even across borders through more narrowly
targeted efforts. You must identify whether your business is trying to be
all things to all people or trying to focus on a niche.
You also must identify the extent to which your business needs to attract
audiences internationally to succeed. While Canada has one of the
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highest internet penetrations in the world, making it fertile ground for
new revenue models, it is not a huge market on its own (especially for
niche strategies). Operating internationally, however, may raise a
number of issues with regard to the availability of revenue streams and
producers must be careful to obtain the necessary advice to ensure they
are able to pursue the strategies they choose.
The upshot is that you must think realistically about whether your target
audience can support the revenue that you need to generate to be
successful.

What Kind of Business Are You in?
The revenue streams available to you will differ depending on the type
of content site you produce. For our discussion, it is helpful to break
them down into three categories:
1. Content Creators
Content creators are the producers of particular content projects. These
are the equivalent of independent television producers for the interactive
world. These producers create content that can be put online and
become a destination in its own right. This content can also be
distributed through other channels and sites. Examples of content
creators would be Icebox, Heavy, Mondo Media, StanLee.net, even
companies like Warner Brothers and the now defunct Den.net. The list
goes on.
2. Content Aggregators (“Channels”)
Content Aggregators bring together similar types of content. These
essentially form online “channels” that aggregate similar content from a
multiple of producers or content creators. The similarity can be based
on genre (such as entertainment, as is done by Warner Brother’s
Entertaindom) or any other common ground (such as short films or
animation, as is done by Atom Films). These are the online equivalents
of the specialty channels on television.
3. Channel Aggregators (“Portals”)
Channel Aggregators are the online version of major television networks
and distributors. These sites bring together a multiple of channels with
a view to providing “one stop shopping” for online audiences. The
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focus is on gathering very large audiences and monetizing the audiences
over a number of opportunities. These are the Yahoo and the AOL’s of
the world and they are among the few destinations or “portals” that can
aggregate massive audience numbers.

Generating Revenue
It is important to keep your audience in mind at every step of the way
when developing your revenue model. It is your audience that will
determine your success since you rely on them to spend money (thereby
generating your revenue) or entice advertisers. As well, what revenue
streams are realistic for your project will depend on the type of content
site you produce.
Today entertainment online generates revenue in a variety of ways.
Despite the multitude of available revenue streams, the costs of
sophisticated interactive productions are rarely recouped from the
revenue derived exclusively online. As a result, on a pure Profit and
Loss basis the investment may make little sense. However, value is also
obtained in other ways. Let us first look at the revenue streams that are
in existence online today.
Available Revenue Strategies
It is important to note that most revenue strategies will rely on your
ability to build traffic on your site or for your content. As a result, this
is a concept that acts as a threshold for most areas of revenue generation.
For your project to work online you must attract your target audience,
whoever they may be. There are many ways to build traffic, limited only
by your imagination. It can be done quickly through marketing and
advertising campaigns (which are often very costly) or can be built up
slowly using viral campaigns and word of mouth. Audiences can be
built through content sharing relationships and partnerships as well as
through more technical means such as registration with search engines
and meta-tagging. See the previous chapter on marketing and
promotion to learn more about strategies you can use.
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Advertising
Until recently, advertising was the pillar of the online business model.
Many online ventures assumed that they could generate all of their
necessary revenue through building an audience and then selling
advertising. Sites focused on aggregating eyeballs in order to attract
high-priced advertising to the site. Until recently this formed the core
of an acceptable business model. But now times have changed. The last
few years have shown us that online properties that rely on advertising
alone have a hard time becoming profitable. It is no longer acceptable
to write a business plan that claims you will make your internet fortune
through advertising. That’s the bad news.
The good news is that advertising is still a viable source of revenue for
successful online properties. Despite all the discussion about declining
click rates, online advertising is not going to disappear. In fact, it is
predicted that online advertising revenues will reach $16.5 billion by
20051. The challenge for you as a producer, and for the companies that
advertise on your site, will be in getting the attention of the online user.
Your audience is now (and will continue to be) bombarded with
advertising messages at every step of the way. So how do you cut
through?
The key to success will be to truly understand your audience. What do
they want to hear? What information/advertising will be of importance
to them? By looking at your advertising through your audience’s
perspective you increase your chances of having them pay attention to
the message. As well, you increase the cost you can charge to an
advertiser because the more you understand your audience the better you
can demonstrate that they are inline with your advertiser’s target
demographic.
Hand in hand with understanding your audience is the manner and
method by which you communicate advertising messages. While banner
ads do still have a place in the online world, advertising is made better
and has more impact through the use of rich media and innovation.
Producers should use the tools the web has to offer and try to think
outside of the box. Advertisements can be incorporated throughout a
1

Jupiter Online Advertising Report, Jupiter Communications, Inc., August 16, 2000.
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website, embedded in content or made to stand out. While the
enjoyment of your content is your primary concern, there are many ways
to incorporate advertising messages without reducing the value of your
property and without relying on the banner. As well, to the extent that
they inform or entertain your audience, advertising messages have the
potential to enhance the user experience thus increasing the value of
your property.
In terms of actual revenue, payment for advertising still tends to be
based on Costs per Thousand (CPMs). The CPM you can charge an
advertiser will vary greatly based on the size of your audience and the
degree to which you can target specific audience groups. If you have a
site and can demonstrate to the advertiser that the audience falls into a
specific target market you may be able to charge upward of $100 CPM.
Some advertising may be sold based on click through rate or a blend
between click through rates and CPM.
Your revenue intake will depend, of course, on how much of your
inventory you actually sell. Selling advertising is a full time job and if
you are not prepared to allocate sales resources you should consider
using the services of an internet advertising specialist or online media
buying company. Although your share of the revenues are reduced by
using these types of companies, working with them increases your
ability to sell your total inventory and eliminates the need for your own
sales staff. These companies often have minimum traffic levels that they
require before agreeing to represent your site, so you must have already
started to build your online audience before entering into agreements
with them.
On a side note, advertising on new platforms such as iTV will become
more and more lucrative over the next few years. Smarter entertainment
devices may initially take advertising revenue away from television and
the internet, but will eventually create new revenues from your
audience2.

2

According to a report from Forrester Research dated July 21, 2000, smarter TV devices will
create $25 billion in new revenues from audiences interacting with their TV screens.
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Although success with advertising is still dependent on building a
critical mass of eyeballs, the more you know about your audience, the
more money an advertiser will be willing to pay to reach their target.
Advertising revenue is still key to all types of content sites and can form
the core of your revenue model, but it is not the only stream you should
rely on.
Sponsorship
There is a fine line between what constitutes advertising and what is
sponsorship of your site. Once we start talking about advertising
embedded in content or areas of your content that are “brought to you
by” a sponsor, we have crossed over into the grey zone and are entering
into the territory of sponsorship. While closely related to advertising,
sponsorship is a more content focused medium for the advertiser's
message. Sponsorship also implies a more involved relationship with a
web property. Generally speaking, a sponsor wants to be associated with
your content where an advertiser wants only to get in front of your
audience (regardless of content). Sponsorship relationships are usually
negotiated with someone in the marketing department of the sponsor
company whereas advertising may be placed through a media planner.
Fees charged for this are generally higher and involve branding over a
period of time or particular piece of content. Price will depend once
again on audience size and how well you can define your targeted
audience. Sponsors are valuable partners for all types of content sites as
they can participate in the site as a whole, a particular channel or a
particular content property. Sponsors can get involved by adding their
branding to games or other content or particular site sections right down
to product placement within the content itself.
One point to note is that since the tie is closer to the content there is a
possibility that your sponsor may want to exercise some sort of editorial
control over content that they may find objectionable. It is always
important to detail the relationship up front and set out (in writing) the
control that rests with both sides.
Sponsorship will take place when a sponsor sees a valuable connection
between the content you provide and the audience being targeted. If
there is a perceived value in associating a sponsor’s brand with your
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content or being seen as a provider of this content then a sponsor will
consider coming on board.
Ecommerce
In the recent past ecommerce has become a central focus for online
revenue generation. Over a year ago companies were jumping on the
ecommerce bandwagon and racing to offer products, sometimes only
loosely related to their core business, for sale on their sites.
The last few years has taught us a lot about how ecommerce works. Not
only has the market seen notorious failures such as with Boo.com, it has
learned that perceived successes, such as Amazon.com, are not always
profitable. While Amazon and companies like it have become
household names, we are still a long way from seeing huge and
profitable online ventures [fact: Amazon lost $1.4 Billion in 2000]. This
doesn’t mean that producers should shy away from ecommerce. It just
means that you need to be smart and realistic when evaluating its place
in your strategy.
For example, you need to understand why your audience comes to your
site. Do they come for entertainment and information or do they come
to shop? If they are not there for the primary purpose of shopping then
you need to ensure that the ecommerce opportunity does not take away
from their experience on your site. If it does, you may lose them. It
will likely increase the odds that your audience does not get scared away
(and therefore they may actually shop) if the commerce opportunities are
in context within the content of the site. For example, a cookbook could
be offered for sale alongside a tasty recipe from a TV show. Or a
particular brand of golf club could be available while watching an
instructor deconstruct a swing.
The key is to enhance, not disrupt, the audience experience. Not an easy
thing to do, but with thought you can take your user along a story line
that ends in the opportunity for a sale. This is much more interesting
than just adding a link to a store that they may or may not ever enter.
Make the commerce opportunity relevant to your audience and you
increase the chances that they might actually buy.
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When it comes to setting up an online store the bottom line is don’t do it
unless you are committed to doing it right. To make money via
ecommerce in the long term requires offering customers the level of
service that they expect and deserve. This is not cheap to do. If you are
committed to adding ecommerce to your site, then there are three ways
to do it right:
1.

Go big. This is the approach taken by the Chapters and Indigo’s of
the world. Offer a large store complete with a wide range of
services (such as 24 hour delivery, different delivery options, simple
return policies and more). This means having skills (or a partner
with skills) in customer service, inventory management,
warehousing and fulfillment, secure transactions, hosting, cost
effective distribution and more.
This is a hugely expensive process, involves spending a lot of
marketing dollars and, as we have seen in the past, is wrought with
possible failure. Often with this type of store financial success
comes with building a critical mass of customers and reaping low
margins over a very high volume of sales.

2.

Go Niche. The niche approach to ecommerce can be very
successful. There are many examples of stores selling specialty
products that do very well. With a niche strategy your store does
not try to be all things to all people. It focuses on a core offering
and serves its audience well. It doesn’t have to turn things around
on a dime, but offers a high level of customer service and a deep
knowledge of the niche product. The aim is to keep costs low, build
a loyal following and become known as the place to go for that
particular specialty item. If you can keep your costs and volume
low, you may actually be able to make money by reducing the need
for complex fulfillment procedures. You still have to keep in mind
the basics of ecommerce, such as providing secure transactions.
There are many resource available to help you build your store at a
low cost (see Yahoo! Store for an affordable ecommerce option for
small business).

3.

If you don’t go big or go niche you don’t have to go home. There
are many other alternatives to setting up your own store if you want
to sell products online. The easiest is to take advantage of
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“affiliate” programs offered by large online retailers. These
programs allow you to link from your site to an ecommerce site and
take a percentage of the sale if your customer buys a product.
Although the upside is lower, this way you can offer your customers
access to products that you think they will want and leave the hard
(and expensive) stuff to the experts. It may even make you money.
If, over time, you find that you have very high affiliate sales, you
can then consider opening a store of your own. Another option, if
you have custom product you wish to sell, is to distribute your
product through someone else’s store by negotiating with online
retailers or fulfillment houses to warehouse and sell your product
line through their systems. This is all a matter of negotiation and
will depend on the strength of your property and, once again, what
audience you bring to the table. You will have to pay a distribution
cost of some kind to your partner, but that is a small price to pay for
removing the hassle of fulfillment.
Market Research and Data Mining
Another way to monetize a strong audience base is by conducting
informal market research with your audience. This can be done for your
own products and services or can be a service that is sold to companies
that wish to market to your audience. The way to do this can be as
explicit as a daily poll asking a marketing question or as subtle as
tracking use and response to new content or ideas on your site.
Generally speaking, the feedback mechanisms you build into your site
can provide valuable information to you and your sponsors and
advertisers.
If you track user behaviour you can also “mine” this information to
identify trends. This data mining allows you to better understand your
audience and can be a useful tool for you and your advertisers and
sponsors.
There isn’t really a set fee for these types of service, so it will rely on
your negotiation skills. One thing to be careful with, however, is
privacy issues. What you do with audience information is important both
from a legal point of view as well as from a business one. User
information is given to you as a matter of trust. Regardless of the
legislation (which you must research!) your business should be open and
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honest with your audience about the information you are tracking and
the use you are making of it.
Email Marketing/Newsletters
If you have regular content that users are interested in receiving you
may be able to start a mailing list or newsletter. This is done through an
email list you compile with the permission of your audience. It can be a
list solely for marketing purposes, however, it is much more likely to be
attractive to your audience if it offers regular information that is of
interest to them.
To create a good newsletter requires your commitment to generate
original content on an ongoing basis. Practically speaking, this requires
the time of writing staff. If you are willing to do this, it can be a very
useful tool that adds value for your audience while providing a vehicle
for advertising messages. You may recognize this approach from
industry newsletters and discussion lists where you see postings for jobs
and other company announcements. As with all your revenue streams,
the success of this strategy lies in having a list of people that receive
your mailouts. Generally speaking, audiences seem tolerant of
advertising in these vehicles since they are presumably receiving some
value for free.
An offshoot of email lists is email and viral marketing. It is easy today
to create dynamic emails that can contain updates or links to content. If
compelling enough, your audience will forward your email or link to two
friends who will forward it to two friends and so on and so on. The idea
is that in a very few number of clicks your message has made it to a
much larger audience and has afforded you the opportunity to reach a
new segment of your market. There is no reason why compelling
content updates couldn’t be sponsored or contain advertising. It just
depends on the content being interesting enough that people feel
compelled to pass it on.
A side note to newsletters has to do with List Sales. In the past some
companies have generated revenue by selling their customer lists to
companies that wish to direct market to the list. Not only does this
practice run afoul of privacy legislation that will be applicable to most
companies in the next few years, it is something that, when done
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without consent, is a bad business practice. Direct marketing should be
“permission” marketing. Your value as a content provider will rely on
your audience loyalty and audience size. To sell a list without informed
consent can generate animosity and negative attention from your
audience – and that will leave you farther behind than anything. Even if
your audience grants you permission to forward their personal
information, it is a greater service to your audience (and to you) if you
maintain control of the list and sell access to it (by forwarding
advertising messages to your list), rather than selling the list itself. In
other words, the marketing message is delivered to the audience through
you and the actual email addresses and personal information is never
shared with third party advertisers.
Subscription
Selling a subscription means that you are selling access to your content
for some period of time for a fee. Most commonly you will see monthly
fees for access to enhanced site content (like the Wall Street Journal or
Playboy.com’s Cyber Club). You can also sell subscriptions for
newsletters or other content that is regularly sent to the user. The
successful use of a subscription model depends on granting access to
compelling content that cannot be had for free elsewhere. It also is tied
very closely to brand recognition. For example, the Wall Street Journal
can charge a subscription fee online because they are a well established
brand and customers know what they are going to get - quality
journalism. Many subscription services offer a certain amount of
content for free but require a subscription to access the full site. So you
can read a headline at WSJ.com or see one picture of Miss January at
Playboy.com, but for more you need to subscribe (and pay).
Although it is hard to use a subscription based model for content that is
not associated with an existing brand, it will become more important
over time. As the content available online gets better and better you will
see people becoming more willing to pay for access. We have already
seen this trend starting with sites like Napster moving to a subscription
model. This will likely be a popular option for video on demand and
other broadband entertainment channels. Subscription offerings take
advantage of the exclusivity of content. If people want it, they’ll have to
pay.
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Subscription models have advantages over pay-per-view models in that
they allow access to a broad range of new content and customers don’t
pay for things that they do not watch in their entirety. This allows
customers to experiment with new and interesting content without
worrying about incurring charges every time they try something new
and unfamiliar.
Pay For Access Time
The pay for access time model is an offshoot of the subscription model.
It is familiar to most people who have cell phones. You pay a flat fee or
monthly rate (much like a subscription) in exchange for accessing
content for a certain amount of time (e.g. 5 hours of ISP service a
month). If you go over-time you may be charged per minute (or other
unit of time) or per piece of content or information accessed.
Pay-Per-View / Pay-Per-Use
Pay-per-view means that the user is charged for accessing a piece of
content once. Pay-per-use implies that the user is accessing a tool or
utility (such as an online recipe resource) one time for a fee. This is like
paying to watch a live sporting event or concert (see the House of Blues
at HOB.com for an example). This model works when a user knows
what they are getting (for example a car race) and is willing to pay for
it. It depends solely on the demand for the content to be successful. If
you have this kind of content, this can be a good way to find revenue
and will become more useful in the future as the quality of broadcasts
improve for the average audience member with the increase of
broadband services. When used as a one-off service, pay-per-view and
pay-per-use does not offer the same opportunity for relationship building
as is inherent in subscription services.
It should be noted that payment for these services can take many forms - everything from credit card payments to nanobucks (extremely small
costs that are incurred when content is accessed).
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Other Sources of Revenue
Offline streams
When looking for revenue from an online property you must expand
your thinking beyond the internet. There are other revenue streams
available offline that are directly influenced online – such as the
purchase of a car that was researched online. A successful online
property can drive sales through other retail channels. Also, online
incentives can be used to encourage your customers to make offline
purchases. For example, you could offer discount coupons online for instore purchases of your products. You could promote live events and
other potential revenue generating events. Some of your customers are
and will continue to be uncomfortable purchasing online. If you give
them an offline option, or the time to consider a purchase offline you
may find more revenues coming in3.
Cross-Media Brand Movement
A successful online property may be able to be migrated to other media,
such as TV, books or radio. If so, you can derive revenue from your
brand by translating your content through different channels that may
offer new revenue streams. Although this is easier with big successes,
even modest successes can benefit from small revenue streams across a
multiple of media. To do this, think about your audience. Where are
they? What are they doing when they want to access your content? If
the answer is that they move around, there may be value in your content
moving with them.
Producers should try to anticipate how their content will be used over
time and across media to ensure that all of the underlying rights issues
are addressed. For example, holding certain online rights to a property
may not be sufficient to then turn it around and migrate it to TV or
books. It’s sometimes easier and cheaper to buy out the necessary rights
from the outset of a project rather than to negotiate with underlying

3

According to forecasts from Jupiter Communications, Inc. released during the Jupiter
Shopping Forum in Chicago, May 18, 2000, this effect cannot be ignored. In 2005, US online
consumers will spend in excess of $632 billion in offline channels as a direct result of research
that they conduct on the Web.
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rights holders after a property has taken off and is generating lots of
money.
Licensing
Distribution strategies are employed to generate revenue outside of the
site itself. It does not, generally, rely on your audience size, but rather
on the quality of the content and the brand associated with it.
Distribution is accessed by content creators through both Channels and
Channel Aggregators.
If the core of your site is content there may be an opportunity to license
it out, or portions of it, for a fee. Licensing involves giving the rights to
use your content, either exclusively or non-exclusively to another party
for a fee. Licensing can be for use of your content in whole or in part.
Generally, pieces of content can be licensed and a fee is charged based
on the length of time it can be used and/or the number of times it can be
used. Licensing implies that you have given the rights to another
company and that, within the parameters if your agreement, they exploit
the rights themselves. There is also the opportunity to license the
branded infrastructure of your site or online community for other sites to
implement under their brands or yours.
Distribution on the other hand involves giving a distributor the right to
distribute or syndicate your content and the distributor then turns around
and licenses the rights to use your content to others. Usually there is an
agreement for sharing of revenue and the producer receives payment
only when the distributor sells the content to a channel of some kind. If
you have a property that has a recognized brand you may be able to
expect a distribution advance, but online this is not likely. Online
channels can work to become exclusive content providers for Channel
Aggregators, however, this type of arrangement usually involves the
exchange of large sums of money.
Syndication means distributing your content over a number of sites. The
idea is that the acquisition cost is low for the hosting site but that over
many sites you see a profit. The reality of syndication is that it takes a
great deal of infrastructure, a library of content and a sales team to do it
properly. As a result, it is more likely that you would license your
content to a company in the business of syndication (like iSyndicate,
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Screaming Media or, for animated webisodes, Mondo Media) and take a
revenue share or production financing from them. Many syndicators do
not pay up front fees but agree to share revenue with you on the back
end. If their network is large enough it could mean you do eventually
see a cheque, but it may take a while. Some syndicators, like Mondo
Media, may assist in financing a production up front, but in this case
they will take most (if not all) of the rights in the property and then
share a much smaller piece of the revenue with you on the back end4.
There are many different types of licensing agreements that are possible.
Your imagination is your only limit. Many distributors, Channels and
Content Aggregators will be willing, at the very least, to discuss a
revenue share arrangement where they do not pay for your content but
they license it from you and share in advertising or commerce revenues.
One point to be wary of in this area is with respect to large portals.
Many portals with large or established audiences may take the position
that they are doing more for you than you for them when they place your
content on their site. Don’t be shocked if they expect you to pay them
and share your revenue for content placed on their sites.
Ancillary Rights
There are as many ways to license your content or property as there are
ways to enjoy it. License agreements need not be made only with
Channels and Channel Aggregators, but may also be made with other
content creators that have access to different audiences. For example,
producers can be creative with a successful property and license it as a
format in different territories (where localization of the content is
important) or for use in different languages or in any other way that you
can imagine someone might enjoy it.

4
E.g.
1.
iSyndicate: charges a $300 set up fee and then charges per “channel” of content ($500/month for
music, $800/month for entertainment, $700/month for movies)
2.
Mondo Media: charges $500 per site per week per episode
3.
Atom Films: take ALL media rights and give minimum guarantees
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The Future
In the future revenue models will continue on the path that they have
started today. Producers will need to consider leveraging content
properties across all media for which they are appropriate (e.g.
television, internet, CD-ROM, film, books etc.). As well, producers will
look more and more towards finding global audiences for their content.
Borders will matter less than the creation of communities of interest.
Revenue will be generated based on customer retention across all media
and financial success will exist when total revenue across media is
higher than total cost. Advertising messages will become highly
targeted as we move to target audiences of individuals. To be
successful, commerce will be contextual and marketing will all be
relationship driven. In the end, branding will become key as the focus
of the market becomes creating value for the audience.

Conclusion
The search for revenue is a vital one if you want to create a viable and
successful business. If your property is cross media, however, you
should not ignore the other value created by an online property. If the
value is created in different channels you should look towards
amortizing the cost of your online presence over the total cost of your
property. If, on the whole, you are profitable, then it is money well
spent. You must realize that there are reasons to take chances with
interactive content other than pure revenue. This includes: increased
traffic, audience loyalty and retention, offline sales, branding, learning,
test marketing, creating market placeholders for your brand or product
and more.
Success will depend on your ability to think about the audience
experience and meet all audience needs; giving them what they want,
where and when they want it. It is possible that being online doesn’t
make you money online but rather it adds value to your offline ventures
and deepens and strengthens your customer relationships. In this world
of infinite consumer choice, that may be just the edge you need to get
ahead of the competition.
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Selected Online Resources:

Some good mailing lists:

www.digitrends.net
www.theStandard.com
www.Internet.com
www.CyberAtlas.com
www.247Canada.com
www.Doubleclick.ca
www.Emarketer.com
www.Multimediator.com
http://store.yahoo.com/
www.Hoovers.com
www.EcommerceTimes.com
www.StatCan.ca

www.Iconoclast.com
www.ClickZ.com
www.AudetteMedia.com
www.itvt.com
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The Perfect Pitch
by Jan Miller

In the last couple of years there has been a lot of discussion about the
‘new media content pitch’. I was actually ready to concede one of my
most fervent positions: perhaps a new media pitch should be handled
differently from a television or film pitch …but now, many new media
pitches later, I stand firm – pitching is pitching is pitching is a
conversation! The same ingredients apply whether you’re pitching a TV
series, a documentary, a feature, an environmental cause or a new media
proposal.

What is a Pitch?
A pitch is first and foremost a conversation. It’s an opening to the next
meeting. Pitches/conversations happen in an office, in the hallway, in a
bar, in a forum, on the phone, in an elevator – wherever you find
yourself wanting to bring someone on side to your project. Never let one
of these opportunities slip by – the chance to connect to a new person
who may be able to help you achieve your vision! Pitching is also risktaking. If you willingly reveal your heart in the project, your passion for
the material can compel your audience to want to buy in.
Equally as important, pitching is listening. It’s as much about you
figuring out if this is the person you can work with for the next three
years, as it is for them to see if you are the person that they can work
with for the next three years. Listening involves not only taking in what
is being said verbally, but also, in absorbing what may not be being said
by the person’s body language. This isn’t rocket science - it’s just
sensitizing us to all the verbal and non-verbal clues that occur in any
day to day conversation.
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Pitching is also painting pictures. Because new media is a visual,
potentially complex medium, you need to think visually. You want your
audience to be able to ‘see’ the interactive capabilities of your project by
the time you have finished your conversation, so that they want to find a
way to help you realize your vision.

How to Prepare
The fact that you feel the need to prepare is a strong step in the right
direction! Too often people believe that they can ‘wing’ a pitch relying
on their ‘gift of the gab’, sense of humour and passion for the project.
There is no question that these ingredients help, but generally the more
time your spend in prep, the more informative and valuable the meeting
can be. And, your audience will recognize and appreciate it!
In advance of the meeting, take the time to research your audience,
whether they are potential investors, co-producers, suppliers, distributors
or broadcasters. Check the web, review new media publications, and
become familiar with your audience’s new media production slate, past
and present, the focus of their work in theme and audience, who they’ve
worked with previously and the style of meeting that may best suit them.
Practise. Practise. Practise. If friends and family get confused, chances
are those who you want to participate financially in your project will get
confused as well!
As you prepare your material, always deal in specifics, without getting
lost in details. Too often, new media pitchers become totally submersed
in the technology of a project rather than the content. Be selective in
what you say and how much you say. It's a very fine line. Discard nonessential points, but be sure to avoid falling into a generic recounting.
Don't ‘swipe’ with your descriptions - give evocative examples.
Also, become familiar with what’s current in the new media field to
allow you to expand your conversation if the need is there; but, be
careful in using other sites as examples. Will your audience agree with
your taste? Do your examples share similar budgets or production values
to your project?
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What to Include in the Pitch
No two pitches are alike and the order and priority of the information
exchange will vary. Take into consideration 1) the audience you are
speaking with 2) the location of the conversation and 3) the time that
you have available. Consider each of these factors for every pitch.
Your pitch should reveal your passion for the material. What’s your
“investment” in the project? Inevitably, your audience is first interested
in you – then your project. The more you are personally involved, the
more your audience is personally drawn in.
Within each pitch conversation the following information should be
addressed:
Introduction
To help focus your audience and to position how they should be
listening to you, there are 4 points you address right at the top:
1.

Your name

2.

The kind of project you are presenting (i.e. its format, its
components): Is it a website, CD-ROM, convergence media, etc.?

3.

The stage of development: It’s also important to be clear about
where your project is right now: an idea, early in development, a
website mock-up, in production, looking for licensing - don't sell
more than what is there.

4.

The purpose of your project: Is it to entertain, educate, provide
services, business to business, ecommerce?

5.

What you are looking for from your audience: Are you looking for
advice/interest, willingness to read your package, development
dollars, production dollars, etc.? Before you have your meeting know
the answer to this question. This assists your audience in knowing
how to evaluate your project from the beginning of your
conversation.
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The Heart
What is your personal connection, your investment in the material that
gives you the ‘authority’ and credibility to produce this project? What is
your point-of-view, your perspective on the material?
The Log Line
The log line or ‘elevator pitch’ is generally short and summarizes the
format, the purpose and the creative material. Your choice of words
should reflect the tone and energy of the project. Avoid using a lot of
industry lingo as people tend to become desensitized to it. This version
of your project is the one that you hope will initially grab your audience
and assist them in turn when they pitch to their colleagues to get team
approval for your project.
The Synopsis
Building on the information given in the log line, the synopsis generally
goes into some detail. Remember, it may be the first introduction to
your material and too much information can be totally alienating. You
give them the hook, set up the different components, and, without
indulging in tangential information, you let them know what happens in
each medium. Structure in your synopsis reassures your audience that
there is structure and clarity to the proposal and its execution.
Set the Pace
If your synopsis zings, so will the audience response to the material. If
it's confusing and meandering, it may reveal problems with the potential
execution. It's an index card, not a thesis on new media technologies
that you're presenting.
The Cut Line
Generally seven or eight words, the cut line hooks or seduces the
audience. It can also be a terrific way to grab someone’s attention in a
very short conversation. It creates a feeling.
The Title
Surprisingly, the title can provide a terrific shortcut in setting the tone,
the genre and attracting the intended audience. Take the time to find the
right title.
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Your Strengths/Your Credentials
As you are asking your audience to invest time and possibly money in
you and your project, it is important that you give them a "package of
pluses" relevant to your project. What do you bring to the table that
reassures your audience that you should be the one to deliver this
project, and that you have the expertise to make it happen?
Take preparation time to determine what information from your resume
and your personal life is relevant for you to produce this product. Present
what you bring to the table: e.g. your personal background, your
education, your track record, your awards, and your team. It helps to be
direct, clear and concise. Avoid excessive detail or tangential
information to the project at hand.

How to Answer Questions
It is generally a good sign if you are asked questions. It could mean that
they are confused, but it may also mean that they are interested.
Anticipate the questions and know the answers. (Do you know the
budget? Do you have enough experience to pull this off? Do you feel
that we may already have enough projects covering this topic?) Figure
out what questions you’re most dreading and address them in your
preparation. There is a positive spin for every feared question, but it
takes time to consider and to develop. And listen. If you don’t know the
answer, offer to find out and be sure to get back to them. Don’t stretch
what you know as people can easily detect dishonesty in a pitch and too
often that can end the relationship immediately.

What Can Be Accomplished in a Meeting
This is an important consideration. It’s valuable for both your listener
and for you to verbalize what you believe may be possible. Be clear what
you are looking for: advice, an investor, a broadcaster, a sponsor, an
ISP, a distributor? Do you want development dollars, specific
information on how that person works with new projects, or a timeline
for your next contact?
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The Meeting
Surprisingly, the most important thing to remember is very simple, but
so often we forget to do it - breathe! Breathing can help you connect to
your audience at the very beginning, remember something important,
prevent you from running on and on, keep you on track, help your
audience to relax and help you to relax!
As it is a conversation specific to a particular audience, your lead-in
should acknowledge that audience. Listen and watch your audience for
reactions. Encourage their participation in the conversation as it allows
them to “invest”, to become involved. Don't get thrown or discouraged if
they interrupt to ask questions - it shows that either they're interested or confused! Read the signs. Stop if they are confused. Listen to their
question and answer that question specifically. Breathe! It’s also helpful
to touch base with your audience with your own questions to ensure that
they are engaged, that they feel that they can participate, and that you
are genuinely interested in their perspective. (Avoid those questions that
can be answered by them with a simple one-word response!)
Something else to consider is to think of yourself as the host and it’s
your responsibility to keep the meeting on track and on time. The length
of a meeting can vary depending on the amount of time your "audience"
has scheduled. If possible, try to find this out either first thing, or before
you arrive for the meeting.
Oh yes and don’t forget to breathe!
Pitching to More Than One Person at a Time
When you are presenting your pitch to a group of people, rather than
engaging in a one-on-one, the components of the Pitch remain exactly
the same. The difference is that generally you will not be interrupted.
Always find out the time allotted for your pitch and tailor the amount of
information you offer to the time restrictions. It is still important
that you include all the components, whether it is a 3-minute pitch or a
15-minute pitch.
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Closing the Meeting
The end of a meeting should be as strong as the beginning. Mentally
review your goals to make sure you have covered all the relevant
information and you have answers to the questions that you prepared.
You may also want to quickly sum up what you understand is the
information that you were given from your audience. It also helps to
review how you can follow up this meeting and what the timeline is for
your follow-up. Find out if there is any other individual within the
company that you should be in contact with. Ask permission about
leaving a package of background information, website, URL’s to review,
a CD-ROM or one sheet. Always leave a business card.

The One-Sheet
Many of your potential funders and partners may prefer to receive basic
written information on the project in advance of their meeting with you.
Many like to receive a one-sheet at your meeting for future quick
reference. Never present a one-sheet at the beginning of any meeting as
it can distract your audience from connecting with you personally.
The one-sheet should be visually engaging and informative. If you use
specific examples or references in the copy of your one-sheet, be sure to
use different examples or references in your verbal pitch to reassure your
audience that you have a wealth of specifics to draw from. Remember
that a pitch on a page shouldn’t translate verbatim into your verbal
pitch.
Each one-sheet may vary in its visual presentation. The one-sheet
generally includes most, or all, of the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

title;
concise format;
status to date ($ and partners committed);
cut line/log line/synopsis;
intended audience;
production team credits/bios; and
contact information/website address.
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PowerPoint Presentation and Other Visuals
There continues to be an ongoing debate about the value of PowerPoint
and technology driven examples, given the technological nature of new
media. Too often PowerPoint presentations become a vehicle for the
presenter to not engage with their audience, or to fall into a patter and
format that does not take the immediate audience into consideration.
Too often the PowerPoint competes with what you may be saying or
moves too slowly to complement what is being said. Too often the
environment works against the technology (the internet connection fails,
the hook-up doesn’t match – despite the preparation!) This can
inadvertently do a disservice to your project. In the end, the answer to
the above question is as simple as, will it strengthen your personal
connection with the audience and the audience with you?

In Conclusion
Ultimately this business is all about building relationships.
Remember – the pitch is, first and foremost, a conversation – engaging,
provocative, entertaining, informative. If your audience is interested in
you and your passion for the material they will more than happily take
additional time to visit your website or read your proposal. All the
different elements explored in the previous pages contribute to a strong
pitch and assist you in achieving the best results.
And how do you know if you have had a ‘good pitch’? You know that it
is a good pitch if your audience wants to ‘take another meeting’. You
build from there!
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JAN MILLER as Vice-President, Operations and Development with imX
communications is very active in shepherding through the many features,
television and animation projects on the imX slate of activities. She is
presently producing Crafty Cow, a 26 x 11 minute animated series with an
integrated website. Prior to this position, she was the vision and producer
behind Canada’s first international co-production conference, Strategic
Partners, for the Atlantic Film Festival, as well as the Festival’s newly
designed Industry Program. Jan was one of the original forces behind the
creation of the National Screen Institute-Canada, and created and produced
the NSI’s Local Heroes International Screen Festival for its first 13 years. It
was during her time at the NSI that Jan developed the nationally renowned
Pitching Workshop (a.k.a. Pitcher Perfect). She continues to teach this
workshop across Canada at feature film, documentary, television and new
media events.
Previous to this time, Jan was the Co-director and one of the founders of the
award winning Small Change Theatre that created original clown and mask
productions which toured to New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, Japan, New
York, Paris, London, Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Jan has been a member of the Board of the CFCN Production Fund and the
Shaw Television Production Fund Board. She also served on the Board of the
Canadian Conference of the Arts for several years including two years as
President. Jan has won numerous awards for her achievements including
ITV’s Woman of Vision Award and WIFT-Toronto’s first Award for
Excellence in Training or Professional Development.
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The Evaluator’s Forum
by Ray Belanger

PART 1: What you shouldn’t do
The story goes that W.C. Fields was lying in a hospital bed close to
death, when an old friend came to visit. To his surprise he saw W.C.
sitting up and flipping through a bible. “It’s too late to repent now”,
sighed his friend, shaking his head. “Noooo”, said W.C. in his familiar
twang, "lookin' for loop-holes my boy, lookin’ for loop-holes.”
Well, this in a very roundabout way, is how readers evaluate a proposal
– by looking for loop-holes. The competition is very stiff and evaluators
are faced with many creative ideas, well developed plans, and
enthusiastic promoters. It is much easier to count the weaknesses than
the strengths. Sometimes the proposal with the fewest flaws wins. But
you may be surprised as to what is a flaw and what isn’t - remember
some evaluation is based on gut instinct, on judgements that are hard to
articulate. Sometimes the project is hard to understand. Sometimes all
the ducks are in line but there’s no inspiration. Often, it’s just poor
communication. That fortunately can be fixed. Here are a few areas
which suffer the most in evaluators’ eyes - where communication fails
most often.
Wholeness
What evaluators like to see most is probably the most intangible, and
that is wholeness, balance, consistency, evenness, interrelatedness. The
idea is that the project is a round sphere with everything equally
connected to everything else. This may be difficult to wrap your mind
around, but very often proposals are great on creative, and then like a
wet paper bag, the bottom falls out when you get to the business plan.
Or the marketing plan is excellent (rarely), but the technology section is
weak (rarely).
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A good proposal is built on a handful of key assumptions, and the more
these assumptions are solidly interrelated, and the more closely every
business function relates back to those assumptions, the more cohesive
the plan is. And evaluators like this. They sense the strength of the
proposal in the fact that everything has been considered to the same
degree of detail, and all components of the plan are working together in
concert.
So if the technology plan calls for off-site web hosting, then the budget
should show the detailed costs of that. If there are bandwidth
constraints by the site host, then the creative should recognize that, and
there should be somebody on the team who knows how to work within
those limitations because of their experience in such and such - and so
on. A good way to manage this consistency is to support your
assumptions as much as possible.
Support
Every proposal has one of these, sometimes more than one, and it’s
called a blue zinger. This is some zinger of a fact or figure that comes
totally out of the blue with no source or support at all. Now usually after
reading a couple of proposals, the mind gets a little numb and it’s easy
to read right past a blue zinger without recognizing it. But more often
than not the mind goes “Whoa – where the hell did they get that!”
Examples are: “with 1.6% of market share we expect revenues of $2.7
million US”, or “given the current trends in web use, our website should
receive 3.29 million unique visitors a month”.
Where did 1.6% come from? (That’s like saying “with only .05% of the
Chinese market we will have a $4.78 billion valuation”.) So what. It’s
meaningless. Prove to evaluators you can attract one customer, let alone
a million. Now this may be a little harsh, but what irks readers about
the blue zinger is that it tries to sneak in under the radar with no
support, no grounding in reality, no connection to the key assumptions.
What “current trends in web use” are we talking about? Where did these
figures come from?
Well, they could have come from surveys, interviews or published
statistics. They may have been purchased from a reputable research
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house. They may have been found on a cereal box. Support for an idea,
and where it comes from, is important for readers to help them assess
how solid your plan really is. Evaluators are a tough sell, and blue
zingers irritate them - you’re saying “trust me, I know what I’m talking
about”. All it takes is some indication that somebody else believes those
numbers too, somebody else is supporting your assumptions, and
another loop hole gets closed - and the reader relaxes a little. Not much,
but a little.
Team
Another common weakness in proposals is the breadth and depth of the
project team. It is natural for any group to have a dominance of strength
in one discipline over another, but the savvy team is the one that
balances its weaknesses by recruiting the expertise it needs. Many
proposals supply endless lists of kudos for the principals, presuming that
if they’ve excelled in one area, they can in another.
This is not good enough. Evaluators want to see some expertise (lots is
better) in each functional business area. If you don’t have that kind of
depth on your staff, collect a group of consultants who will contribute to
the project once it is funded. But don’t just get their buy-in and list their
names – show them your proposal, and include their comments. It
means a lot more for evaluators to see a well rounded group with its
bases covered, and it certainly does not detract from your proposal if
your company has to go outside for the expertise it needs. No small
company can do it all. (Incidentally, if you have less than $20 million
in annual revenues, you are considered "small" by various funding
sources such as the Ontario Media Development Corporation.)
Style
Imagine plowing through four to five hundred pages of business plans.
Evaluators eventually tire, and when they do – the last thing they want
to see is a grammatical error. Having a consistent disciplined style is
essential to having your proposal well accepted. If you haven’t got a
style book, get one. It will explain how to frame your proposal as
elegantly as possible.
It will help you hone a style that is a balance between persuasive and
factual. A certain amount of hyperbole is expected, but over the top
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booster-ism is tiring for the reader and self-defeating for the writer. A
style guide will also alert you to any semantics problems (a tennis
server, is not the same as a restaurant server, is not the same as a client
server). I am lifting this right out of a style guide here: use active verbs
over passive ones, use the present tense rather than the future tense.
Evaluators want to know that your project is great, not that it will be
great. And, ensure your writing is non-sexist, non-racist and non-ageist.
Tighten up the writing. Keep it compact and direct.
Use topic sentences to begin paragraphs. Yes, evaluators confess that
they do occasionally skim over copy, but if your point is clear and up
front, it won’t be missed.
Use transitional copy so readers know when you’re changing direction.
If not, they may be wondering what my SQL has to do with the price of
wheat (what did we miss there?). And lastly, take advantage of word
processing aids like spell check and grammar check.
Format
Because evaluators must make many comparisons among many
proposals, they do a lot of flipping back and forth, and this is really
where you can help out a lot. A well-organized proposal gets much
higher marks than a sloppy one. The real key is consistency.
Try to be consistent with your organizational approach, use
classifications evenly, don’t call it a business plan in one section and a
project plan in another. And even though earnings, income, and profit
all mean the same thing – please, choose one. Break information into
common size chunks, and use the same style of descriptors for each
section. Be consistent with the use of headings, underlines, italics, and
quote all sources alike. Restrict yourself to only one or two typefaces.
Summaries are very useful, especially if they precede a section and are a
concise précis of what follows. Just as a newspaper article digs deeper
into more detail as it proceeds, so should the development of your ideas.
Often an evaluator will know within a few words what you are talking
about – there’s no advantage in having those few words buried near the
end of a lengthy section. Summarize them and put them up front.
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Of course the granddaddy of summaries is the executive summary which should not be more than a page in length. You may be able to get
away with cutting and pasting sections from within the body of the
document to create an executive summary, but they rarely flow evenly
using this approach. The strength of a creative idea is how compactly it
can be stated. In Hollywood they call this “high concept” - if you hear
“sheriff saves beach town from killer shark” you know exactly what
movie is being described. The same is true for business concepts. What
company comes to mind here - “buy books online and have them
delivered to your home”?
Give evaluators big signposts. Make it as easy to navigate your proposal
as it will be to navigate your website. Include tables of contents,
indexes, use annotations in the margin (like legal documents), and leave
a lot of white space for evaluators to jot down their comments. In fact
you might want to include a small box in a consistent location, for those
very comments.
If you are including hyperlinks in your proposal, why not put up a page
on your extranet, just for evaluators. Then they can access your site, and
jump to your support material and demonstrations from there. It’s
cleaner, easier, and requires less paper.
Spend some time on the visual layout:
•
•
•
•

Use colour to help navigation.
Use graphs, tables, and figures to display numerical data.
Crunch your information to its most compressible form.
Bullet points are a blessing, but too many are a curse!

When evaluators get a bunch of proposals to analyze, they usually come
in a cardboard box. And quite frankly it looks like a box of trash. Some
are in binders, some are in file folders, some have CD-ROM’s as demos,
some have videos. Some evaluators choose the sloppier ones first,
saving the best for last kind-of-thing. So think about packaging. First,
photocopy on both sides of the page to cut the bulk of your proposal in
half. If you can, use a Cerlox or similar type of binding so the proposal
will lie flat, and not come apart. Use tabs so readers can flip around
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quickly. Develop a package that will hold all of your support material
together, so you can be sure it will be considered at the right time, rather
than be found in the bottom of the box after the fact.

PART 2: What you should do
So now that all the loopholes have been closed, what does a proposal
need to succeed? There are four major categories that evaluators
consider, Content, Design, Feasibility and the Business Plan.
Content
This is probably the most subjective of the sections you will have to
succeed at. The concept has to be fresh, compelling, appeal to a wide
audience, and easily compacted (as noted above). The idea has to be
simple and solid enough to support the entire proposal. This is the
foundation of the house you are going to build so it has to be on a solid
footing and well positioned in its surroundings. The idea also has to be
a blend of something evaluators are familiar with and something
unknown to them. If the concept strays too far in either direction it will
suffer from either “been-there-done-that” or “what the hell are they
talking about?”.
The further an evaluator can read into a proposal without being
reminded of another product or property, the better off you are – so don’t
remind them up front with comparisons to existing ventures. Leave that
to the competition section where you can defeat them soundly once the
evaluator understands your concept.
One of the most difficult hurdles for a convergence concept to overcome
is how closely (or cleverly) the broadcast component and the internet
component interrelate. Convergence is the holy grail and the stronger
your proposition, the more likely you’ll get funded. The most common
mistake is to take assets created for television and re-purpose them for
the web. This is an immediate signal that the creators have yet to grasp
the essential differences between the two media.
Finally, evaluators ask themselves if the proposal is ready for production
or is there more development left to be done? Sometimes a great idea
needs stronger legs before a producer can run with it. Sometimes more
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analysis brings diminished returns while a window of opportunity closes
quickly. Address this issue and you’ll be ahead of most proposals by a
good distance.
Design
This section covers both interactive design and art direction. As far as
interactive design, the more involved and engaged your users are, the
more attractive the project is. The medium has come a long way from
“page flipping” websites where the user is simply metering his or her
intake of the content. Evaluators look for how much influence the user
has over future outcomes, or how revealing the information is after users
have input different variables. Also of value is how much current users
can affect the experience of future users.
Art direction for the web is different than for print. The designer should
realize the limitations of the medium and plan the visual appeal of the
website accordingly. For instance, the more hyperlinks are text based
rather than graphic mapped, the faster the website will load.
Demonstrate as much functionality on a partition of your existing
website. When evaluators see rich and detailed graphics, they
immediately think large file size, and it’s not a favourable thought.
Which brings up the issue of broadband delivery. How much your
project relies on high bandwidth capacity is a crucial determinant in the
eyes of evaluators. Too little use of broadband, and you may not be
using the full potential of the existing system – too much reliance on
broadband and you may reach too small an audience. How you balance
this problem is something every reader will have an interest in.
Feasibility
Feasibility is an equally subjective call – will this project fly? If too
many elements of the proposal are innovative and untried, the odds
against success may be insurmountable. Conversely, if most of the
plan’s foundations are tried and true, and only a few aspects are
exploratory, then there is a much better chance of success. Evaluators
also look at the team. Have they worked together before and is there a
good cross-section of skills complementing one another?
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Business Plan
In a large part, the feasibility of a project hinges on the strength of the
business plan. The plan must clearly demonstrate what is fact and what
is assumption. Assumptions must be supported as mentioned earlier;
facts too must have their support the form of valid research. The
revenue model is that combination of price and units that will generate
revenue for the venture. How those revenues are projected to increase
over time is perhaps the most vulnerable part of any business plan –
simply because, nobody knows for sure. Evaluators will find some
comfort in your numbers if you can demonstrate similar revenue growth
patterns in other companies, and the more similar these companies are
to yours, the more comfort there will be.
Typically, revenues are overstated and expenses are understated.
Attempt to rationalize your projections as much as possible, using
comparisons, discounts, and worse case scenarios. Another excellent
supporting mechanism is a sensitivity analysis. Here you take key
facts and assumptions, and one by one adjust them upwards and
downwards to see the impact on your operations. This will demonstrate
how vital (or not) your estimates are, and how much stress your plan
will be able to stand based on mistaken assumptions.
You will have to demonstrate how you intend to market your plan as
well. Marketing is more than promotion, and how well you tie the four
P’s (Product, Price, Promotion, Place) together, the more compelling
your offering will be to your customers. There’s a lot of room for
creativity in marketing, and how imaginative you can be will propel
your plan out in front of most of your competitors.
So after all this, what do evaluators look for? They want to believe in
your assumptions, they want to follow you as you build your case, they
want to have their doubts addressed before they have a chance to take
root, they want to see you subject your proposal to as much scrutiny as
they would. They want to come away as enthusiastic about your project
as you are – after all, it’s far more fun to be a supporter than a nay-sayer.
Just don’t give them the opportunity.
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RAY BELANGER, ABA’s Senior Consultant, has been involved in media
production for over 25 years. As a consultant he has advised a roster of clients
on the management of their digital media companies, created professional
development programs for industry organizations, and evaluated business plans
for financial investors.
In the late 90’s, Ray was Vice-President, New Media with the American Hotel
Association in Orlando, Florida where he led the company’s Internet strategy
and online product development. Prior to this, Ray was founder and president of
Venture Video, an international media production firm with offices in Toronto
and Washington, D.C.
Ray holds an MBA from the University of Michigan, and has had a career-long
interest in the application of professional management techniques to the
challenges of growing successful businesses.
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The Final Report
by Patrick Crowe
Whether making a grant, loan or equity investment, funders generally
require new media producers to submit a Final Report on their project in
order to provide a clear picture of how funds were allocated and in order
to evaluate the impact of funding decisions. Confronted with this
seemingly onerous task, producers can too easily neglect how this
activity can serve their own needs, documenting valuable lessons,
achievements and innovations that might otherwise be lost. Of course,
the Final Report is generally a key trigger for outstanding payments
which is in itself a compelling incentive to do a thorough job!
The Final Report comprises two separate documents: an Activity Report
and a Cost Report but there is a preceding exercise which can be a
useful first step in the project closure process.

Project Closure: The Post Mortem
Holding a Post Mortem meeting in order to review the project is an
invaluable exercise intended to promote learning, to assess team morale
and to provide concrete suggestions for improving the production
process and the quality of the production. Post Mortems are especially
useful in larger organizations where an atmosphere of open
communication is key to ensuring employee satisfaction. Incorporating
the Post Mortem consistently into your production process can also
improve productivity by providing a useful pressure valve and a forum
for issues that might otherwise lead to unprofitable confrontations.
The Post Mortem meeting should include all the team members who
worked on the project plus support staff and external freelancers if
appropriate. Ideally, the meeting should take place after the project
launch and as close as possible to the period where the majority of the
work was completed so the experience is still fresh in the mind of all the
participants.
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Where a project spans across several organizations, it may be advisable
to hold separate Internal and External Post Mortems in order to avoid
confusion between internal and intra-organizational issues. In
companies where multiple project teams are working in parallel, often
only vaguely aware of the work going on around them, it is useful to
follow the Post Mortem with a Project Presentation to colleagues in
order to share learning.
The Post Mortem should be lead by an impartial facilitator selected from
outside the project team. The facilitator needs to be experienced in
mediation since their challenge is to create a forum where all team
members feel comfortable and are able to contribute their concerns and
ideas.
At the beginning of the meeting, the facilitator should state the rules
aloud, reminding the group of the goals of the exercise while
encouraging the team members to listen to each other. Comments
should be restricted to project-related concerns and should never get
personal. One useful activity is to have everyone secretly write down
three positive highlights and three negative points about the project on
pieces of paper. These cards are then collected, grouped and read aloud
anonymously, serving as a catalyst for discussion.
It is rewarding to see how the Post Mortem can inspire constructive
dialogue while offering positive reinforcement and a celebration of
achievements. It can also be a cathartic experience, and of course, the
Post Mortem provides important information and feedback for the Final
Report.

Final Report, Part I: The Activity Report
The Activity Report is an objective analysis of the new media project
that can provide great benefit as a means of sharing information, a
catalyst for re-examination of process, a source for marketing and
promotional initiatives, an archival record, a cost analysis and more.
Future producers and project teams can be inspired by and draw upon
the knowledge that is presented in this document. Knowing that it will
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have many applications in the future, take the time to compose the
Activity Report for a broad audience.
Things you don’t need to include:
It isn’t necessary to include detailed information already captured in
Technical or Design Specifications.
•
If a project is content rich, a general description of the story or Site
Sections is enough information. Dumping mountains of
information here won’t necessarily promote a good understanding
of the overall project.
•
If the project is linked to an alternate medium manifestation (such
as a television program), the Activity Report doesn’t need to review
the related production in depth except as it relates to the new media
project.
•

Know Thyself
The Activity Report is not a promotional document so it’s important to
be objective to the best of one’s ability. After all, the report will have
more credibility if it presents a balanced perspective. Learning from
mistakes is a valuable part of this process. New media producers cannot
be expected to know all the answers when dealing with technologies and
business models that seem to change daily, so try to draw some clear
lessons from the experience.
While each report will reflect the unique nature of its project and the
particular requirements of the funding body, most items from the
following sample outline will be applicable to all.
Activity Report Outline
1. Summary
1.1 Project Description – Provide a brief review of the new media
project, its format and its relationship to any ancillary
properties or alternate media versions.
1.2 Collaborators – List all the organizations that worked together
on the project. These may include the new media producer,
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other producers (for example, a TV producer if the new media
project is part of a multiple media convergent strategy),
broadcasters, distributor, e-commerce partners, promotional
partners, sponsors, investors and funding bodies.
1.3 Project History – Review the project’s timeline from
conception to completion including projections for future
broadcasts, releases or updates.
1.4 Project Milestones – Provide a list of significant achievements
such as the first use of a particular technology or concept,
major public presentations and awards.
2.

Proposal to Completion

In this section, review the original project scope as documented in the
original proposal and compare it to the actual completed interactive
product. It’s important to record the rationale behind key decisions. For
example, funding might not have come through necessitating certain
changes, or sponsorships might affect the overall nature of the project.
Perhaps features described in the proposal evolved differently during the
production process. If targets or specific goals were not achieved or
changed, the funders will need to know why. It is interesting to see how
the hyperbole and idealism of the proposal is translated into a working
application. A clear analysis in this section will also alleviate the need
for detailed text in the Cost Report.
A consistent format is to review the basic structure of the application
and its content areas as proposed and then as realized. Graphics and
screenshots here can provide a valuable illustration of the project’s
evolution.
If the project has several different new media manifestations such as a
website, interactive TV application, console game, wireless version or
CD- ROM, it may be useful to follow each element separately through
the Proposal to Completion process.
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3.

Distribution

The funding organizations will determine the nature of reporting
required on distribution and / or site traffic as part of their funding
agreements so set up your reporting according to their requirements.
3.1 Distributor’s Report
If the project is a non-online interactive property such as a CD
ROM / DVD ROM or console game, a report from the
commercial distributor of the property should provide a clear
picture of distribution in the number of units distributed in
given territories. It is also useful to provide insight into the
sales and marketing and publicity strategies as well, if the title
has been versioned or localized and sold into new territories or
licensed for additional territories and languages.
3.2 Site Traffic Analysis
Understanding site traffic is key to gauging the success of the
marketing behind any online property and with most online
applications, it will be possible to generate site traffic logs.
Unfortunately, the analysis of site traffic statistics frequently
resembles a pseudo-science akin to phrenology or alchemy due
to the cavalier misuse or misunderstanding of terminology.
The sheer amount of information provided can be
overwhelming making it the producer’s responsibility to
interpret and simplify the excess of data generated.
It is important to confirm terminology and the framework for
analysis provided by the available software with the person
generating the reports. Analyzing traffic for different platforms
and applications such as wireless devices and Interactive TV
platforms with synchronous iTV enhanced programs all present
their own challenges. The project’s Technical Lead should also
be consulted in order to determine the parameters for statistical
analysis.
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One of the most difficult tasks is simply determining the actual
number of visitors to a site. The hit is a frequently cited statistic
that is commonly invested with a degree of importance it
scarcely deserves. A hit is simply a download of a distinct
digital entity such as a graphic and is not in any way, an
accurate measure of site traffic. A page can contain any
number of hits depending on its design, construction and
layout. It is possible to measure the number of pages served
accurately, though the idea of the page itself can be misleading
where the content is largely in the form of video or animation.
Individual hosts do not necessarily translate into individual
visitors either as many different individuals from a given
company or internet service provider can be registered as a
single host.
Clearly, site traffic statistics are open to a variety of
interpretations and it is difficult to account for all the unknown
factors. One option is to establish your own criteria for analysis
by developing a typical site visitor profile and estimating the
number of pages this typical user would access per visit. For
example, if there were 10,000 page views for a site and it was
determined that a typical user views ten pages per visit, then we
calculate that approximately 1000 individuals visited the site.
These conclusions can be cross-referenced with other criteria
such as number of unique hosts in order to support the validity
of the estimate. If you do use this approach, be certain to state
any assumptions up front. And don’t neglect to report the
requests generated by your own team’s development activities
as this can skew the traffic numbers considerably.
Arrange your statistical analysis in a simple and concise table
in order to communicate clear patterns relevant to an
understanding of the project. Naturally, the type of statistics
you chose to report will depend on the exact nature of the
project and its objectives. At the minimum you will likely need
to indicate time period, number of pages served, unique hosts
and estimated number of visitors. If relevant, you may want to
identify countries of origin, platforms, average length of visit,
number of repeat visitors, etc. However, you don’t need to
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include everything here. Try to summarize the relevant
statistics into a single chart. If the project includes multiple
applications (such as a website, interactive TV version, etc.),
you may want to do separate tables. The full server logs can be
reprinted and included in the appendices or you can offer a link
to where they can be accessed online.
Where the interactive production relies on a promotional loop
with an alternate medium manifestation of the project, the
design of the statistical analysis should reflect this fact. For
example, if the website is companion to a weekly television
show, design your table to present data on a weekly basis in
order to reflect the interaction between the properties.
The secondary part of your Site Statistics report should offer
analysis. Attempt to account for patterns in site traffic such as
peaks and lows and repeat visitors. If relevant, compare the
results to comparable projects with similar goals.
If the project has a television component, note the TV show’s
ratings in order to get some idea of what percentage of viewers
are going from TV to the web and vice versa. In particular, try
to apply a cross medium analysis to account for variations in
site traffic patterns. For example, a decrease in site traffic
might be attributable to an interruption in the TV broadcast
while a sudden spike in site visitors might be attributable to a
promotional initiative or press coverage on TV or on the web.
Do most visitors go to the site during or after a TV broadcast or
is there no discernable connection? Answering some of these
basic questions provides more valuable understanding than the
most detailed obsessive analysis of daily site traffic.
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3.3 Revenue Reporting
If the funding body has an equity interest in the project, you
will be required to provide regular Revenue Reports according
to an established schedule of reporting, most likely quarterly or
semi-annually. This process can begin with the Final Report
though in all likelihood the obligation for revenue reporting
will extend many months or years into the future life of the
project.
If the property is non-online, then this information is normally
provided in the Distributor’s Report. Gross distribution
revenues, net revenues and direct expenses incurred by
distributors will all need to be reported in order to determine
how the net profits are divided.
In online media, revenues from a variety of sources including
advertising, sponsorships, subscription or membership fees and
e-commerce activities will need to be reported to the funding
bodies.
4.

Lessons and Recommendations

This is potentially the most important aspect of the Final Report. A
cogent list of lessons learned and recommendations can be invaluable if
producers are to learn from past mistakes and avoid re-inventing the
wheel. Where there are many comments, categorize the
recommendations according to category – partner organization,
production phase or delivery format, etc. in bullet point format.
The lessons learned can look like a long list of problems but don’t forget
that these can also be positive affirmations of things that went right.
Where relevant, provide potential solutions to the problems cited as well
as recommendations and actions proposed for improving process and
quality.
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Here are some examples of potential areas of commentary:
•

•

How effective was the collaboration between different
organizations?
Were there problems with basic business or technology models?
Is the paradigm or technology out of date?
Is the market flooded with similar product?
Is the product relevant to its target demographic?
How did the schedule of production impact on the completed
project?
What elements of the project did the audience or focus group appear
to like or dislike?
Were there too many features or not enough to make the user
experience compelling?
How effective was the usability analysis?
How effective was the marketing strategy?

5.

Appendices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Include in the appendices any supporting information that is too large or
tangential to be integrated into the body of the written report but is still
relevant to understanding the impact of the project. Server logs, chat
transcripts, forum entries, comments or quotes by individual users,
relevant examples of user-generated content, promotional initiatives,
public presentations of the project at trade shows or conventions and
press coverage are all examples of useful information that can be
included in support of the Final Report.

Final Report, Part II: The Cost Report
The Cost Report is a spreadsheet document that provides an accurate
picture of how the project budget was allocated. The Cost Report
examines the budget, item by line item, reporting all true costs and
expenditures of time accurately. This is an invaluable exercise for
generating a picture of budget overages and unspent monies in every
category.
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The Importance of Consistency
For purposes of clarity, it is important to use reporting techniques
consistent with budgeting practices. If the projections for a task were
budgeted in hours, they should necessarily be tracked and reported in the
same units - hours, not days or weeks.
Determining the Variance
Normally there are differences between the allocation of monies
projected in the Budget and those actually tracked in the Cost Report. It
is critical that these variations or variances be clearly accounted for in
order to promote a clear understanding of real costs. The sum of these
variances will indicate whether the project is under or over budget.
All unanticipated expenditures, not forecast and included in the original
budget should be reported in order to determine the true costs of the
project.
If, for example, there is an unexpected production cost of $100 for CD
Cover Art Duplication for which there is no corresponding budget line
item, then the budget entry for this item in the Cost Report remains
zero. The $100 amount is, however, accurately tracked in the Cost to
Date column and a corresponding variance of $100 is subsequently
registered in the Variance Column.
In the case where a budgeted item is not paid out, the amount of the
variance will be registered as a negative figure in the Variance Column.
Rate Card
New media companies are, to some degree, limited by the resources and
infrastructure required to produce interactive content as much as they
are by models of financing and sources of funding.
In film or television, where the basic technology is relatively stable, it is
possible to hire practically all production resources and facilities on a
freelance basis thus eliminating the need to support costly full-time
production facilities. In interactive media, the constantly evolving nature
of technology makes it critical that producers constantly upgrade their
equipment and professional expertise. This reality combined with an
historical lack of funding for creative new media projects has resulted in
the situation where many new media producers derive the bulk of their
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revenues from client service work while producing their own intellectual
properties only as funding permits. Consequently, many production
companies rely on a professional services Rate Card as a sort of
barometer of costs when comparing different projects. This rate card
normally includes basic costs of salary and equipment plus corporate
overhead and a profit margin.
When arranging financing for their own intellectual property, producers
may be required to account for their actual hard costs to funding bodies
which may apply guidelines as to what they consider allowable.
Generally these allowable rates are a small fraction of what the company
would normally charge their commercial clients according to their
market Rate Card for billable resources.
While there is likely to remain some disagreement around the issue of
Costs versus Rate Card, the numbers reported in the Cost Report should
reflect the rates approved by the funder in the Budget. These approved
costs should be the benchmark for the Cost Report. Rate Card should be
used only if approved by the funding bodies in the budget. Otherwise,
the use of Rate Card for purposes of tracking and comparison should
remain an internal practice in order to prevent confusion.
Notes on the Cost Report
Try to provide the background information necessary for the funding
bodies to have a clear idea of why choices were made that impacted
significantly on the budget. Of course, it is not necessary to obsessively
account for slight overages line by line. It’s more important to provide a
rationale for unbudgeted items or for items that were budgeted in a
certain category but ended up being paid out elsewhere. Try to make the
Cost Report tell the full financial story of the project.
Provide rationale for unanticipated capital equipment purchases for the
project with a justification for how the costs were pro-rated over the life
of the project or account for the decision to sub-contract work externally
that was budgeted in-house. It is also useful to document items that
were not captured in the budget and financing yet played a key role such
as the investment of time and / or resources of external partners. Clear
documentation of these factors will provide useful ammunition when
negotiating budgets in the future.
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All this information can be provided in an introduction, an appendix or
in the margin of the Cost Report document - whatever best serves the
purposes of clear communication.
Cost Report Format
See the Cost Report Format, Figure 13.2 at the end of this chapter.
The conventional Cost Report format is based on the approved Budget
document. A Cost Report category is added across all line items
encompassing the following five sub-categories each defined as its own
column:
1.

Budget - The figures in this column represent the amounts approved
for every category line item in the approved Budget.

2.

Cost to Date - These are only the costs incurred at the time of
writing of the Cost Report. These can include either the calculated
value of internal hours tracked or internal invoices for goods or
freelance labour. Payables – meaning items where the goods or
services have been delivered but not yet paid for are also reported
here.

3.

Estimate to Complete - It is usually necessary to submit the Final
Cost Report before the budgeted project cycle is complete. For
example, the budgeted Maintenance period might extend over a
year or more, making it necessary that costs not yet incurred be
included here as forecasts or projections based on past experience
and consultation with the individuals or companies performing the
roles.

4.

Final Cost - This is the sum of the Cost to Date and the Estimate to
Complete categories.

5.

Variance - This column tracks the difference between the budgeted
amount and the Final Cost. The difference is represented as a
positive figure for overages (amounts that will be covered by the
Contingency) and a negative figure for categories that come in
under budget. The overall Variance total will indicate the amount
by which the project is under or over budget.
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Reporting the Contingency - an Important Concept
The Contingency is a budget category that is calculated as a percentage
of designated budget sections (normally labour and equipment) and
applied on top of the budget total in order to account for unanticipated
overages from across the budget.
In preparing the Cost Report, the Contingency should be indicated as a
negative amount in the Variance Column.
Remember that the Contingency is intended to counterbalance
accumulated overages (indicated as positive amounts) from categories
throughout the Cost Report. If the Contingency is mistakenly entered as
a positive number then the Cost Report will give the impression of a
greatly exaggerated variance.
To illustrate how this convention works, Figure 13.1 represents just the
final five columns from the greatly simplified Cost Report of a
hypothetical project that came in exactly on budget at $110,000 which
includes a $10,000 Contingency.
Figure 13.1

All Budget
Categories
A+B+C+D
Contingency
Total

Budget
Total

Cost to
Date
110,000

Estimate
To
Complete
0

100,000

Final
Cost

Variance

110,000

10,000

10,000
0
$110,000 $110,000

0
$0

0
$ 110,000

-10,000
$0

If the Contingency were indicated as a positive number then the Cost
Report would indicate a Total $20,000 overage in the Variance column,
a total which is clearly inaccurate. The project came in on budget,
meaning that the Contingency was used up and the overall variance
should be indicated as zero. If the project is over budget (meaning that
the overages exceed the amount of the Contingency) then the total
variance will be a positive number. In the case where the project comes
in under budget, the Variance column total will be indicated as a
negative number.
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The Final Cost Report is actually based on several preceding summary
reports:
1.

Internal Costs Summary
This is a list of all internal, billable staff who tracked time towards
the project. It is important to indicate the budget line item, team
member’s name, role, the approved hourly rate and total hours
tracked in order to facilitate easy cross referencing with the Cost
Report. This information is typically supplied from time tracking
database reports (such as Timesheet) which should also be included
here as support materials.

2.

External Costs Summary
This is a record of any invoices paid to External Vendors which
could include capital equipment purchases required for the project,
freelance writers' fees, tape stock purchase or launch expenses. As
with the Internal Costs Summary report, include the budget line
item, description, vendor and cost in order to assist in reconciliation
with the Cost Report. The actual invoices need to be provided for
the auditors and should be included here as support materials.

3.

Auditor’s Report
Funding bodies will generally require some form of verification of
your Cost Report by an independent, third party auditor. The
requirements of this exercise will vary from one funding body to the
next from a simple review and confirmation of the accuracy of the
figures provided in the Report to a complete audit.
Don’t neglect to include the actual cost of the auditor in the Cost
Report and avoid any temptation to let the auditor construct the
Cost Report. Creating the Cost Report is an important learning
opportunity. The producer needs to know how costs have varied
from budget to completion and will have to assemble the Cost
Report support materials in any case. If everything has been
properly accounted for then the auditor will soon arrive at the same
conclusions.
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Conclusion: The New Media We Need
Innovation needs to be supported by research and by the crossfertilization of shared information and ideas. Accordingly, the Final
Report document presents a unique opportunity to record and codify
learning that will permit us to evaluate the impact of the new media
project, not only on the financing and process models but on the actual
form of the new media itself.
Our attempt to understand the shifting place of new media in the
cultural landscape is characterized by the struggle between form and
content, though it also encompasses technology, genre and identity.
Like the new media sensations of the past, the rise of interactive new
media does not signal the demise of the preceding media such as
newspapers and radio though it will certainly have an impact on their
relevance and meaning in the future. Whether interactive media will
endure as an art form with its own unique aesthetics and conventions is
not yet clear.
For the foreseeable future, the many manifestations of interactive media
will elude a unified definition. New media productions will continue to
exist independently as CD-ROM’s, websites or games while new media
technology and techniques will directly or indirectly serve other interests
as is the case with the anticipated impact of interactive television.
Meanwhile, linear storytelling will continue to be played out in books,
television and film though a new genre may yet emerge in the form of
the collaborative interactive narrative envisioned today in science
fiction.
Interactivity in media is evolving from a novelty to a necessity. We are
beginning to see the interactive impulse projected even onto noninteractive media – in the screen layouts for television news, sports and
weather broadcasts that increasingly resemble web pages, for example.
While we need to produce work that people actually want to interact
with, new media producers have to remain vigilant in the search for
innovation since it is not apparent which forms of new media will
endure as technology evolves. After all, it’s hard to imagine that the
film pioneering Meliès and Lumière Brothers could have predicted the
popularity of music videos or of the so-called reality based show
Survivor.
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Now that the initial hysteria associated with the birth of interactive
media appears to have run its course, we are left to consider the lessons
accumulated from these early new media productions. Their successes
and more often failures have raised the bar higher than before and the
next generation of new media will need to respond. Canadian producers
are fortunate to have access to sources of funding that encourage an
exploration in new media that is informed though not entirely governed
by commercial interests. This is a unique opportunity. No one can yet
legitimately claim to have charted the future of the new media, so for the
time being we can play an active role in determining its future.
PATRICK CROWE is a new media Producer. He produced many of
ExtendMedia’s best-known convergent media productions. In February 2000,
Patrick produced the first Canadian interactive TV series broadcast, Drop The
Beat, an award-winning interactive media project for which he received the
Canadian New Media Award for Producer of the Year.
Patrick also recently produced interactive strategies for the new CBC dramatic
series Our Hero, for Dish It Out—an interactive cooking series broadcast on
Life Network featuring TV, web and ITV versions and the Jacob Two-Two
children’s movie companion website. Previously Patrick coordinated the
launch of online publishing for @Home Network in Canada and produced two
documentary series—Splice and dewLINE Comics for MicroSoft Network
(MSN).
As a documentary filmmaker, Patrick’s directing credits include an
autobiographical musical documentary The pINCO Triangle and the Gemininominated dramatic documentary The Enduring Enigma of Susanna Moodie.
Patrick also served as Associate Producer on several documentaries for CBC
on the Internet and social issues.
Patrick is a frequent speaker and panelist on interactive media and most
recently completed a screenplay co-written with author Carol Shiel
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DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT

DESCRIPTION

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

(signed by the Producer of record)

CATEGORY

The following budget categories and respective amounts from the attached budget estimate will be paid to the Producer/Production Company
of record or directly to a supplier for the purchase of the following capital equipment :

CATEGORY

The following budget categories and respective amounts from the attached budget estimate will be paid to the Producer/Production Company of record
or any of its principals and employees (inclusive of any full-time employees from the Production Company, purchase and rental of equipment, facilities
and materials directly or indirectly paid for or obtained by the Producer/Production Company):

ACCOUNT

(date)

TOTAL:

TOTAL:
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TOTAL

TELEFILM CANADA

DECLARATION OF RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS FROM BUDGET ESTIMATE
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CATEGORY

TALENT

ADMINISTRATION LABOUR

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS LABOUR

NEW MEDIA EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS

AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS

DISTRIBUTION & SITE MAINTENANCE

MARKETING, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION

OVERHEAD

CONTINGENCY

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

E

F

OTHER

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

PRODUCTION TEAM LABOUR EXPENSES

ABOVE THE LINE COSTS

(signature)

GRAND TOTAL

TOTAL "D"

TOTAL "C"

TOTAL "B"

TOTAL "A"

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

PROGRAMMING LABOUR

05

AUDIO/VIDEO LABOUR

DESIGN LABOUR

04

07

SENIOR PRODUCTION PERSONNEL

03

06

RIGHTS ACQUISITION

PROJECT PROPOSAL PREPARATION

02

PRODUCER

01

ACCOUNT
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(date)

NEW MEDIA PRODUCTION BUDGET SUMMARY
PAGE NO.

TOTAL
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TOTAL PRODUCER

01

ADDITIONAL OTHER RIGHTS

TOTAL RIGHTS ACQUISITION

2.95

02

(payee)

DETAILS
(provide detailed explanation)

UNIT
(hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

(no. of units)

NAME

QUANTITY

NAME and DETAILS
(specify role and responsibility)

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

SOUND RIGHTS (MUSIC, EFFECTS)

MUSIC LIBRARY FEES

2.20

IMAGE RIGHTS (FILM, VIDEO, PHOTOGRAPH)

02.10

02.15

STORY RIGHTS (including OPTION agreements)

CATEGORY

02.05

ACCOUNT

RIGHTS ACQUISITION

OTHER(S)

01.95

02

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

LINE PRODUCER

01.20

PRODUCER(S)

01.15

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER(S)

01.10

CATEGORY

ABOVE THE LINE COSTS

01.05

PRODUCER

01

ACCOUNT

SECTION "A"

RATE
($ COST per unit)

TOTAL

($ COST)

TOTAL

($ quantity x rate)
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03
DESCRIPTION

CONSULTANT(S)

MARKET RESEARCH / FOCUS GROUPS

OVERHEAD FEES

OTHER

TOTAL PROJECT PROPOSAL PREPARATION

03.15

03.25

03.90

03.95

03

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

RESEARCHER / WRITER

03.10

(provide detailed explanation - submit only expenses already spent)

BUDGET / SCHEDULE PREPARATION

CATEGORY

PROJECT PROPOSAL PREPARATION

03.05

ACCOUNT

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

($ COST)

TOTAL
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TOTAL DESIGN LABOUR

05

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

ASSISTANT DESIGNER(S)

OTHER(S)

05.95

05.40

05.45

STORYBOARD ARTIST(S)

ILLUSTRATOR(S)

05.35

GRAPHIC ARTIST(S) - 3D

COMPUTER ANIMATION ARTIST(S)

05.15

05.25

GRAPHIC ARTIST(S) - 2D

05.10

05.20

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

INTERACTIVE DESIGNER

05.05

CATEGORY

ACCOUNT

NAME

TOTAL SENIOR PRODUCTION PERSONNEL

04

DESIGN LABOUR

OTHER(S)

04.95

05

CREATIVE LEAD (ART DIRECTOR)

ANIMATION LEAD (DIRECTOR)

04.25

04.15

NAME

04.20

PROJECT MANAGER

TECHNICAL LEAD (DIRECTOR)

04.10

SYSTEM DESIGNER (ARCHITECT)

CATEGORY

SENIOR PRODUCTION PERSONNEL

DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

DEPLOYMENT

X
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

TOTAL UNITS

(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

TOTAL UNITS

(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

DEPLOYMENT

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

X

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

PRODUCTION TEAM LABOUR EXPENSES

04.05

ACCOUNT

04

SECTION "B"

RATE

($ COST per unit)

RATE

($ COST per unit)

TOTAL

($ total units x rate)

TOTAL

($ total units x rate)
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06

PROGRAMMING LABOUR (specify)

SYSTEM INTEGRATOR (includes web installation)

OTHER(S)

TOTAL PROGRAMMING LABOUR

06.15

6.95

06

NAME
(include "TYPE" of programming to be done, ie; software)

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

USEABILITY ARCHITECT

06.10

CATEGORY

PROGRAMMING LABOUR

06.05

ACCOUNT
X
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

TOTAL UNITS
(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

DEPLOYMENT

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

RATE
($ COST per unit)

TOTAL
($ total units x rate)
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07

OTHER(S)

TOTAL AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTION & POST-PRODUCTION LABOUR

07.95

07

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

EDITOR

POST AUDIO / VIDEO INTEGRATOR (digitization, scanning)

07.80

ADDTL POST-PRODUCTION LABOUR (specify)

07.55

NAME

07.70

COMPOSER / MUSICIANS

RE-RECORDING MIXER

PRODUCTION CO-ORDINATOR

07.35

07.50

ADDTL.PRODUCTION LABOUR (specify)

07.30

07.45

STLL PHOTOGRAPHER

SOUND RECORDIST

LIGHTING / GRIP LABOUR

07.25

CAMERA

07.15

07.20

DIRECTOR

07.10

CATEGORY

AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTION & POST-PRODUCTION LABOUR

07.05

ACCOUNT
X
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

TOTAL UNITS
(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

DEPLOYMENT

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

RATE
($ COST per unit)

TOTAL
($ total units x rate)
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08

CASTING EXPENSES

OTHER

TOTAL TALENT

08.75

08.95

08

OTHER

TOTAL ADMINISTRATION LABOUR

09.95

09

NAME

NAME

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

SECRETARY

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKEEPER

09.10

CATEGORY

09.05

ACCOUNT

ADMINISTRATION LABOUR

VOICE-OVER PERFORMERS (NARRATORS)

08.10

09

PERFORMERS / ACTORS (specify)

CATEGORY

TALENT

08.05

ACCOUNT
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

DEPLOYMENT

X
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

TOTAL UNITS

(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

TOTAL UNITS

(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

DEPLOYMENT

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

X

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

RATE

($ COST per unit)

RATE

($ COST per unit)

TOTAL

($ total units x rate)

TOTAL

($ total units x rate)
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10

OTHER

TOTAL OTHER MISCELLANEOUS LABOUR

10.95

10

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

VERSIONING/TRANSLATION

FOCUS GROUP(S)

ADDTL. TESTING LABOUR (specify)

10.35

10.80

WEBMASTER

10.30

NAME

10.40

CONTENT SPECIALIST(S)

INTERFACE SPECIALIST(S)

10.25

10.15

10.20

RESEARCHER(S)

WRITER(S)

10.10

CONSULTANT(S) (specify)

CATEGORY

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS LABOUR

10.05

ACCOUNT
X
DESIGN

PRODUCTION

TESTING

TOTAL UNITS
(in hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

DEPLOYMENT

NO. QUANTITY (specify no.of units - hrs, days, wks - in each phase)

RATE
($ COST per unit)

TOTAL
($ total units x rate)
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DESCRIPTION

ADDTL. EQUIPMENT

ADDTL. DATA STORAGE DEVICES

SOFTWARE LICENCES (specify)

STAGING SERVER (for installation)

ADDTL. SUPPLIES and MATERIALS

OTHER

TOTAL NEW MEDIA EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

11.15

11.20

11.50

11.75

11.90

11.95

11

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

DIGITIZATION and SCANNING EQUIPMENT

11.10

(provide detailed description of equipment)

COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS (specify)

CATEGORY

NEW MEDIA EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

11.05

ACCOUNT

11

SECTION "C"

TIME
(amount of time)

UNIT of TIME
(hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

(no. of units)

QUANTITY

RATE
($ COST per UNIT)

TOTAL
($ quantity x time x rate)
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176

12

OTHER

TOTAL AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

12.95

12

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

ADDTL. SUPPLIES and MATERIALS

12.90

12.55

AUDIO RE-RECORDING and MIX

ONLINE EDIT

12.50

ORIGINAL SOURCE MATERIAL (video, dat, etc.)

OFFLINE EDIT

12.40

12.75

STOCK FOOTAGE-PICTURE (transfers)

12.35

DESCRIPTION
(provide detailed description of equipment)

12.60

SOUND EFFECTS

STOCK FOOTAGE-AUDIO/ MUSIC (transfers)

12.30

AUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL

TRANSPORTATION and CATERING

12.25

LIGHTING / GRIP EQUIPMENT RENTAL

12.15

12.20

ART DEPARTMENT RENTALS and SUPPLIES

CAMERA EQUIPMENT RENTAL

12.10

CATEGORY

AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

12.05

ACCOUNT

TIME
(amount of time)

UNIT of TIME
(hrs, days, wks, etc.)

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

(no. of units)

QUANTITY

RATE
($ COST per UNIT)

TOTAL
($ quantity x time x rate)
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DESCRIPTION

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION AND SITE MAINTENANCE

13

DESCRIPTION

OTHER

TOTAL MARKETING, PROMOTION, PUBLICTY

14.95

14

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

OTHER PROMOTION MATERAL

COLLATERAL MATERIALS

14.40

(provide detailed explanation)

14.35

NET BANNER BUYS

ADVERTISEMENT

14.20

14.30

MEDIA KITS

14.15

14.25

REPRODUCTIONS, STILLS

LAUNCH EXPENSES

14.10

PUBLICIST

CATEGORY

14.05

ACCOUNT

MARKETING, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY

OTHER

13.95

14

DVD/CD-ROM: DUPLICATION

DVD/CD-ROM: ARTWORK and PACKAGING

13.60

(provide detailed explanation)

13.55

WEBSITE: ADDTL. MAINTENANCE

DVD/CD-ROM: MASTERING

13.50

WEBSITE: ADDTL. SOFTWARE

13.10

13.15

WEBSITE: SERVER EXPENSE

CATEGORY

DISTRIBUTION AND SITE MAINTENANCE

OTHER

13.05

ACCOUNT

13

SECTION "D"

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

($ COST)

TOTAL

($ COST)

TOTAL

Appendix 1

177

178

15

COMPLETION BOND

OTHER

TOTAL GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION

15.70

15.95

15

"E"
"F"

ACCOUNT

DESCRIPTION
(based on size of NEW MEDIA production company. Each category cannot exceed 10% of B+C.)

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

CONTINGENCY

OVERHEAD

CATEGORY

ADDITIONAL BUDGET SECTIONS

BANK SERVICE FEES

INTERIM FINANCING

15.65

15.55

DESCRIPTION
(provide detailed explanation)

15.60

LEGAL

AUDIT

15.50

INSURANCE A (comprehensive liablity package)

TRAVEL / LIVING EXPENSES (specify)

15.35

INSURANCE B (errors and omissions)

OFFICE-OTHER SUPPLIES / MATERIALS

15.30

15.45

OFFICE-PHOTOCOPY

15.25

15.40

OFFICE-TELEPHONE

OFFICE-DELIVERY

15.20

OFFICE-MISC. EQUIPMENT / FACILITIES

15.10

15.15

OFFICE RENTAL

CATEGORY

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION

15.05

ACCOUNT

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

($ COST)

TOTAL

($ COST)

TOTAL
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8. GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION; Office expenses related directly to the production.

BELL BROADCAST AND NEW MEDIA FUND / TELEFILM CANADA

Do not include costs for prototype development (note: use Development Budget Template for Development activities).

3. PROJECT PROPOSAL PREPARATION; Cost estimates for preparing new media proposal and budget.

This CANNOT include payment for broadcast materials on which new media site is based.

2. RIGHTS ACQUISTION; Cost of licensing material and intellectual rights for new media project.

NEW MEDIA BUDGET TEMPLATE; 01-1

May NOT EXCEED 10% of B+C sections of the budget.

10. CONTINGENCY; Will vary dependent upon the inherent risk involved with the production.

in your submission. The amount requested may NOT EXCEED 10% of B+C scections of the budget.

10% of B+C sections of the budget. (note: this does not mean that you can automatically budget

up to 10% of B+C - the amount has to be justified by work to be accomplished.)

company and corporate assets. Financial statements of the new media company MUST be included

9. OVERHEAD; Specifically for new media production company only. Varies according to size of company

If requesting funding for Interim Financing, a detailed cash flow must be provided.

errors and omissions must be obtained. Completion Bond may be waived under special circumstances.

Insurance must be costed (or Bell Fund included as an additional insured on your corporate insurance policy),

1. PRODUCER; Define specific roles, time required and rate. Total of category CANNOT EXCEED

Specific budget category specifics and caps:

cost to Producer or Production Company, EXTERNAL-subcontractor, or subcontracted equipment rental).

h) Complete "BREAKDOWN OF EXPENSE" categories (specifying what costs are DEFERRED, INTERNAL-employee/direct

7. MARKETING, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY; Includes promotion of new media component specifically

g) List names of all personnel where requested.
(NOT CORPORATE PROMOTION).

Bell Fund LIMIT; 1 year of server / maintenance ($50,000.)

or production of your DVD/CD-ROM. Installation (labour, staging server) estimated elsewhere in the budget.

6. DISTRIBUTION AND SITE MAINTENANCE; Server expenses for deployment of your website,

that the website is based on.

f) Round all figures.

(front page information, summary, details, declaration of related party transactions).

e) Complete all components of the budget package and ensure duly signed;

Breakdown supplies and materials required. Categories distinguish between new media and audio/video
production expenses for the new media site. DO NOT include costs for any of the broadcast program

d) Include additonal breakdown of budget estimates (schedules, attachments and quotes) where warranted.

quotes for all equipment where appropriate. DO NOT assess mark-up or overhead in these categories.

5. EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS; Provide actual rental costs for all equipment. Attach details and

Provide additional schedules, quotes or breakdowns as required. DETAILS are required for all categories.

Breakdown time required for various processes into - DESIGN, PRODUCTION, TESTING, DEPLOYMENT).

Use the most appropriate UNIT of measurement for calculating time (hour, day, week, etc.).

4. PRODUCTION TEAM LABOUR EXPENSES; Separate all actual labour expenses into these categories.

Always provide as many details as possible.

c) Follow the column header instructions in providing cost estimates. Use "ALLOW" or "FLAT" sparingly.

and not include overhead or mark-up.

b) Separate all labour and equipment cost estimates into the appropriate categories. Labour costs are to be actual

a) Only complete cost estimates for those budget categories which relate to the specific needs of your new media proposal.

The following represents our guidelines and some helpful tips to assist you in preparing your
comprehensive budget estimate:

NEW MEDIA BUDGET GUIDELINES

Appendix 1
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Appendix 2

New Media Cash Flow Statement: Example of Summary Page
ACCOUNT

CATEGORY

BUDGET
TOTAL

FROM:
TO:

FROM:
TO:

FROM:
TO:

TOTAL

CASH OUTFLOWS:
01
02
03

PRODUCER
RIGHTS ACQUISITION
PROJECT PROPOSAL PREPARATION
TOTAL "A" ABOVE THE LINE COSTS

04
05
06
07
08
09
10

SENIOR PRODUCTION PERSONNEL
DESIGN LABOUR
PROGRAMMING LABOUR
AUDIO/VIDEO LABOUR
TALENT
ADMINISTRATION LABOUR
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS LABOUR
TOTAL "B" PRODUCTION LABOUR EXPENSES

11
12

NEW MEDIA EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS
AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS
TOTAL "C" EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

13
14
15

DISTRIBUTION & SITE MAINTENANCE
MARKETING, PROMOTION, PUBLICTY
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL "D" OTHER

E
F

OVERHEAD
CONTINGENCY

CASH OUTFLOWS - GRAND TOTAL
CASH INFLOWS:
SOURCE *
SOURCE *
SOURCE *
SOURCE *

CASH INFLOWS - GRAND TOTAL
TOTAL PROJECTED MONTHLY CASH POSITION
RUNNING BALANCE (DEFICIT) / EXCESS
NOTES:
The example provided above is the summary page only. Include all budget detail categories in you cash flow submission
"FROM / TO" represents discrete monthly periods (use as many months as is reasonable for your production
"BUDGET TOTAL" for categories is spread across monthly period. "TOTAL" should equal "BUDGET TOTAL"
"SOURCE" list all sources of funding including cash, in-kind contributions, deferrals from your financial structure
(Cash Outflow MUST equal Cash Inflow)
Include (deficit) or excess at month end in calculation of subsequent month (e.g. add or subtract running balance
to next column "CASH OUTFLOW")
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